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5EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

which includes the redevelopment of Terminal One and related  
facilities and transportation improvements, will result in millions of  
dollars of public art investments and significant opportunities for  
expanding ongoing programming.

The key takeaways of the Master Plan are:

•  The Arts Program has operated at an increasingly high level of  
excellence and professionalism in recent years, and has the capacity 
to play a leading role in helping the airport innovate in the area of 
customer experience.2

•  The Arts Program will make major investments in public art through 
the expansion of Terminal One and related improvements. Beyond 
the ADP, major capital improvements that provide the opportunity for 
public art are undefined.

•  Successful partnerships with regional arts and culture organizations 
have strengthened the excellence of the Arts Program’s diverse  
offerings, effectively leveraging airport resources and generating  
a positive attitude about the airport. At the same time, the  
opportunity to work at the airport has equitably helped partner  
organizations strengthen their artistic output and audience visibility.

•  Programmatically, the Arts Program can strengthen its alignment with 
customer service goals through increased performances, updated  
exhibition infrastructure and evaluation of its projects and programs.

This Airport Arts Master Plan is the first comprehensive review of  
the San Diego International Airport Arts Program in seven years, and  
it updates the Arts Program’s last Master Plan, which was completed  
more than a decade ago.

The broad purpose of this Master Plan is to provide a framework for 
how the Arts Program will operate over the next decade and beyond, 
following the guidance of the Airport’s Strategic Plan, a forward-looking 
policy document that sets the vision for SAN from 2017 – 2022.1 It 
explores how the Program can evolve to further support the Airport’s 
broader thinking about how it manages customer experience. It  
considers how the Arts Program can engage with a culturally and  
economically vibrant region that has an increasingly diversified and 
interconnected arts and culture sector. And it anticipates that day when, 
with no major capital projects on the horizon, the Arts Program will 
focus more on programming.

The immediate purpose of this Master Plan is to outline how the  
Arts Program can develop public art projects, arts infrastructure and arts 
programming related to the Airport Development Plan (ADP). The ADP, 

1  San Diego County Regional Airport Authority, Five-Year Strategic Plan, 2017 – 2022
2  According to both intercept and online surveys undertaken during the planning process, 
the Arts Program’s robust offerings in public art, temporary exhibitions, performing arts 
and residencies can increase customer satisfaction and appreciation of the airport. 

SAN, Figure of Speech exhibition, Gilbert Neri
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Recommendations 
Arts Program Recommendations
The Arts Program Recommendations section of the Master Plan addresses 
the Arts Program’s three main components — Public Art, Performing Arts 
and Temporary Exhibitions. 

Key recommendations for the Public Art program include: use a  
variety of approaches for working with artists, including a visual arts 
residency and artist mentorships; and adopt a broader method for 
recruiting artists.

Key recommendations for the Performing Arts program include:  
broaden the range, frequency and locations of performances; develop 
collaborations with organizations that can help expand artist recruitment; 
and strengthen the documentation and promotion of residencies.

Key recommendations for the Temporary Exhibitions program include: 
develop new curatorial approaches for exhibitions in the new  
Terminal One, expand the capacity to commission new work as part of 
the Exhibitions program, develop guidelines for exhibitions siting and  
infrastructure; and prototype a film program. 

Communications and Engagement Recommendations 
The Communications and Engagement Recommendations section  
addresses how the Arts Program interacts with its audiences and the 
broader community through communications, marketing, partnerships 
and programming. It also provides recommendations for measuring 
success and other program evaluation methods.

Key recommendations include: expanding partnerships, especially  
those that address specific project and programming needs; focusing 
outreach on military, youth, culturally diverse and underserved  
communities; encouraging artists to engage the broader community in 
developing their projects, when appropriate; and ensure partnerships 
are structured equitably.

VISION, GOALS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The plan addresses these questions by setting a clear vision, goals  
and outcomes for the Arts Program, and using them to prioritize  
recommendations for arts programming, communications and  
engagement, future arts opportunities and program administration.

Vision

The Arts Program enriches the travel experience and  
airport environment for customers through innovative and  
memorable arts programming and exemplifies the airport’s  
role as a respected community partner and regional resource.

Goals 
The Arts Program will achieve this vision by pursuing the following goals:

Customer Experience 
Create a superior experience for SAN customers 

Placemaking 
Tap into customers’ emotions, feelings and experiential  
connections to place

Civic and Community 
Connect with the community beyond the fence line 

Artistic Excellence 
Reach new levels of innovation in excellence in the overall  
Arts Program, as well as in the work that individual artists  
produce at the airport

Master Plan Process 
The Master Plan was developed over the course of nearly two years, 
from mid 2017 through early 2019. The planning process included  
several research tasks — a Program and Policy review, a benchmarking 
study and an economic impact analysis — as well as the engagement 
of internal and external stakeholders through interviews, roundtable 
meetings, and internet and intercept surveys. The Airport Art Advisory 
Committee (AAC) was engaged throughout the process as well. A  
preliminary draft of the plan was published for review by stakeholders 
and the general public, the AAC and ultimately the San Diego County 
Regional Airport Authority (SDCRAA) Board.

The Master Plan process was guided by several key questions:

• How can the Arts Program take its activities to the next level?

•  What conceptual framework should guide the identification of future 
sites and definitions of opportunities for public art projects and other 
arts programming? 

•  What specific opportunities arise through the Airport Development Plan?

•  How should the Arts Program organize and prioritize its audience  
development and community engagement activities?

•  What changes in funding, staffing and administrative practices are 
necessary for the Arts Program to achieve its goals? 

•  The Arts Program can strengthen its alignment with community  
engagement goals by expanding its investments in communications 
and marketing to internal audiences, its regional arts and culture peers 
and the public at large.

•  The Arts Program can expand its reach into the regional cultural 
community by being inclusionary and ensuring that opportunities are 
available for a wide range of artists.

•  The Arts Program faces a growing need for additional investment in 
conservation and maintenance of its public art collection.

•  To meet these challenges and take advantage of these opportunities, 
the Arts Program needs more flexibility, in terms of both its operations 
and the way its funding can be used.

•  Arts Program staffing levels should be carefully evaluated before  
proceeding with all recommendations made in this plan.

SAN, Performing Arts Concert Series, Lakshmi Basile, Luna Flamenco
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Airport Authority Art Policy Recommendations 
The Master Plan outlines detailed recommendations for the  
Airport Authority’s Art Policy 8.50 (Policy), under which the Arts Program 
is administered. 

Key recommendations include: developing processes for incorporating 
public art into public–private partnership projects, establishing  
mechanisms for accepting financial donations, utilizing Two-Percent for 
Art funds for collections management, creating clear goals and criteria 
for reviewing gifts of artwork, and clarifying the definition of eligible 
projects that generate Two-Percent for Art funds.

CONCLUSION

San Diego International Airport’s Arts Program has built a firm  
foundation. Within the Airport Authority, it should be looked to as  
a leader in regard to the Airport’s goals and planning for customer  
experience. The Program’s public art, performing arts and exhibitions 
programming, in addition to its growing reach in terms of community 
partnerships, have distinguished the Arts Program as a regional and 
national leader in the field.

This plan helps the Arts Program look both inward and outward,  
providing a high-level vision, programmatic directions, recommended 
adjustments to policies and procedures under which it operates, and 
a path to documenting its impact. Most importantly, the goals and 
outcomes remind the Arts Program to keep its sights on its most unique 
feature — bringing artistic vision to the everyday experience of a  
place that is not only a complex piece of infrastructure but also one of  
San Diego’s grandest civic spaces and community assets.

Site and Opportunities Plan 

The Master Plan includes a Site and Opportunities Plan for the ADP. It 
includes recommendations for public art projects and Arts Program 
infrastructure that support the vision and goals of the Arts Master Plan, 
as well as the principles of the Customer Experience Chapter of the ADP 
Program Definition Document (PDD). The Site and Opportunities Plan 
provides technical guidance for arts projects and infrastructure in the new 
terminal and related facilities. Curatorial ideas will emerge in a future 
stage of work, when the design of the terminal is further underway. 

Key recommendations include opportunities for twenty place-based, 
integrated projects. The recommendations include several strategies for 
iconic projects such as a gateway project in the airport approach area, 
and an artist involved in designing the facade of the new Terminal One, 
and artist involvement in creating the overall look and feel of the new 
Terminal One. The plan proposes innovative public art opportunities 
including a family-friendly “art zone” and an artwork that explores  
sustainability. The plan also looks ahead to a robust programming 
schedule by identifying opportunities for permanent, plug-and-play and 
mobile performance infrastructure, as well as exhibition space.

Planning Recommendations 
The Master Plan recommends a revised planning structure for the  
Arts Program. It proposes four planning components: an ongoing 
Artistic Plan with a three-year look-ahead; periodic Program Reviews; 
Site and Opportunities plans to accompany major capital investments, 
and a baseline Collections Management Plan. This approach to planning 
follows best practices in other arts organizations and will allow for more 
efficient management.

SAN, Public Art Collection, MetroGnome, Christian Moeller
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Together, these plans set out artistic, programmatic and policy  
directions for the Arts Program that carry through to this day:

The Airport Arts Program shall include artwork and programming 
wherever feasible in all its facilities, places and spaces, including the 
landscape, terminals and parking areas. To the maximum extent 
possible, consistent with design and financial considerations,  
the Airport Art(s) Program shall be a component in all appropriate 
CIP Projects and Master Plan Projects.5 

In 2017, the Arts Program began a process to update its Master Plan and 
to develop a new Site and Opportunities Plan for the Airport Development 
Plan, which will guide the replacement of Terminal One and related 
infrastructure improvements. This is the last major capital investment at 
the airport for the foreseeable future. The following sections outline the 
research and internal and external engagement that was undertaken as 
a foundation for the plan.

ARTS PROGRAM PLANNING

San Diego’s Airport Arts Program has operated in its current form 
since 2003, when the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority was 
established to manage the day-to-day needs of San Diego International 
Airport and address the region’s long-term air transportation needs. 

The first Airport Art Master Plan was completed in 2006.3 This plan 
provided a framework for the Program, outlining key program areas and 
identifying sites for public art projects through a Site and Opportunities 
Plan. The plan included operational guidelines as well. It successfully 
guided the Arts Program through the “Green Build” of Terminal Two and 
made recommendations for other projects on Authority property. 

In 2011, the Arts Program commissioned a program assessment,4 which 
recommended modifications to the Airport’s Arts Policy, as well as to the 
Program’s procedures and operations. The assessment did not identify 
specific sites for future public art projects, but it suggested the initiation 
of “sustainable” and “virtual” art projects. 

CONTEXT

3 San Diego Airport, Airport Art Master Plan for San Diego International Airport (2006)
4  San Diego County Regional Airport Authority, Assessing the San Diego County Regional 

Airport Authority (SDCRAA) Art Program (2011)
5  San Diego Airport, Airport Art Master Plan for San Diego International Airport (2006),  

page 12SAN, Public Art Collection, The Journey, Jim Campbell
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The Arts Program’s Role in Customer Experience 
The Customer Experience Chapter includes a specific section on the role 
that the Arts Program can play in shaping customer experience, with a 
programmatic statement and a framework of goals and opportunities. 
The arts section includes the following programmatic statement for the 
Arts Program:

The thoughtful integration of art and arts programming into the 
airport environment serves to create a unique sense of place and 
ambiance and connects the flying public to the community that  
surrounds the airport. Local cultural events, temporary and  
permanent exhibitions, and performing arts allow the airport  
to showcase a dynamic regional culture, all while providing a  
new high-grade Customer Experience for patrons, even if they are 
frequent flyers. 

Integrated, site-specific public art supports intuitive wayfinding and 
helps enliven the path down long concourses or spaces. 

Performing Arts and Temporary Exhibitions offer travelers an  
unexpected encounter with culture and help to mitigate moments 
of waiting or stress. Moreover, local residents when arriving back  
at the airport have an enhanced experience of being “home.”

On a community level, a well-designed Arts Program, such as the 
existing one at SAN, allows the airport to be a good neighbor and 
help support local artists and arts organizations through exhibition 
and programming, via partnerships and direct funding.

Further develop arts and cultural programming through strategic 
community partnerships that expand awareness of the airport as 
a cultural gateway: 

•  Complete the Arts Master Plan

•  Develop new opportunities for engagement with youth and  
educational organizations 

•  Execute performing arts residency, community workshops and 
special programming  

Airport Development Plan,  
Customer Experience Chapter 
As this Arts Master Plan was being developed, the Airport Stakeholder 
Working Group completed a Customer Experience Chapter for the ADP 
Program Definition Document (PDD). The PDD is a critical element for 
planning and designing the new Terminal One, and the main document 
the selected Design Builder will use. The Customer Experience Chapter 
considers the entire airport customer experience, from purchasing a 
ticket to departing the airport.  

General Strategies for Customer Experience 
The Customer Experience Chapter recommends the following general 
strategies for improving customer experience at the airport:

•  Shift the airport mindset from Customer Service to  
Customer Experience

•  Provide passengers with immediate answers to their questions

•  Exceed customer expectations by improving simple things

•  Use technology to enhance the travel experience

•  Create an airport-wide brand

SAN Strategic Plan  
In 2017, SDCRAA completed an overall Strategic Plan and confirmed 
SAN’s strategic vision:6

Customer 
Achieve the highest level of internal and external  
customer satisfaction 

Community 
Be a trusted and highly responsive regional agency

Operations 
Operate our airport in a safe, secure, environmentally sound,  
effective and efficient manner 

Employee 
Assure the highest level of commitment and productivity

Financial 
Enhance the financial position of the Authority 

This Arts Master Plan implements the following initiatives called out in 
the Strategic Plan:7

Define and deliver a seamless, unique, consistent airport  
and product experience: 

•  Assemble an Airport Stakeholder Working Group to define  
common customer experience expectations

•  Facilitate customer experience solutions to address the changing 
airport environment for each customer segment 

•  Implement at least one new innovation each year that improves 
the customer experience  

AIRPORT PLANNING 
AND DEVELOPMENT

Airport Capital Projects 
San Diego International Airport has expanded vigorously since the last 
Master Plan was completed in 2006. First the Airport undertook its 
Green Build program, which included the expansion of Terminal Two 
West. More recent capital projects have included the construction of the 
Rental Car Center, the Terminal Two Parking Plaza and the International 
Arrivals Facility.

In conjunction with these projects, the Arts Program has successfully 
managed an ambitious program of permanent public art commissions, 
innovative performing arts offerings and purposeful exhibitions that 
have changed the face and experience of the airport while raising  
the Arts Program’s stature as recognized within the Airport Authority 
administration and within the broader community. 

 

6 San Diego County Regional Airport Authority, Five Year Strategic Plan 2017–2022, p. 3
7 San Diego County Regional Airport Authority, Five Year Strategic Plan 2017–2022, p. 7, 10SAN, 90th Anniversary Celebration
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Benchmarking 
The Master Plan team undertook a benchmarking study that considered 
public arts and culture programs at fourteen commercial, domestic  
or non-domestic airports, as well as three non-air transit agency art 
programs. The benchmarking documented best practices in vision, 
mission, program operations, staffing, funding, contracting, governance 
and other factors.

The key findings were:

•  The vision and mission of all programs focused on enhanced  
customer experience.

•  Some programs also emphasized highlighting local culture, quality and 
caliber, and support for local artists.

•  Most programs had permanent public art, exhibitions, performance and 
video components. Only a few had a temporary public art component.

•  Most programs use Two-Percent for Art funds for new commissions  
and maintenance / conservation, and operating funds for exhibitions 
and staff. 

•  Other funding sources include marketing dollars, concessions revenue, 
sponsors, and foundations.

•  None of the programs had undertaken program evaluation or  
economic impact studies, but some had anecdotal / undocumented 
economic impact information.

•  By showcasing the work of external partners, airport arts programs  
can provide airport customers with a sense of regional cultural  
offerings. Airport arts programs allow external partners to reach a 
large, and often new, audience.

The key recommendations were:

•  Update the artistic goals for public art opportunities.

•  Expand the number, location and types of performances.

•  Create a new curatorial strategy for exhibitions in the new  
Terminal One.

•  Provide more flexibility in artist selection processes and collaborate 
widely with other arts organizations in artist recruitment.

•  Create the flexibility to contract separately for design and for  
installation and/or fabrication and installation of public art.

•  Increase the visibility of Arts Program offerings and of participating 
artists, especially performers.

•  Develop a strong identity for the Arts Program, through specific  
communications plans for projects and initiatives, expanded  
communications platforms and information, and more interactive 
experiences and events.

•  Establish desired outcomes for programs and initiatives, and tools  
for measuring achievement.

•  Undertake different types of program planning on time cycles more 
responsive to the Arts Program’s goals.

•  Include Arts Program staff in the process of calculating  
Two-Percent for Art budgets.

•  Set aside a portion of the Two-Percent for Art allocations for  
conservation, relocation and Deaccession costs.

•  Strengthen policies and procedures related to gifts and loans, to  
ensure that the review and acceptance of gifts will be made by  
deliberate, standardized procedures, independent of political pressure 
and public opinion.

MASTER PLAN RESEARCH AND  
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

The Master Plan process involved a breadth of research and stakeholder 
outreach and engagement activities, all of which helped inform the final 
recommendations of the Master Plan.

Research
Program Review 
The Master Plan team undertook a review of the Arts Program, focusing 
on three topics: general policies governing the management and funding 
of the Program; specific policies, procedures and processes related to 
the Program’s operations, projects and programming; and the Program’s 
engagement with its audiences, regional arts organizations and the 
community at large.

Several themes recurred throughout the findings:

•  The Arts Program brings value to SAN in terms of fulfilling customer 
experience and community engagement goals.

•  The Program can achieve stronger outcomes if it had more flexibility in 
sources and uses of funding, and in its operations, particularly related 
to artist selection, contracting, programming and marketing.

The arts section includes the following framework for identifying  
Arts Program goals and opportunities:

• Intuitive Wayfinding

• New and Innovative Amenities

• Family-Friendly 

• Revenue Enhancement / Increased Dwell Time 

• Iconic Placemaking 

• Green / Sustainability 

• Community Focus

• Dynamic / Changing

• Improves Pain Point

• Serves Meeter-Greeters

• Interactive / Passes Dwell Time

• Related Programming

SAN, Public Art Collection, Carry On, Walter Hood
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•  Respondents to the intercept survey said they would like to see art  
by local artists.

•  There is a strong interest from regional arts organizations for  
collaborating on projects at the airport. However, those surveyed  
indicated that they do not fully understand how they can engage  
with the Arts Program.

•  There is a strong interest in programming and collaboration  
that addresses key audiences of veterans, youth and under- 
represented communities.

CONTEXT

Stakeholder Engagement 
The Master Plan process also included extensive engagement of internal 
and external stakeholders. Engagement included dozens of interviews 
with artists, and civic and cultural leaders as well as current and  
former Airport staff, nine topic specific roundtable meetings to engage 
administrators from local arts organizations and key stakeholder  
interest groups, more than 500 intercept surveys of customers in  
Terminals One and Two, both pre- and post-security, and an online  
internet survey. In addition, a draft of the Arts Master Plan was posted 
on the Arts Program’s website for 30-days to allow for community  
feedback. The key findings were:

•  Most respondents to the intercept survey were pleased with  
the ambiance at SAN, with nearly three-fourths ranking it  
“much better than,” “a little better than” or “the same as” other  
airports they’ve experienced. 

•  Respondents to the intercept survey were mostly unaware that  
there is a formal Arts Program at SAN, but they were very aware of  
the art at the airport.  

•  Overall, 91% of respondents to the intercept survey said that arts in  
the airport improved their airport experience, with 59% reporting  
that it improved their experience “very much.” Additionally, 75% of  
respondents selected “mostly true” for the statement that art makes 
using the airport less stressful and more enjoyable. Responses  
were fairly consistent for local versus non-local respondents,  
Terminal One versus Terminal Two respondents, and business versus 
leisure travelers.

•  85% of intercept survey respondents said they would like to see more 
arts at the airport.

•  80% of intercept survey respondents said that attending a  
performance improved their airport experience “very much,” and  
54% of respondents selected “mostly true” for the statement that  
performances at the airport make using the airport less stressful.

•  Respondents to both the internet and intercept surveys expressed  
a strong interest in a variety of arts experiences, with few options 
receiving a low response. 

•  Of the various types of arts experiences, respondents to both  
surveys expressed more interest in passive experiences (painting, 
sculpture, exhibits) than interactive or dynamic experiences  
(performance, interactive, film / video).

•  Similarly, respondents to both surveys expressed more interest in  
passive amenities (recomposure area, art gallery, green wall,  
observation deck, reading lounge) than active amenities (performance 
space, yoga space, family play area, screening / video room).

•  Respondents to both surveys expressed greater interest in  
encountering art in dwell areas such as holding rooms, food courts, 
ticketing lobbies, public waiting areas, and baggage claim as well as on 
structural elements such as airport entrances and roadways, ceilings, 
and corridor walls, rather than near functional amenities such as  
escalators, floors, drinking fountains or restrooms. 

Economic Impact 
Finally, the Master Plan team undertook a study of the impact of  
direct spending by the Arts Program on the San Diego County (regional)  
economy from FY2012 through FY2016. The findings indicate that:8

•  Spending by the Arts Program at SAN supported 173 full-time  
equivalent jobs (FTE) in the San Diego region by its direct, indirect and 
induced effects combined.

•  More than $8 million was generated in fees, salaries and benefits to  
the local workforce.

•  Spending by the Arts Program contributed nearly $13 million to the 
county’s gross regional product.

•  $22.37 million in estimated economic output, a measure of the  
cumulative economic activity which resulted from Arts Program  
spending, was generated.

•  More than $1.45 million was generated in local, state and federal taxes 
and fees. 

In addition, further study was undertaken to consider the possible  
effect of public art installations on passenger numbers, and the effect  
of live performances on passenger concessions spending.8 Additional  
examination of these focus areas is recommended in the future.

8 The full report provides definitions of economic terms used here.

SAN, Master Plan Stakeholder Tour
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ARTS AND CULTURE IN SAN DIEGO

The SAN Arts Program operates within a rich arts and culture ecosystem 
that has consistently grown and successfully adapted to the complexities 
that are inherent to those who live, work and visit the San Diego region. 
This ecosystem is affected by the geography, the highly diverse mix  
of cultures and ethnicities, the range of organizations and the ways  
in which these organizations interact with one another. The SAN Arts 
Program has not only grown within this art and culture ecosystem,  
but also greatly contributed to it as a partner with other arts and  
culture organizations, as a supporter of local artists and through its staff 
members’ participation on committees and panels.

Reputation 
San Diego has a reputation for artistic quality through many of its major 
award-winning arts and culture organizations as well as its highly  
regarded community college and university arts departments, which  
for decades have graduated visual, literary and performing artists who 
have achieved national and international recognition. As a region of  
festivals, San Diego County has international music, film and theatre 
fests that draw thousands of visitors year-round. Museums county-wide 
have originated exhibitions that have traveled throughout the world 
while holding collections that merit the attention of scholars and the 
viewing public. 

Despite these successes, the region’s arts and culture milieu is  
challenged by the perception that San Diego is a series of beach  
communities or tourist towns that cannot compete with Los Angeles or 
San Francisco in terms of arts and culture resources. The county’s arts 
and culture community as a whole however, continues to carry on its 
work together across borders, disciplines, cultures and institutions to 
fulfill their missions, work collaboratively on arts funding, engage new 
audiences and showcase the region’s cultural assets. 

A Sense of Place at SAN 
San Diego’s airport is held in high regard by its customers. It has been 
ranked above average in customer satisfaction in a number of surveys, 
including surveys undertaken for this Master Plan.

To many, the airport conveys something unique about the region and 
evokes a sense of place, an unmistakable sense that one has arrived 
in San Diego. The light, the openness of Terminal Two to the outdoors, 
the view of sky and the palm trees, are all specific considerations. Some 
observers say the ease of using the airport reminds them of the ease of 
living in San Diego. 

The airport’s arts resources also contribute to its sense of place. In  
interviews, arts stakeholders remarked that the quality of the public art 
in the collection made the airport visually distinctive. In surveys,  
respondents said their encounters with Arts Program resources  
improved their experience of being in the airport.  Airport Customer Experience 

The Arts Program is considered part of the airport’s overall approach  
to providing a superior customer experience. In general, there are  
two trends affecting airport customer experience that set a context  
for this plan.

The first is the continued dominance of security considerations in  
people’s perceptions of their airport experience. This is particularly  
related to the required passage through security checkpoints, which  
is characterized by unpredictable processes and waiting times and  
can create anxiety. 

The second is the evolution of approaches to customizing each traveler’s 
individual airport experience. This can be seen in pre-arrival stages,  
with processing, ticketing and eventually baggage being managed online; 
in the security clearance stage, where travelers can choose from  
different expedited services; and in the post-security environment, in 
which navigation and concessions experiences that draw on personal 
information technology are being developed. 

HOW PEOPLE EXPERIENCE AIRPORTS

The Arts Program is a key initiative in support of the airport’s goal to 
provide a superior customer experience. The experience of being at  
the airport can be viewed through several contexts: the role of the  
airport as a place that taps into people’s emotions and aspirations;  
the functional role of an airport as a transportation hub; and the  
iconic role of an airport as a symbol of its region. All of these  
considerations provide a context for how the Arts Program shapes  
passenger experiences at SAN.

Airports as Aspirational and Civic Environments 
Airports are unique and particular environments that have a number 
of characteristics that can either constrain an arts program or open up 
possibilities for creative inspiration:  

•  Airports are aspirational places that speak to the human desire to 
explore and connect.

•  Airports are highly evolved in regard to their physical infrastructure 
and operational systems, which balance efficiency, safety, security and 
essential services for passengers.

•  Airports are symbols of their regions, iconic as gateways for residents 
and visitors alike.

•  Airports are economic engines for their regions, hubs of economic 
activity and critical for the region’s economic health.

•  Airports are places of emotionally charged experiences for their  
customers, who hold in their minds not only the civic aspirations  
of travel and their own personal narratives about journeying, but  
also potential experiences of anxiety as they navigate systems that  
can be stressful.

SAN, Public Art Collection, Signalscape, Miki Iwasaki

SAN, Balboa Park & The City exhibition, The Tree Lady, illustrations by Jill McElmurry
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An example is the Port of San Diego’s re-envisioning of its Public Art  
Program, creating the Waterfront Arts and Activation Department to  
enable residents and visitors to “experience a vibrant waterfront  
destination with innovative artworks, cultural programming, and  
activation opportunities that enhance the visual excitement and cultural 
richness of Port tidelands.”9

While opportunities for participatory experiences might be more limited 
at the airport than they are for other arts organizations, the Program 
should nevertheless keep this in mind when imagining new programs. 

Trends 
There are several long-term trends, some common to arts and culture 
organizations across the country and others specific to the region, that 
offer a context for thinking about the Arts Program’s programming 
and partnerships in the future. Broadly, these trends come under the 
umbrellas of cultural participation, working cross-disciplinarily and 
increased access for all.    

Cultural Participation 
Arts and culture organizations have been focusing on issues of cultural 
participation as they search for ways to remain relevant and connected 
to newer generations with different motivations for engaging with arts 
and culture programs and organizations.  

Arts and culture organizations nationwide have become increasingly  
responsive to the goal of providing their audiences with a more  
participatory experience with the arts. This is driven by several factors. 
One is the result of a general increase in people’s interest in engaging 
in cultural and creative experiences, from core arts activities to related 
fields such as culinary arts. Another is the increased interest of artists in 
engaging audiences in their work through participatory approaches. And 
another is the rise of new technologies that enable people to direct their 
own creative experiences and interactions with arts resources. 

San Diego is no different. Its cultural institutions have responded 
through the creation of programs and cross-organizational partnerships 
designed to provide audiences with opportunities for more meaningful 
engagement with the arts. Major arts organizations have expanded their 
internal staff capacity for education and marketing that are dedicated 
to addressing audience and community engagement. Participatory 
experiences are often reflected in activities like workshops with artists, 
immersive performances, community mural painting and self-directed 
activities through new media. 

Municipal Arts Agencies 
In addition to arts and culture organizations, significant parts of the 
region are guided by municipal arts agencies. The City of San Diego 
occupies the lion’s share of the arts and culture landscape in the region 
with the largest municipal arts funding agency and public art program 
at the City of San Diego Commission for Arts and Culture. However, five 
other cities (Carlsbad, Chula Vista, Coronado, Encinitas and Oceanside) 
also have municipal arts agencies with arts programming, funding and 
public art programs. Local arts agencies play an important role in the 
arts ecosystem by convening arts administrators and leaders for  
networking, advocacy, training and professional development activities. 
One of the key roles of local arts agencies is to encourage partnership 
and collaborations and to connect their residents and visitors with arts 
and culture opportunities throughout the region. 

Leadership 
San Diego County’s arts and culture leadership has a history of advocat-
ing for the arts and supporting the sector both locally and at state and 
national levels. The Regional Arts and Culture Coalition has successfully 
spearheaded arts advocacy initiatives throughout the county for more 
than 20 years. Rising Arts Leaders San Diego has created a pipeline for 
future leaders since 2004. Local arts leaders have been nominated to 
the California Arts Council and guided volunteer councils at Americans 
for the Arts and have worked on boards of directors for professional 
associations in every artistic discipline.  

Arts Education  
Arts education leadership has gained significant stature over the last 
decade. For example, the County Office of Education is spearheading a 
broad arts education partnership, known as Arts Empower San Diego, 
with participation from school districts, nonprofit arts and culture  
organizations and arts leaders from throughout the region. The goal of 
Arts Empower San Diego is to ensure that every student in the county 
has access to visual and performing arts education opportunities.  
In addition, they help connect schools with arts programming and  
encourage the community to work together to achieve their goals.  

9 https://www.portofsandiego.org/experiences/waterfront-arts-activation
SAN, Youth Arts Program workshop, High Tech High Media Arts

SAN, Bro-Am performance featuring Switchfoot and San Diego Youth Symphony and  
Chula Vista Elementary School District
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The Arts Program has already been addressing many of these themes 
and topics through temporary exhibitions and other programs. For  
example, in 2016, the temporary exhibition, Point of Entry, was inspired 
by the geographic, cultural and social intricacies of borders — both  
real and perceived. The exhibition explored the complexity of cultural 
identity and international exchange through sculpture, photography, 
works on paper and personal artifacts. 

CONTEXT

The airport plays an important role as a civic place of embarkation for 
service members and the SAN Arts Program has recently begun to  
connect with the veteran and military arts community to explore  
possibilities. The 2018 exhibition Figure of Speech, for example, included 
bronze works by the Veterans Art Project and an art-making workshop  
in collaboration with the organization at the airport’s USO. The Arts  
Program recognizes the need to continue to make a special effort to 
work with and for this community in the future. 

Immigrants and Refugees 
San Diego County is incredibly diverse geographically, culturally,  
demographically and artistically. Artists are inspired by the region’s  
cultural and social diversity, particularly in relation to cross-border  
relations with Mexico and the resettlement of refugees from war-torn 
areas around the world. 

The region’s artists and cultural institutions continue to be strongly 
influenced by its cross-border relationship with Mexico. Visual arts 
organizations in particular have developed culturally-specific programs 
and exhibits as well as cross-border tours of Tijuana art galleries and 
studios, while performing arts organizations have commissioned music 
compositions and plays by border artists. Reminders of the city’s role in 
the Chicano Arts Movement can be seen in the murals in Chicano Park 
below the Coronado Bridge. 

The influence of the county’s decades long role as a resettlement  
location for refugees has also been seen in the work of arts and arts  
education organizations and artists who are inspired by or focused on 
the creative needs of these widely diverse populations. They include  
the nation’s second largest populations from East Africa (City Heights) 
and the Philippines (National City and Mira Mesa), as well as sizable  
communities from Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam (Linda Vista) and Chaldea 
(East County) to name a few. 

Military 
The military community in San Diego is one of the largest in the nation, 
with more than 33,000 military families and more than 350,000 active 
duty personnel and veterans county-wide. While this community can be 
highly transient because of deployments and temporary assignments, 
there are also many service members who connect with the community, 
some of whom choose to settle in the region or retire here. There is 
increasing interest from arts organizations at the national and regional 
level in engaging with the active-duty and veterans’ communities. 

Access for All 
Across the country, there has been a special focus on increasing access 
to the arts for all — including underserved communities, such as youth, 
people of different ethnic backgrounds , immigrants and refugees,  
the differently-abled people and veterans. In many cases organizations 
have created arts programming as a means to provide people with 
opportunities to access and engage with safe spaces, expressive outlets, 
life skills training, social service resources, personal storytelling and a 
sense of community.  

Cross-Disciplinary  
Essential to programming for underserved communities is the need for 
partnerships across disciplines and agencies. As a community partner 
with a non-traditional platform for providing visitors to the region with 
a sense of what makes San Diego a vibrant place, the SAN Arts Program 
plays an important role. 

Youth 
Many of the arts programs for youth are focused on at-risk and  
risk-taking youth from across the economic and social spectrum. A  
new generation of social practice and arts-based Creative Youth  
Development (CYD) programs has emerged from the community- 
based arts movement of previous decades. Local organizations focused 
on this work have embedded themselves in areas once considered  
undesirable such as City Heights, Chula Vista, National City, and  
Barrio Logan. While their chosen disciplines may be different — dance, 
visual arts, photography or music — they work collaboratively to support 
one another both locally and as part of the National Community Youth 
Development Partnership. The SAN Arts Program helped raise awareness 
of one local CYD organization, transcenDANCE Youth Arts Project, which 
participated in SAN’s 2016 Performing Arts Residency.

SAN, Performing Arts Residency, transcenDANCE Youth Arts Project

SAN, Performing Arts Concert Series, Ballet Folklorico El Tapatio de San Dieguito
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for creating ever-changing arts and culture experiences at the airport 
through temporary exhibitions, performances, residencies, community 
partnerships and audience engagement activities — directions set out in 
the Airport’s 2017 Strategic Plan. In addition, the Program’s attention is 
turning to the increasing age of the Public Art Collection, some of which 
now dates back more than twenty years.

These shifts in emphasis — from permanent artworks to programming 
and from commissioning to conservation — are likely to be the key  
directions for the Arts Program over the next decade. These directions 
will reshape how the Program serves as a resource to airport customers 
and the region; offer new opportunities for regional partnerships,  
creative innovation and artistic leadership; and require new approaches 
to how the Program is funded, staffed and managed.

The Future of Arts Programming at the Airport 
The Arts Program is organized into three key program areas — Public Art, 
Performing Arts and Temporary Exhibitions. These three program areas 
provide a strong foundation for the Arts Program over the next decade. 
This foundation will enable the Program to explore creative growth 
through partnerships with regional arts groups and other organizations 
and through flexibility in the types of projects it undertakes. 

Following are some key factors that are likely to provide a context for the 
Program over the next decade.

In the past decade, the Arts Program at San Diego International Airport 
has achieved increasing levels of artistic excellence and customer impact 
across all of its program areas. 

The airport’s expansion has resulted in significant public art commissions 
through the Green Build Program (Terminal Two West), Rental Car Center, 
Parking Plaza, and new International Arrivals Facility. The Program has 
strengthened the curating of its Temporary Exhibitions program to 
include a range of original and loaned artworks and has expanded its 
Performing Arts program to include a residency that commissions artists 
to create original work.

Over the next decade, the airport’s capital expansion will continue with 
the ADP, including the replacement of Terminal One and related facilities, 
which will also result in new public art commissions for a number of 
years. After that, however, there are no major capital improvements  
currently planned, and the expansion of the permanent Public Art 
Collection will be limited to opportunities presented by renovations to 
existing facilities. 

Instead, the long-term future of the Arts Program is coming into focus in 
Terminal Two, where, in addition to commissioning permanent  
public art, the Program is focusing its attention towards ongoing  
programming. In particular, the Program is exploring fresh strategies 

SAN ARTS PROGRAM 
NEXT

need image credit

SAN, Performing Arts Residency Program, transcenDANCE
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Pursuing these goals will require continued thinking outside the box  
of its program structures. For example, it might mean providing an  
opportunity for a visiting company to stage a special performance at  
the airport or provide a location at the airport for an offshoot of an  
exhibition or event that is happening elsewhere in the region. 

This will be challenging in a highly structured environment like an airport, 
but the Program is already evolving in this direction. For example, the 
Performing Arts Program now includes a residency component that 
requires original work and flexibility as to where performances are  
presented. The Temporary Exhibitions program has demonstrated  
flexibility in how it cultivates exhibition material and where it installs 
work. The Community Partnerships initiative has been a vehicle for the 
type of unique collaborations.

To start, the Program is likely to find that smaller-scale, time-limited  
projects will help it continue advancing the quality and innovation  
of its work. These kinds of projects can enable the Program to take  
more risks and provide lessons that can be applied to future, more 
ambitious projects.

Quality, Innovation and Risk 
The Arts Program has achieved increasingly strong levels of distinction 
across all of its program areas and has cultivated strong work from  
artists despite budgetary limitations and the challenges of working at  
an airport.

Quality will remain a fundamental value for the Program, a core  
characteristic of its identity, and a key factor in its ability both to  
attract the creative partnerships that it will need to succeed and to  
demonstrate artistic leadership in the region and the field. At the same 
time, the Program must remain fresh and innovative, in order to best 
support creative production and address customer experience.

The Program should ensure that its practices — artist recruitment  
and selection processes, the thoughtful framing of opportunities and 
curating of projects, and the provision of financial and technical support 
— are continually focused and driving artistic quality.

The Program should also enhance its capacity to work nimbly — working 
in a wide variety of locations; experimenting with artworks in a variety 
of scales, time-frames and media; and developing partnerships with a 
wider variety of artists and creative organizations.

Purposeful Partnerships 
As the Program’s emphasis on exhibitions and performances grows,  
it will require increasingly robust partnerships with regional arts and 
culture organizations to sustain the breadth and quality of the work it 
presents. The Program’s relationships with the regional arts community, 
its reputation in the regional arts community and the impact it  
can demonstrate on the health of the regional arts ecosystem will be 
increasingly important to its success.

This suggests that the Program will have to be intentional and proactive 
in the partnerships it develops. The Program should cultivate rela-
tionships with a variety of arts, culture and community organizations 
throughout the region and be open to co-programming or co-producing 
work that supports their mutual interests.

In particular, it should be attuned to cross-organizational collaborative 
efforts being organized by others and consider how the airport could 
serve as a platform. The Program did this successfully when it mounted 
an exhibition, Balboa Park and the City, in conjunction with the Park’s 
Centennial Celebration in 2015.

Finally, the Program should also be deliberate about cultivating  
partnerships that serve specific constituencies. This could include youth, 
through art education programs, and the military, which is an important 
part of the San Diego community and for whom the airport is an  
important resource. Both are identified as key audiences in the airport’s 
strategic plan.

Public Art and the Experience of Place  
The evolution of the Arts Program’s emphasis from permanent  
commissions to programming not only anticipates the evolution of the 
airport’s infrastructure program but also reflects broader changes in the 
ways that arts and culture organizations are working in public space. 

In a broad sense, the public art field is entering its third generation. The 
modern approach to public art began with independent works placed  
in the public realm with varying relationships to their sites, then  
embraced the approach of integrated site-specific artworks, and is now 
moving into diverse types of art-making that are focused on people’s 
experience of place. 

Public art organizations around the country are experimenting with 
new approaches to developing projects that aim for transformations of 
people’s relationships to public space and ultimately to each other. In 
San Diego, for example, this transformation is now at the forefront of 
the Port of San Diego’s public art strategies, which are focusing on short-
term projects that connect people with the Tidelands and make the 
most of this civic asset. The SAN Arts Program’s overarching mission, to 
support the airport’s efforts in creating a superior customer experience, 
is clearly aligned with this new paradigm for public art.

SAN, Balboa Park & The City exhibition, Electriquette replica, Shapery Enterprises SAN in collaboration with ArtPower, Bang on a Can All-Stars
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Evaluating Opportunities 
Finally, the airport’s emphasis on customer experience has the potential 
to connect the Arts Program to a variety of design, infrastructure and 
management initiatives, providing further opportunities for the Program 
to support the Airport’s strategic goals. The Program however, should 
evaluate these opportunities carefully, as it risks being drawn into the 
facilitation of operations and programming that stray from its arts focus, 
stretch its staff capacity and dilute its financial resources. 

Community Engagement 
Community engagement, in the sense of connecting with neighborhoods 
and non-arts organizations, can be a powerful means of helping the  
Arts Program achieve other goals on the Airport’s behalf. For the  
Arts Program, community engagement can be viewed in the context of 
trends in the arts and culture field in general and the Airport’s own  
strategic goals for community engagement.

While the idea of engaging communities in the creation of art projects 
is not new to the field, it has become increasingly important. In recent 
years, this has been influenced by an equity perspective, which holds 
that established, well-resourced arts institutions should consider  
how they could support the growth of smaller, community-based arts 
organizations and the creative and professional growth of the artist 
community. Two of San Diego's other public art programs and many of 
the city’s other arts organizations are developing specific efforts to share 
their resources with San Diego’s communities, draw more people into 
arts and culture activities and activate public spaces.

The Airport’s strategic plan outlines a focused community engagement 
role for the Arts Program, identifying it as one of five initiatives that  
will help the Airport achieve its goal of “enhanc(ing) community  
understanding of SAN as an economic engine and a portal for prosperity 
that enhances our quality of life.” Specifically, the strategic plan suggests 
that the Arts Program should develop “strategic community partnerships” 
that “expand awareness of the Airport as a cultural gateway” and  
refers to “engagement with youth and educational programs,” and  
“arts residencies, workshops and programming.” 

about creative and aesthetic issues, involves a variety of voices.  
Inclusion also refers to the ways in which the Arts Program intentionally 
creates the conditions for airport customers to experience the collection 
and programs.

Like many of its peer organizations, the Arts Program should consciously 
consider its practices through the lenses of diversity, equity and  
inclusion. In the long run, equitable and inclusive practices will enable 
artistic creativity to flourish, expand the audience for the Arts Program 
and strengthen partner arts organizations.

Audience Engagement 
The Arts Program faces a unique challenge. While its resources are  
accessible to tens of millions of people from all walks of life, the 
airport is not a place where most people specifically come to see art, 
nor is it a place that is specifically designed to display or present art. 
Additionally, security screening can cause a barrier to audience access. 
Because of this, building a collection, staging events, connecting with 
audiences and positively impacting people’s experience at the airport  
is a unique challenge.

In the next decade, audience engagement will be driven by two main 
strategies — the approaches to flexibility and emphasis on programming 
as previously described and the use of personal devices to provide 
immediate interfaces between airport users and the Arts Program’s 
resources. These tools will deepen audience experiences by allowing 
people to engage with the Program’s resources in self-directed ways and 
by providing opportunities for them to interact with each other. 

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion 
Diversity typically refers to the extent to which an organization has  
people from diverse backgrounds represented throughout. For arts 
organizations, diversity refers to the range of backgrounds of artists it 
works with, the organizations with which it partners, the staff and  
advisors who establish creative priorities, the types of work that are  
represented in the collection and the programming that is presented, 
and the audiences it seeks to reach. For the Arts Program, the goal is for 
the program to reflect the diversity of the San Diego region in general 
and San Diego’s arts and culture sector in particular. 

Equity refers to the actions taken to ensure that everyone has access to 
the same opportunities. Equity recognizes that advantages and barriers 
to cultural participation exist, even if they are not intentional, and that 
intentional efforts are often necessary to counteract them. These efforts 
would relate to how arts opportunities are framed, how the information 
about arts opportunities is made available to artists who would like to 
participate and how arts resources are made available to audiences.  

The Arts Program should also implement best practices in equitable 
partnerships between organizations. These best practices recognize  
that partnerships are more than contracts for services. Organizations 
have differing capacities, resources and needs (both creatively and  
organizationally), and in an equitable partnership the needs of all  
partners are considered and addressed to the extent possible. 

Inclusion refers to the intentional creation of conditions that enable 
efforts for diversity and equity to succeed. It means that artists and  
organizations feel welcome to participate in opportunities to work with 
the airport and that efforts are made to ensure their access to those  
opportunities. It means that decision-making authority, particularly 

SAN, Point of Entry exhibition, High Tech High Media Arts
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VISION, GOALS AND OUTCOMES

Vision 
The Arts Program enriches the travel experience and airport environment 
for customers through innovative and memorable arts programming 
and exemplifies the airport’s role as a respected community partner and 
regional resource.

SAN ARTS PROGRAM NEXT

Artistic Excellence 
Reach New Levels of Innovation in Excellence in the Overall  
Arts Program, as well as in the Work that Individual Artists Produce 
at the Airport 

•  Recognition by peers and the public for its exemplary permanent  
collection, temporary exhibitions and performing arts work and for  
its role as a leading arts organization in the region and program in  
the field

•  Recognition by artists as a place where they can develop fresh,  
challenging work in a unique environment with a unique audience

• Recognition by patrons as an airport with excellence in the arts

Placemaking: Emotional and Experiential Connections 
Tap into Customers’ Emotions, Feelings and Experiential Connections  
to Place

•  Art projects and programming that serve as a gateway to the  
San Diego region and its culture

• Experiences that create a sense of welcome

• Experiences that leave lasting memories 

• Sense of important civic function and presence of the airport

• Experiences that bring to life the narratives embodied in airport travel

Civic and Community 
Connect with the Community Beyond the Fence Line 

• Recognition of the airport as a civic icon

•  Arts experiences that local residents and visitors can access without 
entering secure areas

•  Loyal following for the Arts Program among airport customers and  
the broader community

•  Strengthened audience for arts, culture, historic, nature and science 
organizations throughout the region 

• Vivid contributions from San Diego’s rich arts and culture communities

• Strengthened relationships with local stakeholders

•  Reflecting or showcasing the racial, ethnic and cultural diversity of  
the region

Goals and Outcomes  
The Arts Program will achieve the above vision by focusing on the  
following four goals and corresponding outcomes. These were developed 
through a content review of a variety of airport documentation, including 
the Airport’s Arts Program Policy 8.50, the Airport’s Strategic Plan,  
the Arts Program’s 2006 Master Plan, the Airport Development Plan  
Customer Experience section of the PDD and other documentation.

Customer Experience 
Create a Superior Experience for SAN Customers 

• Strong overall visual identity for the airport 

•  Experiences that are accessible in both content and location to the 
airport’s diverse audience

• Experiences that entertain and enrich

•  Experiences that are fresh, new, memorable, and unforgettable;  
that are “takeaways” 

• Experiences that people recognize, seek out and enjoy

• Enhanced appearance of airport infrastructure and design elements 

• Enhanced experience of monotonous or generic spaces

• Enhanced wayfinding through practical visual cues and landmarks

•  Environments / features / amenities that elevate the experience of 
travel and of public space

•  Environments / features / amenities that are comforting and calming, 
mitigating the stress of travel

SAN, Performing Arts Residency, Fern Street Circus SAN, Public Art Collection, Paths Woven, Aaron T. Stephan
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Site and Opportunities Plan 
Periodically, the Arts Program should create plans for artworks developed 
in conjunction with the Airport’s major capital projects. These plans 
should include recommendations for permanent commissions,  
temporary commissions and arts infrastructure such as stages,  
exhibition spaces and screens. These plans should include recommended 
budget allocations for each project or infrastructure investment that 
would be funded through Two-Percent for Art funds. The allocations 
would be reviewed by the Arts Advisory Committee, recommended to 
the President/CEO, and subsequently approved by the Board. 

Each Site and Opportunities Plan should implement the vision and goals 
for the Program. The projects identified in a Site and Opportunities Plan 
should be carried through to the Artistic Plan (Annual Plan).

Collections Management Plan 
The Arts Program should maintain a baseline Collections Management 
Plan and update it as needed. This is a plan maintained by the  
Arts Program staff that documents the Airport’s Public Art Collection,  
records previous conservation efforts, and documents and prioritizes 
conservation needs. Each year, based on the Collections Management 
Plan, the Arts Program should recommend a conservation program  
and funding levels. Once a conservation program is established,  
Arts Program staff will work with professional, on-call conservators to 
prioritize conservation projects annually, and expenses for each project 
will be reviewed and approved by Arts Program and Airport Design and 
Construction staff.

Artistic Plan (Annual Plan) 
The Arts Program should develop an annual Artistic Plan that sets out 
overall artistic goals as well as specific strategies for implementing the 
Program’s overall vision. 

The Artistic Plan should identify projects and initiatives for each of 
the Arts Program’s program areas (Public Art, Temporary Exhibitions, 
Performing Arts, Artist Residencies) across all areas of the airport. The 
Artistic Plan should also address audience engagement with the existing 
collection as an area of activity that is equally important to presenting 
new work through its three artistic program areas.

Each annual Artistic Plan should provide a minimum three-year  
look-ahead to account for the long lead times necessary for program  
and project development and should take staffing resources into  
consideration. The Artistic Plan can be created in conjunction with  
the annual budgeting process. 

Program Review  
Periodically, the Arts Program should conduct a Program Review. The 
Program Review should consider the Arts Program’s overall vision and 
goals, as well as its internal processes and external partnerships. More 
specifically, it should consider the Program’s policies, procedures,  
staffing resources, and roles and responsibilities — specifically whether 
they are adequate in helping the Arts Program achieve its vision and 
goals and implement its programs, projects and initiatives. 

A Program Review should occur every five to six years, or on a cycle  
consistent with the Airport’s strategic planning. It should be reviewed by 
the Arts Advisory Committee and approved by the President/CEO.

PLANNING PROCESSES

The Policy for the Arts Program calls for a new Airport Arts Master Plan 
every five years and an Annual Plan that is approved by the President/
CEO and SDCRAA Board. However, developing a new Airport Arts Master 
Plan every five years may not be necessary or the best use of staff and 
consultant resources, and it may not deliver planning guidance when it 
is most needed. 

Instead of a comprehensive master plan, the Arts Program should  
pursue several types of planning — Artistic Plan, Program Review,  
Site and Opportunities Plan, and Collections Management Plan. Each  
of these plans should be undertaken at times that meet the needs  
and circumstances of the Program and should align with each other 
even if they are not prepared concurrently. They should also align  
with the Airport Strategic Plan and other relevant airport-approved 
plans. The definitions of these plans should be incorporated into the 
Airport Policy 8.50.

SAN, Creative Youth Development event

SAN, Public Art Collection, DAZZLE, Ueberall International
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THE BENEFITS OF PUBLIC ART AT SAN 

Public art supports the four goals of the Arts Program in the following ways:

Customer Experience Outcomes 
•  Individual public art projects, as well as the collection taken as a whole, 

create a strong overall visual identity for the airport. 

•  Public art enhances the appearance of airport infrastructure and  
design elements. 

•  Works of art can serve as “intuitive” wayfinding by creating visual cues 
and landmarks.

•  Public art can help create spaces that elevate the experience of travel 
and of public space, and can mitigate the stress of travel.

•  Public art can create experiences that are fresh, new, memorable and 
unforgettable.

Placemaking Outcomes 
•  Site-specific and unique works of art help create a sense of arrival for 

visitors and a sense of returning home for residents.

•  Works of art can connect with the travel experience, reflecting human 
narratives embodied in modern travel.

Over the past decade, the Arts Program has built a Public Art Collection 
of distinction. It has produced artworks of great complexity, engaged 
artists with varying levels of public art experience and created some of 
the airport’s most memorable features. It has accomplished many of the 
goals of the last Arts Master Plan.

The Program is skillful at facilitating a successful public art process,  
the Arts Program team receives high marks for professionalism; and 
artists who have completed projects say they feel that public art is a  
high priority in the complex process of building capital improvements  
at the airport. 

This strong track record provides a sound basis for the Program to  
tackle new commissions with the Terminal One redevelopment and  
new administration building.

ARTISTIC PROGRAM 
RECOMMENDATIONS

PUBLIC ART

SAN Public Art Collection, Formation, Mark Reigelman
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STRATEGY 1 

Adopt Criteria for Evaluating Potential  
Public Art Opportunities  
The Arts Program should adopt a set of criteria for evaluating potential 
public art opportunities. 

The Site and Opportunities Plan, a component of this Arts Master Plan, 
identifies public art opportunities for Terminal One based upon the  
designs included in the Program Definition Document (PDD), which 
is the basis for the design–build contractor’s work. As the design for 
Terminal One progresses to the next phase, changes may make certain 
opportunities less desirable or obsolete, and other opportunities  
may open up. The following criteria are a tool to help the Arts Program 
evaluate the opportunities should changes occur.

In addition, anticipated projects in Terminal Two, the new Administration 
Building and other capital projects will result in new opportunities for 
permanent public art projects. These criteria can also be a guide for 
identifying opportunities within these future capital projects.

Finally, the Arts Program is beginning to commission permanent  
and temporary public art projects that are independent of  
capital improvements. These criteria can also be used to evaluate  
such opportunities. 

The following criteria should be used as a tool to help evaluate whether 
a potential public art opportunity should be pursued. The public art  
opportunity would not need to meet all of the criteria, but should  
provide the best opportunity to address a majority of the topics.  
These criteria can also be used as a tool to help shape and define a  
project once it is underway, to ensure that it will best support the  
Arts Program’s vision and goals. As has been the practice to date,  
Arts Program staff will bring new public art opportunities to the AAC  
for its feedback and consideration.

ARTISTIC PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS: PUBLIC ART

Civic and Community Outcomes 
•  Locals and visitors alike are able to access and experience  

public art without entering secure areas.

•  The overall Public Art Collection reflects SAN’s importance as a  
civic icon.

Artistic Excellence Outcomes 
•  High-quality public artworks help the Arts Program gain recognition  

by peers and the public.

•  SAN is a prestigious collection to be a part of as an artist and is known 
as a place that supports artists in creating their best work.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
FOR PUBLIC ART AT SAN 

Over the next decade, there will be several opportunities for permanent 
public art commissions, though overall the pace of new projects is likely 
to decline. The redevelopment of Terminal One will result in a series  
of commissions as significant as those included in the Green Build  
project. Potential projects for Terminal One are discussed in the  
Site and Opportunities Plan section of this Master Plan. In addition,  
there may be opportunities associated with the new administration 
building and smaller-scale improvements to Terminal Two.

To continue to build and maintain a strong and dynamic Public Art 
Collection, the Arts Program will also need to continue to explore new 
approaches to working with artists and engaging SAN customers, make 
changes to its funding model to ensure that there is funding for the 
long-term care of its collection, and look at new and different ways for 
working with public-private partnerships. 

MISSION ALIGNMENT

Supports an aspect of the airport’s 
overall vision, goals or policy priorities

Supports an aspect of the Arts Program’s 
vision or desired outcomes 

LOCATIONAL

Located where it is likely to be  
effective at achieving outcomes the 
Program seeks

Located where it is accessible and  
people can appreciate it 

Located where it is safe from incidental 
damage, and where relocation for 
functional reasons is not likely 

FEASIBILITY

There is space available for the  
project or program or infrastructure,  
or minimal space impact

There is adequate funding and  
staffing to support the development  
of the project and, if applicable,  
ongoing staffing, programming  
and maintenance

The project’s useful life is well  
understood, and maintenance and 
conservation can be managed to the 
best professional standards

The project does not conflict with  
airport operations or functional  
requirements 

ARTISTIC

Offers a compelling opportunity / 
challenge for artists 

Offers strong collaborative, integrative 
or site-specific possibilities

Contributes to overall artistic,  
programmatic and curatorial strategies

Diversifies the range of artists engaged 
with art projects, including artists’  
level of experience and attainment, 
and background 

Diversifies the approaches that  
artists use to explore the airport and 
engage with its stakeholders, including 
media, approach to integration, subject 
matter, and scale

Diversifies the range of audiences  
who engage with art at the airport,  
by addressing or involving particular 
user groups and by considering issues 
such as access

Diversifies the ways that audiences 
interact with art at the airport, by  
introducing new approaches to how 
audiences engage with the artist during 
project development and the artwork 
after it is installed

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING 
PUBLIC ART OPPORTUNITIES

STRATEGIES
Moving forward, the Arts Program should consider the  
following strategies for public art:

1.  Adopt Criteria for Evaluating Potential  
Public Art Opportunities

2.  Continue to Use a Variety of Approaches to  
Public Art

3. Adopt a Range of Methods for Recruiting Artists

4. Create an Artist Mentorship Program

5. Create a Visual Art Residency

6.  Develop Processes for Incorporating Public Art 
into Public–Private Partnership Projects

7.  Create Mechanisms for Accepting Financial  
Donations

8.  Utilize Two-Percent for Art Funds for  
Collections Management

9.  Create Clear Goals and Criteria for Reviewing  
Gifts of Artwork

Special Consideration 
Staffing resources should be evaluated as new strategies  
are implemented.
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STRATEGY 3 

Adopt a Range of Methods for Recruiting Artists  
The Arts Program currently relies on an open call to invite artists to be 
considered for public art commissions. The Arts Program should also 
allow for an invitational selection process and for the development of an 
artist roster, as tools to use when appropriate. Using a variety of tools 
will help expand the Program’s reach in recruiting artists and reduce 
administrative effort. These methods are aligned with best practices in 
the public art field at large. 

Open Call 
In an open call, any artist may submit qualifications, subject to any  
requirements established by the Arts Program. The open call is  
traditionally how the SAN Arts Program has recruited artists and  
remains a useful tool.

Invitational Selection Process 
An invitational process should be considered when the Arts Program is: 

•  Seeking artists with a specific skill or background, based on the nature 
of the site or the project concept.

•  Hoping to attract artists who may not have completed a public art  
project and do not consider themselves “public art” artists but would 
be a good fit for the particular project.

•  Adhering to an accelerated construction schedule that prohibits a 
lengthier solicitation process.

In an invitational process, the Arts Program invites a short list of artists 
to submit design qualifications. The short list can be developed by  
staff or with input from the Arts Advisory Committee and/or the Artist 
Selection Panel. 

Goal-Oriented 
An artist is selected to create a public art project in response to a specific 
goal, outcome or idea but without a specific site having been identified 
by the Arts Program. The selected artist would explore, in collaboration 
with the Arts Program staff, design team members, and other relevant 
stakeholders, how and where a project could be developed; ultimately, 
an integrated artwork could be produced. The artists would be selected 
on the basis of their ability to produce works that capture the goals / 
outcomes that are sought. 

Artist Residency 
An artist is embedded in an agency for a fixed period of time with the 
expectation that the artist will create new permanent, temporary, or 
time-based (a series of events or experiences) work from research and 
exploration conducted during the residency. In the context of public art, 
residencies allow the artist to have a longer research and development 
period in the creation of their work and to be more self-directed about 
how they will approach the project. The residency model can be used 
when there is interest in having an artist create permanent or  
temporary work that reflects interactions with airport customers or staff, 
observations about the experience of air travel, or other considerations. 

Temporary 
An artist is commissioned to create an artwork that is presented only  
for a fixed amount of time, from a one-time event to a period of a 
few years. In standard public art practice, the artist generally retains 
ownership of the artwork, as long as there are no conflicts with funding 
sources or other policies related to the commission.

 

The thinking of the artist helps shape fundamental ideas about the 
project design and usually results in a specific element that the artist 
has more responsibility for designing. Most often, this element will be 
integrated into the architectural or landscape design project itself.

The Design Team Artist may also have a role in establishing a curatorial 
vision for an overall art program for a project or series of projects and 
may be involved in identifying public art opportunities to be executed by 
other artists.

Integrated 
An art project is planned for and executed in conjunction with the  
overall design of a larger capital project. Art projects can be integrated 
into architecture, landscape design, streetscape or infrastructure  
projects. The artist consults with the design team, the client department 
and the local community to identify opportunities for integrated artwork 
and collaborates throughout the design, fabrication and installation  
process. The artwork is usually designed and fabricated independently 
of the main project and installed at the appropriate time during the 
overall construction schedule.

Stand-Alone Artwork 
An artist is commissioned independently of any capital project, or  
independently of the design and construction schedule of a capital  
project, to create a stand-alone artwork, which is usually site-specific. 
The artist consults with the Arts Program staff and the design team 
(if applicable) to identify opportunities for an artwork. The result is a 
site-specific element that is conceived and fabricated by the artist. 

STRATEGY 2 

Continue to Use a Variety of Approaches to Public Art  
Over the years the Arts Program has established a variety of approaches 
to developing projects with artists. Doing so has allowed the program to 
work with a wide range of artists and develop a collection that feels fresh 
and current. As the airport has fewer large capital projects, the Program 
should also shift its focus to more site-specific temporary installations 
and artist residencies that bring new work and generate excitement. 

The Program should continue to embrace the following broad set of 
approaches to working with artists:

Design Team Artist 
An artist is selected at the start of the project to work closely with  
the design team (architect, engineer, landscape architect and others)  
to realize the design of a larger capital project.

SAN Public Art Collection  
¿Dónde Estás? 
Erik Carlson
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STRATEGY 6 

Develop Processes for Incorporating Public Art into  
Public–Private Partnership Projects 
The airport is now considering entering into public–private partnership 
arrangements (P3) for some capital projects. Recently, the Signature 
Flight Support facility, a private aviation company on the airport  
campus, was developed through such an arrangement. The project 
included public art, but the art process was not under the overview of 
the Arts Program.

Public–private partnership arrangements can take many forms. It is 
difficult to predict every possible iteration that may happen in the future 
at SAN, and the exact breakdown of responsibilities for the Arts Program 
may vary depending on the structure of a particular P3. To guide any  
future P3 negotiations, the Arts Program should create a set of principles 
for establishing Two-Percent for Art requirements for P3 projects. These 
principles should be incorporated into Policy 8.50, the Policy for the 
Airport Authority Arts Program (see Appendix B). These principles should 
include, at a minimum:

•  P3 projects should be subject to the same Two-Percent for Art  
obligation as capital projects managed by the Airport.

•  The Arts Program should take the lead on identifying and defining  
the public art opportunities for P3 projects in conjunction with the 
overall planning for the capital project, including developing a  
Site and Opportunities plan for large-scale capital projects that are 
likely to have more than one public art commission.

responsible for crafting and installing the artwork while being guided 
by the mentor. The mentee and mentor would be paid a stipend or fee 
based upon the scope of work. The budget for the mentorship should 
also provide for travel expenses and time for the mentee to visit and 
work at the lead artist’s studio. 

 
STRATEGY 5 

Create a Visual Art Residency 
The Arts Program should establish a Visual Art Residency. This would be 
a reinstatement of a former program at SAN that was discontinued. 

The Visual Art Residency would occur on at least an annual basis.  
An artist or artist team would be engaged to develop a permanent  
or temporary public art project based upon research and design  
development undertaken over a period of time at the airport. The work 
could be informed through customer interaction, employee interaction, 
observation and/or other inputs that result from an in-depth experience 
at the airport. 

STRATEGY 4 

Create an Artist Mentorship Program 
The SAN Arts Program should develop a mentorship program to  
provide emerging artists in the region with the opportunity to work  
with experienced artists on large-scale public art commissions. 

The primary goal of the mentorship program would be to provide oppor-
tunities for artists who are new to the field of public art to gain technical 
and administrative experience needed to compete within the field of 
public art, and to learn how to work as an artist in the airport context.  
A second goal is to enrich the project through a collaborative process. 

Numerous public art programs have launched initiatives drawing on this 
concept. They include programs in El Paso, TX, in Fulton County, GA, and 
at Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport.

To accomplish this strategy the Arts Program should:

•  Determine on a case-by-case basis what commissions would be  
appropriate for the mentorship program. Usually this will depend on 
the overall project budget and the scope of work for the artist.  
The mentoring component should be included in the original Request 
for Qualifications (RFQ) for the project and the mentoring  
responsibilities should be built into the scope of work and budget  
in the lead artist’s contract.

•  Invite local artists to apply to a Mentorship Roster through an open 
RFQ issued on a periodic basis. This roster would be shared with the 
experienced lead artists who are asked to mentor an artist on their 
project. The lead artist would select a mentee based on a review of 
qualifications and an interview. 

•  Work with the lead artist to establish a scope of work for the mentee. 
The responsibilities of the mentee might include attending planning 
meetings; conducting research regarding materials, design issues  
and building codes; and other duties that relate to the design and  
fabrication of the artwork. In other cases the mentee may be  

Artist Roster 
An Artist Roster is a pre-qualified pool of artists from which the Program 
can choose artists for an invitational process. 

The roster would be developed based on a comprehensive review of 
qualifications from artists who respond to an open call. Qualifications 
would be reviewed by a Selection Panel and the recommended final 
roster would be approved by the Arts Advisory Committee. If the roster 
is meant to be used for several years, it should be updated annually or 
bi-annually to allow new artists to be considered and to allow artists on 
the roster to update their materials.

A roster could potentially be useful when:

•  The Program is anticipating a large number of commissions at one 
time, as it might with the Terminal One redevelopment.

•  The Program is anticipating a number of commissions in the same 
medium or genre, such as art glass, ceramics or photography.

The advantages of a roster would be to:

•  Make it more attractive and administratively easier for artists to apply 
for commissions at the airport by allowing them to apply for a pool  
rather than individual commission.

•  Provide more flexibility for Artist Selection Panels in the artists they 
might choose.

•  Reduce the administrative effort that would be needed to manage 
multiple artist selection processes.

The challenges of a roster are that: 

•  Well-established artists, as well as artists that do not self-identify as 
public artists may not be inclined to apply for a roster.

•  A roster may not capture artists with the skills sets required for a  
specific project. SAN, Construction of Norie Sato’s The Spirit of Silence
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STRATEGY 9 

Create Clear Goals and Criteria for  
Reviewing Gifts of Artwork 
From time to time the Arts Program is offered a gift of artwork. While 
gifts can be a way to bring new and dynamic works to the airport  
environment and to add to the SAN Public Art Collection, proposed  
gifts of artwork should be carefully reviewed to ensure that they  
appropriately contribute to the airport overall and the Collection  
specifically. Gifts should also be subject to all applicable provisions 
regarding review, acquisition, exhibition, ownership and Deaccession 
governing the Arts Program.

The Arts Program should revise Policy 8.50, the Policy for the Airport 
Authority Arts Program, to include criteria for reviewing gifts that ties  
the acceptance of gifts to the goals and Policies of the Arts Program:

•  The proposed gift of artwork supports the vision and goals of the  
Arts Program and meets criteria for artistic excellence and innovation 
as outlined in the Artistic Plan. 

• There is an available location for the siting of the gift. 

• The gift adds to the diversity and quality of the collection.

•  The gift is an Artwork and is created by an Artist, as defined in  
the Policy.

Arts Policy 8.50 should also include language that states that the donor 
is responsible for all costs associated with a gift, such as installation,  
ongoing maintenance, and security etc. as well as include clearer  
language around the procedures for review (see Appendix B for further 
description of Policy recommendations).

STRATEGY 8 

Utilize Two-Percent for Art Funds  
for Collections Management 
The Arts Program will experience increased budget demands for  
conservation as the Public Art Collection grows and matures. In order to 
ensure there is sufficient funding to properly conserve artwork at SAN, 
as well as to support other costs related to collections management 
(relocation and Deaccession, for example) the Arts Program should set 
aside up to 15 percent of the Two-Percent for Art allocation per project 
for collections management. This follows on a recommendation in the  
2006 Airport Art Master Plan and is in keeping with practices at peer  
programs. This will require a change to Policy 8.50, the Policy for the 
Airport Authority Arts Program (see Appendix B).

These funds should be used to supplement, not to replace, the operating 
funds available for conservation. Funds should be pooled into a  
Collections Management Fund to be used for conservation and  
collection management needs for the entire collection. Based on the 
Collections Management Plan and anticipated new commissions, the 
Program should develop a work plan that anticipates conservation and 
maintenance needs both in the near term and over the next 10 years. 

Monies from the Fund should be allocated based upon needs identified 
in the Collections Management Plan. Because the Fund would only  
receive contributions from new projects but would need to pay for  
conservation and collection management needs for the entire collection, 
the Fund will need to be carefully managed and only be used to  
supplement annual operating funds allocated to collections  
management, to ensure that the Fund will not be depleted during the 
lifetime of the works in the collection.  

 

•  Arts Program staff should manage the integration of art using  
the public art commissioning process outlined in the Policy, in  
particular with regard to the roles of Artist Selection Panels and the 
Arts Advisory Committee. 

•  Even if the P3 is responsible for operating and maintaining the future 
facility, the public art asset should be owned by the Airport and  
maintained and conserved as part of the Airport’s Public Art Collection. 

•  Arts Program staff, in collaboration with airport Leadership, should  
also consider accessibility of artwork in all P3 facilities, as outlined 
under the previous criteria section.

 
STRATEGY 7 

Create Mechanisms for Accepting Financial Donations 
There may be instances when SAN and the Arts Program wish to seek 
financial donations or sponsorships to support a specific public art  
project. The definition of “gifts” in the Policy for the Airport Authority Art 
Program includes mention of financial gifts, but does not provide  
guidance on the acceptance and use of those gifts. Donors making  
financial contributions should not influence artistic or curatorial  
decisions or direct the selection of particular artists, performers or 
contractors. Working with the Airport Finance Department, the Program 
should establish the guidelines for how the Arts Program can receive 
and use financial donations for public art. These guidelines should be 
incorporated into Policy 8.50, the Policy for the Airport Authority Arts 
Program (see Appendix B).

 

SAN, Intergalactic Dreaming Exhibition, Sheena Rae Dowling
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cross-disciplinary media including digital performance and projection. 
The timeframe for each residency, including research, creation and  
presentation, is six months.

The Performing Arts Program is internationally recognized for its  
innovation and has become a model for integrating local performing  
artists and arts organizations into an airport environment. The  
Program’s framework is well-designed and provides a clear foundation 
on which to expand creatively and in scope. 

THE BENEFITS OF  
PERFORMING ARTS AT SAN 

Performing arts supports the four Arts Program goals identified in this 
plan in the following ways: 

Customer Experience

•  Performances create a pleasant atmosphere and a diversion in a  
potentially stressful environment. 

•  Performances become an anticipated part of the customer experience 
to seek out and enjoy.

•  Spaces are enlivened and airport customers are creatively entertained 
and engaged in unexpected ways.

The Performing Arts Program is a comprehensive program that includes 
regularly scheduled musical performances, periodic presentations  
of dance and theatre, plus public presentations that result from the 
Performing Arts Residency. 

Music performances are scheduled weekly in the Sunset Cove  
concessions area and periodically in the Terminal Two Baggage Claim 
area. Other locations, such as the ticketing areas, Terminal Two East 
food court, Terminal One Baggage Claim, USO and curbside have also 
been used for special performances. 

In 2016, the Arts Program launched a Performing Arts Residency Program 
as a special component of its Performing Arts Program, the first of its 
kind at any national airport. The Residency Program provides  
opportunities for artists and/or arts organizations to develop and  
perform original site-specific work over an extended period of time 
that is inspired by the airport environment. The Residency Program is 
designed to create a unique airport experience for customers, provide  
a creative challenge for artists and showcase the region’s performing 
arts community to the vast audiences that the airport can provide. 

Performances developed through the Residency Program have included 
genres such as circus arts, a creative youth dance arts program and  
aerial dance theater. Resident artists or organizations are selected 
through a call for submissions that is open to performing artists in all 
performing arts disciplines — dance, music and theater, as well as, 

PERFORMING ARTS

SAN, Performing Arts Concert Series, Gregory Page
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
FOR PERFORMING ARTS –  
ONGOING PROGRAM 

The Performing Arts component will be a mainstay of the Arts Program, 
enriching people’s experiences in key locations where they have time  
to spend a moment or more relaxing. The Program will highlight the  
diversity of genres of performing arts — music, theatre, dance and  
others — that can be found in San Diego, as well as the cultural diversity 
of its artists and arts organizations. The existing program provides a  
strong foundation on which to expand the range and increase the 
frequency of performances and to strengthen relationships with the 
regional arts community.

ARTISTIC PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS: PERFORMING ARTS

Criteria for Evaluating Talent 
In developing a broader reach, the Arts Program should also have  
clear criteria that are used to evaluate talent. This will help performers 
know whether they should apply, and will allow the Program to ensure a 
high level of quality and to draw on a full range of diversity of performers 
in the region and performing arts genres. 

 
STRATEGY 2 

Increase the Frequency of Performances 
The Arts Program should increase the frequency of performances.  
Furthermore, with the redevelopment of Terminal One, the  
Performing Arts Program should also increase the number and  
regularity of performances to reach audiences in that terminal. 

Intercept surveys conducted as part of this planning process found that a 
majority of performance attendees (80%) felt performances enhanced 
their experience of the airport. Increasing the frequency that performances 
are available can help support a positive customer experience.

The benchmarking of other airport arts and culture programs conducted 
as part of this planning process revealed that, at other airports, the 
frequency of scheduled performances on stages varies. LAX presents 18 
shows per year; PIT has one per week; MSP, DAL and BNA all have three 
to four per week; and AUS has the most with 21 performances per week. 
PIT is planning to expand its program with an additional stage and more 
performances in the future. In addition to performances on the Art Pro-
gram’s stages at BNA, the Art Program books performers for a separate 
stage in a bar seven days a week; other concessionaires run their own 
live music programs as well, contributing to the airport’s environment.

Increasing the frequency of performances will require additional 
resources as well as exploring different models for working with and 
paying performers. An incremental and varied approach to adding  
performances can support measured increases in required resources.   

STRATEGY 1 

Broaden the Range of Performances 
The Arts Program should consider presenting an even wider selection 
of performers and performance styles or genres. The selections should 
fully reflect the diverse range of cultural resources in the region. This  
can be accomplished through a variety of approaches.

Recruitment 
The Arts Program should continue to actively recruit a broad range of 
talent to ensure that there is a deep bench of qualified performers who 
reflect the diverse range of cultural resources in the region.

The Arts Program website includes information that explains how  
interested performers can submit materials for consideration.  
However, the Program should promote this, in order to create an  
organized yet transparent means for considering potential performers. 
The Arts Program may also want to create an annual notification 
inviting performers to submit materials in consideration of securing  
a performance opportunity at the airport.

The Arts Program should also work with experienced curators,  
managers, producers and consultants as necessary to achieve 
recruitment goals.

Community Partnerships 
The Arts Program should proactively seek out partnerships with local 
arts and culture organizations and events to identify performers who 
can further help the Program achieve its recruitment goals. Many of 
these organizations have broad networks of performers and have  
dedicated community engagement staff that can help raise awareness  
of performance opportunities at SAN.

Placemaking: Emotional and Experiential Connection

•  Food courts and other spaces are transformed by performances  
that allow customers an opportunity to meaningfully connect with local 
culture beyond the immediate experience of an airport terminal.  

•  Customers connect with their traveling experience in surprising  
ways and at unanticipated moments of their journey through site- 
specific performances.

•  Performances by local artists and arts organizations remind residents 
that they are home.

Civic and Community

• Visitors are offered a glimpse of the region’s arts and cultural offerings.

•  Local performing artists and arts and cultural organizations have  
access to larger audiences through Arts Program partnerships.

•  The Arts Program remains relevant and connected to the broader arts 
and culture community by engaging with regional performing artists 
and arts organizations.

•  Residency artists and organizations are supported in the development 
of new work.

•  Performances reflect the racial, ethnic, and cultural diversity of  
the region.

Artistic Excellence

•  The Arts Program continues to gain recognition by its peers and the 
public by presenting performers and performing arts organizations of 
the highest caliber. 

•  Performing artists and resident artists are creatively challenged  
to originate site-specific work in a unique environment for a  
nontraditional audience. 

STRATEGIES
The Program should evolve through five key strategies:

1. Broaden the Range of Performances

2. Increase the Frequency of Performances

3.  Broaden the Types of Locations in which  
Performances Can Be Experienced

4. Develop New Collaborations

5. Explore New Funding Resources for Performances

Special Consideration 
Staffing resources should be evaluated as new strategies  
are implemented.
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Mobile Set-Ups and Plug-and-Play 
•  Develop several areas for mobile set-ups and/or plug-and-play. At least 

one should be incorporated into an existing, post-security location 
in Terminal Two. A potential location is the group-seating areas near 
gates 50 – 51. 

•  Consider mobile set-ups and plug-and-play in the new Terminal One. 
With limited space in Terminal One, these may be the main way to 
bring performances post-security. Possible locations include the two 
concession cores, the east and west dwell areas and the “arts zone” 
(see Site and Opportunities Plan).

Marley Dance Floor 
•  The facility’s terrazzo floors are generally hard on dancers and other 

performers’ feet; particularly for artists who are required to participate 
in multiple on-site rehearsals and performances. The Arts Program 
should purchase a portable Marley-type dance floor if dance is to  
become a regular component of the Performing Arts Program.

 

STRATEGY 3 

Broaden the Types of Locations in which  
Performances Can Be Experienced 
Having performances in a wider variety of locations will enable more 
people to enjoy them. Twenty percent of the performance attendees 
that participated in the intercept survey conducted as part of this  
planning process said they went out of their way to experience the  
performance, while the majority (80%) said they just happened to be in 
the area when the performance was taking place.

Sunset Cove currently offers an excellent location for formal and 
larger-scale performances. It has a stage, space for sound equipment, 
and room for a variety of types of music, dance, theater and even aerial 
dance to be experienced. The other, less formal, performance spaces 
are important too, because they allow the Arts Program to reach more 
people with its performances and create the opportunity for artists to 
perform without the need for built-in sound equipment. 

Moving forward, the Arts Program should continue to provide formal 
stage set-ups, including at least one in the new Terminal One Food Halls 
and/or curbside or patio / terrace locations. These should be  
complemented by other types of infrastructure that allow for more 
flexible programming, such as mobile set-ups (locations that are visually 
delineated for performances and have electricity and seating, but not  
a full stage or permanent sound system), plug-and-play spaces  
(delineated performance spaces with built-in audio and sometimes  
monitors to present visual content), as well as portable dance floors  
that can be used to protect dancers’ feet. 

Target Number of Performances 
•  Near-term, target to have three to four performances weekly at SAN. 

This would bring the number of performances in line with peer  
programs at Dallas Love Field, Minneapolis-St. Paul International  
Airport and Nashville International Airport (excluding concessionaires 
that run their own music programs). 

•  When Terminal One is completed, target a baseline of four  
performances weekly, two in each terminal.

•  Long-term, as resources and partnerships grow, that number could 
grow to six to eight performances weekly.

Performance Models 
•  Badge a small cadre of musicians who play regular sets at SAN. These 

musicians would not need a special escort through security.

•  Partner with performing arts organizations; military bands; universities 
or community colleges that have reputations for high caliber training  
of upper-level music majors or ensembles in residence or other  
performing arts groups, to bring one-time performances or a special 
series of performances to SAN.

•  Feature special performances related to festivals and events presented 
elsewhere. Allow flexibility for adjusting to external schedules. 

SAN in collaboration with ArtPower, Bang on a Can All-Stars

SAN, Performing Arts Residency, Fern Street Circus 
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STRATEGY 1 

Keep the Creative Output of the Program 
Fresh and Innovative 
The Residency program has a track record of risk-taking in its selection 
of resident arts organizations. This openness to risk-taking will be 
important to the continued innovation of the program. This can be 
accomplished by:

•  Keeping the selection processes open to a wide range of genres and 
disciplines including music, dance, theater, sound design and more.

•  Asking residents to focus their creative development and presentations 
around the airport environment.

•  Making the community engagement component of the Residency part 
of the application process and asking applicants to provide examples 
of how they might fulfill this requirement.

ARTISTIC PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS: PERFORMING ARTS

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
FOR PERFORMING ARTS – 
RESIDENCY PROGRAM

The Performing Arts Residency Program continually offers airport 
customers fresh opportunities to engage with artists, different from 
experiences they can have in any other airport and even at traditional 
arts venues. 

The program is off to a strong start. It is well-respected and is becoming 
a highly desirable opportunity for artists and arts organizations. Airport 
customers and the public have responded positively and the program 
has garnered local, national and international press coverage. Other  
airports have followed suit, including LaGuardia International Airport 
and Pittsburgh International Airport. Past residents report that they  
have experienced increases in visibility and publicity while participating 
in the program. They also say that the residency has creatively  
challenged them, providing an opportunity for developing site-specific 
work in a setting rarely considered for performances. There is little to 
suggest that it will not continue to grow into one of the Arts Program’s 
signature offerings.

The program will continue to provide highly sought-after opportunities 
for regional artists and organizations to create new work, refine it,  
present it and build their audiences. It will continue to be a model for 
other airports and align the Arts Program with SAN’s efforts to find  
innovative ways to lead the industry.

Community Partnerships 
•  Arts organizations, festivals, presenters, universities and other  

community performing groups and presenting organizations may be 
willing to bring performances to the airport that are funded through 
their own sources.

•  Co-created programs with local arts and culture organizations may  
be able to draw on funding opportunities with grant programs  
designed to increase access to the arts for non-traditional audiences  
or in non-traditional settings. 

Sponsorships 
The Arts Program should investigate the possibility of performance 
sponsorships, including outside sponsors and internal airport sponsors. 
Sponsors should not influence artistic or curatorial decisions or direct 
the selection of particular artists, performers or contractors.

This practice is followed at several peer airports. At Atlanta Hartsfield, 
San Antonio and Austin Bergstrom, for example, food and beverage  
concessionaires support music programs because they recognize 
the impact performances have on passenger dwell time and positive 
spending. One of the two music programs at Atlanta Hartsfield is funded 
through a concessionaire’s marketing fund, similar to the one at SAN, to 
which each concessionaire contributes a small percent of sales. At Austin 
Bergstrom, Delaware North Companies, the airport’s restaurant and 
retail manager, directly pays for the musicians on the four stages located 
in bars and restaurants. Delaware North and the City of Austin Aviation 
Department share the costs of the musicians on the main stage.

STRATEGY 4 

Develop New Collaborations 
The Performing Arts Program has been successful at recruiting a variety 
of talent through collaboration with an independent music curator.  
Developing new and different types of collaborations can further  
diversify the Performing Arts Program’s offerings. These could include:

•  Performances developed in relationship to special events taking place 
in the region, such as Comic-Con.

•  Collaborations with performing arts organizations and venues to 
feature performances related major concerts or shows taking place 
in San Diego.

• Featuring performers from regional cultural celebrations and festivals.

 

STRATEGY 5 

Explore New Funding Resources for Performances 
Increasing performances will require a larger budget for performer 
fees, Performing Arts Production and Programming Specialist Services, 
promotion and staffing. The current Performing Arts Program budget 
should be doubled to provide an expanded program that includes  
Terminal One. 

The Arts Program should also consider other options for funding and 
reducing per-performance costs. Some suggestions for implementing 
this strategy include badging musicians, community partnerships and 
sponsorships.

Badged Musicians 
•  Reduce overhead costs by badging musicians who may not require the 

support of an escort and sound producer.

•  Offer badged musicians a slightly lower per-performance fee and  
permission to collect, but not solicit for, tips. 

STRATEGIES
The Performing Arts Residency Program should evolve 
through three key strategies:

1.  Keep the Creative Output of the Program  
Fresh and Innovative

2. Strengthen Awareness of the Program

3.  Strengthen Partnerships with Artists and  
Cultural Organizations

Special Consideration 
Staffing resources should be evaluated as new strategies  
are implemented.
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STRATEGY 3 

Strengthen Partnerships with Artists and  
Cultural Organizations 
The Residency Program will require partnerships with artists and  
cultural organizations to continue to succeed. When entering into these 
partnerships, the Arts Program should consider how both parties can 
benefit in regard to their own goals and needs, and how the resident 
artists and organizations, which generally have fewer resources than  
the Arts Program, can be compensated fairly for their efforts. The  
Arts Program’s goals and needs are expressed in this plan in regard  
to customer experience, placemaking, civic and community engagement 
and artistic excellence. Resident artists’ and organizations’ goals and 
needs generally include opportunities for creative growth, capacity  
building and audience development. 

This strategy can be accomplished by:

•  Articulating each partner’s goals and needs at the beginning of  
the partnership and ensuring those needs are addressed in the  
partnership agreement.

•  Considering not only the creative development and presentation costs 
but also the administration, logistical and documentation costs that 
resident organizations incur. Ensure that residency budgets cover 
those costs. Build the capacity of resident organizations to develop 
realistic expectations for budgeting project costs. Require budget 
proposals from residents that include all residency costs including 
administration, marketing and documentation.

•  Supporting Program and resident audience development and  
recognition. Consider cross-promotions, sharing of audience lists  
and public relations resources during the residency, and support  
applications for external grant and recognition awards after the  
residency, for example.

ARTISTIC PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS: PERFORMING ARTS

STRATEGY 2 

Strengthen Passenger Awareness of the Program 
As with the ongoing concert series, the audience for Residency  
performances is limited to the number of airport customers who  
happen to be at the airport at the times and locations when  
presentations occur. The creative output of the program can be made 
accessible to more audiences by:

•  Developing additional documentation for each residency, including 
background on the resident artist or organization, the creative process 
and the presentation of work.

•  Continuing to push out documentation for current and past residencies 
through various media, such as the Arts Program’s digital resources 
(web, social media) as well as on-site resources in each terminal,  
including print signage, video monitors installed at performing arts 
sites, and through Cultural Exchange exhibition location(s).

 
SAN, Performing Arts Residency, transcenDANCE Youth Arts Project

SAN, Performing Arts Residency, Fern Street Circus 
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The Temporary Exhibitions Program has received high marks from 
artists who have participated. They say they have appreciated the 
curatorial and logistical guidance from Arts Program staff and benefited 
from being part of a diverse group show and from the sheer visibility of 
exhibitions at the airport. 

Exhibitions spaces are also often used as places to highlight other  
elements of the Arts Program, such as DesignAHEAD, artist residencies 
and Cultural Exchanges with partner organizations.

THE BENEFITS OF  
TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS AT SAN 

The Temporary Exhibitions Program supports the four goals of the  
Arts Program in the following ways:

Customer Experience

•  Exhibitions allow for a more in-depth experience than other artworks 
might and provide an entertaining and enriching way for customers to 
spend time. 

•  Exhibitions improve the airport experience for frequent customers  
by breaking up generic spaces and continually providing something 
new and exciting to see. 

Over the past few years the Temporary Exhibitions Program has migrated 
to an approach of organizing annual theme-based exhibitions, a  
recommendation of the 2011 Arts Program Assessment. This strategy 
has unleashed fresh creative potential through a wide range of  
partnerships, stimulating themes and out-of-the-box approaches to 
developing and exhibiting work. 

The themes have ranged from timely civic topics, such as an exhibition 
that accompanied the Balboa Park Centennial Celebration; to conceptual 
themes, such as Intergalactic Dreaming and Figure of Speech; to topics that 
relate more specifically the San Diego region, such as Point of Entry.

Exhibitions have included a variety of materials, including the  
presentation of collections of artifacts, and works of art by local artists 
or from local collections. While most of the works of art exhibited are 
on loan, the Arts Program has been able to work with artists to develop 
new, site-specific work as part of the Exhibitions Program as well.

Exhibitions have also been installed in the airport in increasingly bold 
ways that read more as temporary installations than traditional  
exhibitions. The 2018 – 2019 exhibition, Figure of Speech, includes  
artworks installed above a food court, in the main concourse in  
Terminal Two, on a glass window in Terminal Two, curbside, and in  
the Terminal Two Rotunda.

TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS

SAN, Figure of Speech exhibition, Michelle Montjoy
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
FOR TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS

The Temporary Exhibitions Program will continue to program spaces in 
Terminal Two and, with the ADP, expand into more of Terminal One. As 
it continues to grow, the Program should build on its current strengths. 
These include the Arts Program staff’s involvement with curating, from 
crafting curatorial themes with the Arts Advisory Committee to working 
closely with artists to select work for sites, and having the flexibility and 
versatility to site work in a variety of locations. Terminal One also offers 
the opportunity to create new and different types of spaces that will 
allow the Arts Program to expand the type of work that can be exhibited.

 

•  Exhibitions become an anticipated part of the customer experience  
to seek out and enjoy.

Placemaking: Emotional and  
Experiential Connections

•  Exhibitions that feature local artists or collections from local  
institutions help create a sense of arrival in the San Diego region.

•  Exhibition themes can reveal human narratives embodied in  
modern travel.

•  Exhibitions create a gateway to the region’s creative and cultural scene, 
both promoting it to locals and providing a taste for visitors. 

Civic and Community

•  Exhibitions take place throughout the airport, pre- and post- 
security, allowing locals and visitors alike to access and experience  
the arts at SAN.

•  Partnerships with artists and lending organizations strengthen  
relationships with community stakeholders.

Artistic Excellence

•  High-quality exhibitions help the Arts Program gain recognition by 
peers and the public.

•  Exhibitions bring recognition of the airport by artists as a place where 
they can develop fresh, challenging work in a unique environment with 
a unique audience.

STRATEGY 2 

Adopt Guidelines for Exhibition Siting  
and Infrastructure  
The Arts Program should adopt guidelines that provide direction on 
the placement of different types of exhibitions infrastructure, as well 
as standards for exhibition site conditions. The Temporary Exhibitions 
Program occupies spaces throughout Terminal Two and in select  
Terminal One locations, both pre- and post-security, and includes  
both wall spaces and vitrines for three-dimensional exhibitions. The 
redevelopment of Terminal One provides an exciting opportunity for  
the exhibitions program to expand. Furthermore, future changes to  
Terminal Two may allow the Arts Program to upgrade exhibition  
infrastructure and reconsider existing siting. 

Exhibition Infrastructure Types 
The following types of exhibition infrastructure and sites are either  
currently used by the Arts Program or should be developed:

Wall Cases 
Casework, usually built into wall spaces or placed in front of walls, that has 
flexibility to exhibit both two-dimensional and three-dimensional objects in  
a protected location. 

Dimensions of casework vary but are typically a minimum of 24 inches 
deep to allow for the display of objects. Taller cases can have  
flexible and removable shelving, or use movable risers or pedestals  
to allow for more variety. The Arts Program currently has wall cases in 
the following locations:

• Terminal Two, Post-Security, International Arrivals

• Terminal Two West, Pre-Security, Security Checkpoint

STRATEGY 1 

Maintain Flexibility in Curatorial Approaches  
The Temporary Exhibitions Program should continue to work flexibly,  
experimenting with different approaches to curating as well as to working 
with artists and collections.

The annual, theme-based exhibitions have been a great success. This 
unique approach has allowed airport visitors to enjoy and explore  
different approaches and perspectives on a topic, and has created a 
strong, cohesive identity for the Exhibitions Program among a variety 
of disconnected sites. As the number of exhibition spaces expands into 
Terminal One, the Arts Program should consider different curatorial  
approaches for different areas of the airport. Some of the exhibition 
spaces could continue to be curated under a single theme within a  
specific terminal or a zone defined by the Arts Program. Other spaces 
could be curated independent of the annual, thematic exhibition and 
feature work by local artists, local collections or exhibitions in partnership 
with regional arts, culture, history, nature and science organizations.

The Temporary Exhibitions Program has also benefitted from being  
able to work with artists, in some instances, to create new work to fit 
within the exhibition theme and in response to a specific space. These 
works have contributed to the quality and innovative nature of recent 
shows. The Arts Program should continue to build in the ability to  
occasionally support and pay for the creation of new work as part of 
exhibitions programming.

STRATEGIES
To be successful, the SAN Arts Program should adopt  
the following strategies:

1. Maintain Flexibility in Curatorial Approaches

2.  Adopt Guidelines for Exhibition Siting  
and Infrastructure

3. Develop Approaches for Future Exhibition Spaces

4. Prototype a Film Program

5.  Create Mechanisms for Accepting  
Financial Donations

6. Increase Program Resources

Special Consideration 
Staffing resources should be evaluated as new strategies  
are implemented.
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Dedicated Wall Space 
Wall spaces that the Arts Program may use to install two-dimensional work 
as part of the exhibitions program. 

These walls do not have any special infrastructure, but are typically 
clean, drywalled walls that have enough visual separation from advertis-
ing, wayfinding and other visual elements to create an uncluttered space 
for the art to be successfully displayed. Directional track lighting allows 
for works to be properly lit. These walls have allowed the Arts Program 
to have flexibility in exhibiting borrowed and commissioned work as 
part of its exhibitions that would not fit within the confines of casework. 
The availability of these walls has sometimes changed based upon other 
airport needs. The Arts Program currently uses walls at: 

• Terminal Two East, Pre-Security, Alcoves

• Terminal Two East, Post-Security, Gate 22

• Terminal Two East, Post-Security, Gate 28

• Terminal Two East, Pre-Security, Hallway

• Terminal Two East/West Connecting Corridor, Post Security

Stand-Alone Cases 
Casework with a pedestal bottom and a clear acrylic vitrine top for the  
display of objects in a protected location. 

Cases are often placed in groupings to allow for the curation of an  
exhibition with multiple objects. There are currently four groupings  
of stand-alone cases in Terminal Two. Many of these are suffering  
from maintenance and access issues, as well as being somewhat  
outdated aesthetically. 

• Terminal Two East, Pre-Security

• Terminal Two West, Post-Security, Alcove between Gates 33 – 34

• Terminal Two Pre-Security, Lost and Found Office

• Terminal Two West, Pre-Security, Rotunda

Siting Criteria 
Siting for exhibitions should consider the following criteria:

•  Exhibitions should be located in a variety of sites, both pre- and 
post-security, in order to reach travelers as well as meeter-greeters  
and the non-traveling public.

•  There should be a mix of the type of work that can be accommodated, 
with more space for two-dimensional than three-dimensional works of 
art and objects.

•  When possible, exhibitions should be sited in accessible areas  
where airport customers have significant dwell-time or where there  
is an opportunity for a strong, immediate visual impact.

•  Flexible and temporary exhibition spaces should be considered  
including ceilings, floors, suspended in open air space etc.

Exhibition Site Conditions 
The Arts Program should have a General Facility Report for its exhibition 
cases for instances where the Program is interested in borrowing work 
from institutions, collectors or other lenders that would potentially have 
concerns about the general conditions of the exhibitions space. The 
Facility Report should indicate, at a minimum, temperature and humidity 
readings, lighting conditions and UV ratings, building fire protection and 
security, credentials of art handlers, and insurance requirements. 

Over time, the Arts Program should complete an assessment of  
existing casework and Deaccession or replace cases that are not in  
good condition.

When feasible, new casework should meet museum standards  
for UV-filtering, lighting, security, non-off-gassing materials and  
humidity control.

 

Gallery 
A room-like space dedicated to exhibitions. 

A gallery is typically a flexible space where casework, video monitors  
or other exhibition infrastructure could be brought in, or work could be 
exhibited directly on the floor or walls. The Arts Program formerly  
exhibited work in the West End Gallery, located in Terminal Two West, 
which closed in 2017 to make way for the International Arrivals Facility. 
The Arts Program recently built a new mini-gallery space, pre-security, in 
Terminal Two East. The former West End location may also be available 
again, in part, with the completion of the International Arrivals Facility.

Light Boxes 
Backlit, wall-mounted display infrastructure for printed,  
two-dimensional artwork. 

Light boxes are often used for the exhibition of photography and other 
artwork that can be transferred digitally onto Duratrans or another  
specialty backlit film. Light boxes are frequently installed in multiples  
to allow for the exhibition of a collection or series of works. In an  
airport environment, it is important that they are visually distinct from 
advertising infrastructure. There are currently no light boxes at SAN.

Video Monitors 
Large-scale monitors that allow for the display of video. 

The Arts Program currently has three monitors available for use. One  
is permanently located near the Sunset Cove stage in Terminal Two West 
and is meant to promote the Arts Program and its varied offerings  
to customers.

Sheena Rae Dowling, Intergalactic Dreaming,

SAN, Intergalactic Dreaming Exhibition, Adriene Hughes
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Casework 
For Terminal One, most cases should be a minimum of 16 feet long and 
24 inches deep. Cases can be anywhere from 18 inches to three feet off 
the ground, with the lower base being ideal for exhibiting taller objects. 
Cases can be either built-in, flush with the wall, or freestanding.10  
Cases should have movable and adjustable track lighting. For wall cases, 
hinged doors, rather than sliding, are more functional and provide a 
cleaner glass front. 

Cases meeting this description offer the most flexibility in terms of 
exhibiting two-dimensional art and artifacts, three-dimensional objects 
at a variety of scales, and art installations. The Arts Program does not 
currently have this type of case, and placing several cases of this scale in 
Terminal One would increase the variety of work that can be exhibited. 

New casework should meet museum standards for UV-filtering, lighting, 
security, non-off-gassing materials and humidity control. This will 
provide the Arts Program with more flexibility in the materials that it 
borrows for exhibitions.

STRATEGY 3 

Develop Approaches for Future Exhibition Spaces  
The development of the new Terminal One, as well as other future  
capital projects, will create an opportunity to develop new exhibitions  
infrastructure. The Arts Program should take advantage of this  
opportunity to expand the variety of types and locations of spaces it  
has available for exhibitions.

Terminal One Exhibition Spaces 
Through the ADP process, the Arts Program should identify a minimum 
of five and up to eight sites in the new Terminal One that can be used 
for exhibitions. Siting should take into consideration the criteria listed 
above. Sites discussed to date include wall cases adjacent to restrooms 
and the baggage claim area.

Exhibition spaces should include a mix of casework and wall sites in  
Terminal One. The Program’s current display cases should be added to 
with new cases consisting of updated materials, finishes and technology, 
such as lighting and access. At least one of the cases should be full  
wall height to allow for the flexibility of exhibiting larger two-or three- 
dimensional objects. The Arts Program should play an active role in  
participating in an airport stakeholder wayfinding / arts / advertising 
work group to ensure available wall sites and promote “zones” for  
such uses.

The Arts Program should also invest in at least one additional  
large-scale monitor for the exhibition of video. The monitor would  
not need to have a fixed location but could be placed on available  
wall space (pending availability of electricity) or in a gallery location  
when an exhibition incorporates video.

STRATEGY 4 

Prototype a Film Program 
The Arts Program should designate a film screening area and create a 
series that features locally-produced short films. Eight of the airport  
Arts and Culture programs benchmarked as part of this planning process 
include media arts (film or video) as part of their overall programming.

Film Series 
The film series should focus on short films, music videos and documen-
taries to accommodate the typically short waiting times that airport  
customers experience. The films could tie in thematically to the  
Temporary Exhibition or regional cultural celebrations and other 
happenings. San Diego is home to numerous filmmakers, as well as 
arts organizations that sponsor film festivals, provide opportunities for 
young and emerging filmmakers and promote San Diego’s filmmaking 
scene. The Arts Program should either partner with an independent film 
curator or with one or more local organizations to co-curate and present 
the films. This approach is used for the film screening programs at the 
Minneapolis–St. Paul and Portland International airports. 

Wall Sites 
The Temporary Exhibitions Program should utilize wall sites in the future 
Terminal One. 

Most wall sites should be a minimum of sixteen feet wide and the full 
wall height, though smaller sites could be used creatively depending on 
where they are located. Some walls should have the capacity to bear 
modest loads for two-dimensional installations, and some walls should 
have the capacity for the installation of monitors.

Gallery 
A gallery at SAN could be a different type of exhibition space and  
experience than what is currently offered. A gallery could allow the  
Arts Program to create an oasis-like space that is removed from the 
competition and distractions of advertising, concessions, informational 
signage and other infrastructure. The space could be one appreciated 
by customers for its reprieve from other busy locations in the terminal. 
It could also allow the Program to present exhibitions that may not be 
practical or possible elsewhere, including shows that contain valuable 
and/or environmentally sensitive objects. In addition, a gallery could be 
used as a flexible space for events and programs. 

The Arts Program should seek an area in the future Terminal One  
and/or Terminal Two for a new gallery space. The gallery should be built 
out to meet basic museum standards for UV-filtering, lighting, security,  
non-off-gassing materials and humidity control.

Cultural Exchange Space 
A Cultural Exchange Space or Spaces should be set aside within  
Terminal One and/or Terminal Two. This space can be a large-scale wall 
space or exhibition case used to promote the Artist Residency program, 
DesignAHEAD, and other community partnership programs that fall  
outside of the Arts Program’s core-component, regular programming.

 
10 New casework at SFO, LAX and ATL should be reviewed as potential models. SAN, Intergalactic Dreaming Exhibition, High Tech High Chula Vista

See 18, Minnealpolis-Saint Paul International Airport 
Photo: David Sherman
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STRATEGY 6 

Increase Program Resources  
The expansion of the exhibitions program into the new Terminal One 
will necessitate an increase in the overall budget for both loan fees and 
for the contract for Art Handling, Installation, Fabrication and Off-Site 
Storage Services. Estimated costs and rationale are included below.

Loan Fees 
Paying a fee to artists and other lenders is in keeping with best practices 
in the field. The Arts Program currently offers a flat $500 loan fee for 
each space. Moving forward, the Arts Program should consider this  
a minimum fee, and allow for higher fees for larger spaces and, for  
instances where an artist is creating new work for exhibition, up to 
$1,500 per space. 

Art Handling 
The contract for on-call art handling services should be continued and 
expanded to manage the additional spaces. Using professional handlers 
and installations has resulted in excellent exhibition quality and allows 
for the exhibitions to be installed efficiently with little disruption to  
the spaces in which they are located. It is also important for artists and  
other lenders to know that accredited professionals will handle their 
works and objects.

Film Program 
The costs of the Film Program would include costs for infrastructure, 
costs for equipment and infrastructure maintenance and replacement, 
and for programming (see Site and Opportunities Plan). 

STRATEGY 5 

Create Mechanisms for Accepting Financial Donations 
There may be instances when SAN and the Arts Program wish to seek 
financial donations to support the exhibitions program. The definition  
of “gifts” in the Policy for the Airport Authority Arts Program includes 
mention of financial gifts but does not provide guidance on the  
acceptance and use of those gifts. Donors making financial contributions 
should not influence artistic or curatorial decisions or direct the  
selection of particular artists, performers or contractors. The program 
should establish the guidelines for how the Arts Program can receive 
and use financial donations for exhibitions. This could include  
sponsorship opportunities. These guidelines should be incorporated 
into Policy 8.50, the Policy for the Airport Authority Arts Program (see 
Appendix A).

Film Screening Area 
The Arts Program should designate an area in the new Terminal One as 
a Film Screening Area.

The Film Screening Area should have:

•  Ample room for a large screen that provides an experience that  
is cinematic.

• Comfortable, dedicated seating for a minimum of 10 – 12 people.

•  Enough distance or separation from other noise in order for people  
to be able to hear the films.

 

Hollywood Theater, Portland International Airport 
Photo: Bill Purcell

Erika Lizée, Transfiguration, Los Angeles International Airport 
Photo: Panic Studio
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT 
& COMMUNICATIONS  
RECOMMENDATIONS

Audiences  
The following groups are the primary and secondary audiences that  
the Arts Program considers when developing communications and 
engagement plans.

Primary Audiences

•  Airport customers. This includes passengers as well as meeter–greeters 
and well-wishers who accompany passengers to and from the airport.

• Airport employees. This includes all badged employees at SAN. 

Secondary Audiences

•  Arts, civic, education and community organizations. This includes  
organizations that currently are or could be future partners for the  
Arts Program. It is important for the Program’s work to be understood 
and respected by these organizations, as that will help the Program 
build effective partnerships to expand its offerings and raise awareness 
of the Program and the airport overall. These organizations can also 
support the Arts Program efforts to connect with culturally diverse and 
underserved audiences as well. 

•  Internal Arts Program stakeholders. This includes SAN staff,  
Ambassadors and contractors that play a role in the success of  
the Arts Program and individual projects and initiatives.

Arts and culture organizations are focusing more intently than ever  
on how to develop effective communications and engage audiences  
with their exhibitions, collections, performances and other artistic  
presentations. Their efforts are generally driven by mission-related 
goals, by the need to cultivate patrons and customers who will support 
their programs financially, or both. 

For the SAN Arts Program, the primary focus of communications and 
engagement should be to support the Program’s vision, goals and  
outcomes for customer experience. The second focus should be to  
support the value that the Arts Program brings to the airport overall  
and to community organizations that partner with the Program.

The Arts Program operates in a unique environment. The Program 
benefits from the large numbers of people who are passing through the 
airport and can be potential members of the audience. However, it is 
not a place where people as a whole specifically come to experience the 
arts; most travelers follow circumscribed routes and encounter the arts 
incidentally, rather than intentionally seeking them out. This provides 
important context for how the Arts Program should communicate with 
and engage its audiences.

SAN, DesignAHEAD Program, San Diego City College 
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STRATEGY 1 

Develop a Strong and Consistent Program Identity 
For the Arts Program, having a strong and consistent identity is  
important for two reasons.

First, while many customers are aware that there is art at the airport, 
fewer know that the airport has an Arts Program. Further those who 
know there is an Arts Program may only know about one aspect of the 
Program or be familiar with only a few works of art. This may not impact 
customer experience in terms of people’s appreciation or enjoyment of 
the resources the Program offers. But it may provide an obstacle to  SAN, Gemological Institute of American exhibition

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATIONS RECOMMENDATIONS

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
FOR COMMUNICATIONS  
AND ENGAGEMENT 

The Arts Program should support a robust communications and  
engagement program that ensures every airport customer is aware of the 
Arts Program, can access information about the resources it offers and 
can experience the wide range of arts offerings. The communications 
and engagement program should be carefully designed to reflect the 
specific ways people use and experience the airport. It should take  
advantage of the evolving information and interactive tools that are 
being developed to help travelers manage their airport experience. 

Overall, the Arts Program’s communication and audience engagement 
strategies should:

•  Improve customer access to Program resources. 
Ensure that all airport customers encounter information about the 
resources presented by the Program and can leverage that information 
to connect to arts resources and experiences.

•  Enhance customer, stakeholder and public experience. 
Provide more experiences, and deeper experiences, for audiences  
engaging with the resources presented by the Program.

•  Catalyze actions. 
Inspire customers to share information about their airport arts  
experience and to engage with arts experiences outside the airport.

•  General public. This includes the general population in the culturally 
diverse region that the airport serves. The general public is of interest 
inasmuch as everyone is a potential airport customer, and because 
the Arts Program can help build general public understanding of the 
airport’s importance as a regional resource and strengthen goodwill 
towards the airport.

•  Military. This includes thousands of military service members who use 
SAN when coming and going from deployment or training (many of 
whom utilize the USO), as well as former members of the military and 
military families.  

•  The broader arts and aviation community. This includes peer arts 
organizations and airports throughout the country. This is important as 
it will help generally elevate the profile of the airport within the travel 
industry, strengthening its business prospects. 

•  Add value to partnerships. 
Provide value to organizations and artists that partner with the 
Program, particularly by expanding their audiences and the public’s 
understanding of their work.

•  Build internal support for the Arts Program. 
Provide internal airport stakeholders with a strong appreciation for  
the value that the Arts Program brings to the airport, as well as the 
professional, funding and marketing resources that are necessary to 
sustain the Program at a continued high level of excellence.

•  Create a cycle of learning from past experience. 
Establish goals for communications and engagement strategies  
and evaluate the outcomes on a systematic basis.

STRATEGIES
Moving forward, the Arts Program should focus  
on the following strategies for communications  
and engagement:

1. Develop a Strong and Consistent Program Identity

2.  Develop a Communications Plan for Each  
New Project and Initiative

3.  Expand and Enhance Platforms for  
Communicating with Audiences

4.  Expand and Enhance the Types of Information  
that are Provided about the Arts Program

5.  Encourage Interaction with Arts Program Resources

Special Consideration 
Staffing resources should be evaluated as new strategies  
are implemented.
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STRATEGY 2 

Develop a Communications Plan  
for Each New Project and Initiative 
The Arts Program, working with the airport’s Marketing and Public  
Relations departments, should develop a communications strategy  
for each new public art project, exhibition, performance series and  
residency, as well as other initiatives. A communications strategy will 
ensure that resources are devoted to content that has the most impact, 
that content is made accessible across platforms, and that there is  
consistency in how communications is approached across the Program.

Each strategy should outline messaging opportunities from the  
selection and commissioning process through unveiling the work.  
It should identify target audiences, messages and vehicles for  
communication, as well as a timeline linked to the project milestones. 
The communications strategy can also be a tool for identifying strategies 
for audience engagement. 

 

individuals who would like to engage with the Program intentionally, 
seek information about what the Program is offering, or share  
information about their experience with the work.

Second, the Program’s identity is an important factor when it is recruiting 
artists, developing partnerships and elevating SAN’s profile among peer 
and competing airports. Artists and collaborators will be more likely to 
want to work with the Arts Program if it is a known entity with a solid 
reputation. Potential customers will be more likely to consider SAN as 
an option if they enjoy their experience at the airport, including their 
experience of arts resources.

Creating a strong and consistent identity is achieved by understanding 
the core values of the airport and the Program, acting on them, and 
communicating them effectively. 

The Arts Program’s identity includes its own standards for artistic  
excellence in all of its endeavors as well as its desire to redefine a  
traditional airport arts program through innovative approaches to  
artwork, artists and programs. 

The Program already promotes its identity through having its own 
distinct logo and using it consistently on print materials, press releases, 
website, social media, identification labels and other communications. 
Although consistent and clear, these efforts have not been enough  
to generate broad awareness of the Arts Program. These efforts should 
be reinforced through expanded communications, in particular  
Program-specific social media channels. The Program should have  
a singular and unique voice through social media, its website and other 
communication channels that is friendly, responsive and encouraging 
dialogue with patrons, not simply broadcasting at them.

 

Print 
Even though digital communication is becoming more and more  
prevalent, there is still a role for print materials in disseminating  
information about the Arts Program. 

The print catalog that accompanies each Temporary Exhibition has been 
an effective way of helping audiences to understand the entire scope 
of the exhibition, even if their current travels only allow them to see a 
portion of it. Print documentation is tangible and more permanent than 
digital documentation.

Past print brochures about the Public Art Collection have provided  
customers with useful information that they can carry around as  
they navigate the airport and are a nice reminder piece to take  
home. They are also easy to share with potential collaborators and  
community supporters. 

The Arts Program should continue to budget for brochures, catalogues 
and other print materials, such as a catalog of new additions to the  
collection or educational materials.

STRATEGY 3 

Expand and Enhance Platforms  
for Communicating with Audiences  
The intercept survey conducted as a part of the Arts Master Plan process 
found that a large percentage of performance attendees (77%) said 
that they would plan ahead to see a performance the next time they 
are travelling through the airport. Having easily accessible information 
about Arts Program offerings can help ensure that visitors and travelers 
are able to take in public art, exhibitions and performances as part of 
their visit.

The Arts Program should make use of multiple platforms (e.g. print, 
internet and social media) to provide access to informational resources 
about the Arts Program. These platforms should be cross-linked in  
order to maximize their efficiency and effectiveness. Using a diversity of 
platforms is important for several reasons:

•  People are accustomed to accessing information from different  
platforms, dependent on their preferences and circumstances,  
including whether they are at the airport or off-site.

•  Different platforms have intrinsic strengths and weaknesses in  
communicating information. 

•  Multilingual informational content (exhibition labels, concert signage, 
printed handouts, etc.) is accessible to more people, particularly the 
San Diego region’s large Spanish-speaking population.

SAN, Temporary Exhibition brochures

SAN, DesignAHEAD Program, High Tech High Chula Vista
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SAN, Volunteer Ambassadors Program

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATIONS RECOMMENDATIONS

Traditional and Arts Media 
Coverage in the media can increase the visibility, stature and value of  
the Arts Program to internal stakeholders, external partners and peers. 
The Arts Program should continue to work with the Marketing and  
Public Relations departments to cultivate local and regional media to 
cover new public art installations, exhibitions, notable performances  
and residencies. In addition, the Arts Program should seek regional  
and national arts-focused media for specific projects, including on-line  
journals and blogs that cover art, and regional and national travel- 
focused media.

Video 
Videos are a dynamic way to provide narrative or documentary content 
about the Program. The Program has periodically developed videos with 
additional information about specific public artworks and residencies. 
These videos provide access to more behind the scenes information 
about projects and snippets of artists’ discussing their work. They are 
available on the SAN website and have also been made available at the 
airport at locations such as a monitor at the Rental Car Center and in 
Terminal Two. 

The Arts Program should consider producing short videos for all new 
major public art installations, exhibitions and residencies. These videos 
can be accessed through the SAN Arts Program website and pushed out 
through social media, e-newsletters and platforms available to people in 
the airport and beyond. 

Campaigns 
Audience engagement campaigns can focus the attention of audiences 
on the Arts Program’s work and elevate people’s awareness of them. The 
Program should develop periodic campaigns — such as photo contests, 
selfie campaigns, scavenger hunts and contests — to encourage people 
to look at, think about and respond to the resources the Program offers. 
Possible campaigns could be centered on busy travel periods such as 
Spring Break or annual attractions like Comic-Con.

On-Site Signage 
On-site information is a key way that people learn about the Arts Program 
while at the airport, particularly people who had not been aware that 
there were arts resources to experience. The Program should continue 
to invest in informative plaques, labels, performance signage and other 
relevant on-site signage, which can inform people about the artworks 
and performances, as well as direct them to the Program website and 
social media to learn more.

Website 
The Arts Program’s website is the main portal for people to learn about 
public art, exhibitions, performances, residencies, other initiatives and 
news, and is the main repository for Program-related content. The  
website is best suited for desktops and laptops, which means it can 
be used at home, the office or in the airport. It is also mobile-enabled, 
allowing for easy browsing for people who are on the move and do not 
have access to a computer. All marketing and communication should 
always include the arts.san.org address.

Social Media 
People turn to social media channels to get up-to-the-moment  
information and to follow or participate in conversations that are  
user-generated. The Arts Program should establish a social media  
channel dedicated specifically to the Program. This can be used for  
general external communications for the Program (such as announce-
ments about RFQs and events), as well as communications that engage 
and inform on-site users about the Public Art Collection, exhibitions, 
performances and residences. Whenever possible, social media  
platforms and posts should direct traffic to arts.san.org through tags 
and web links.

STRATEGY 4 

Expand and Enhance the Types of Information that  
are Provided about the Arts Program 
The Arts Program should provide a wide range of content about  
its projects, programs and partnerships. This is important for several 
reasons:

•  The artworks and programs have more to offer people than they  
can experience directly in the airport.

•  Travelers don’t always have time to take in the arts while they are at 
the airport and may want to circle back and learn more at a later time.

•  Some travelers have extra time and may want to dig in deeper while  
at the airport.

•  Knowing more about arts projects, exhibitions and performances  
generally makes people more appreciative of what they are seeing.

•  Enriched information about the airport’s arts offerings can make 
people’s experience with the artwork more rewarding and their overall 
experience of the airport more positive.

These are examples of the types of content that the Arts Program  
should develop or make available across its platforms: 

Behind the Scenes Stories 
Often some of the most interesting stories about an artwork involve 
how it was put together. This can include information about the artist’s 
vision, public engagement that led to the project, design and fabrication 
techniques, and the teams of people who were involved in making the 
artwork a reality. 

Airport Navigation 
Airports are creating innovative approaches across a variety of platforms 
to help customers navigate throughout the airport. These include 
print and web-based maps and event calendars as well as social media 
channels that can push out information about Arts Program resources 
when customers are near artworks or exhibition sites. As SAN looks at 
navigation and wayfinding tools, the Arts Program should ensure that 
the Public Art Collection, exhibition sites and performance sites and 
schedules are incorporated into those platforms. 

Ambassadors 
The Ambassadors, volunteers who are stationed at information desks 
and provide assistance to airport customers, can be great spokespeople 
for the Arts Program. The Program should share current information 
with the Ambassadors in a format that is easy for them to access. The 
information should include print materials about the collections and 
exhibitions, and schedules of events.
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Education Resources 
The Arts Program can be a platform to develop educational resources 
and programs that support arts education and career development in 
the arts. 

One successful example has been DesignAHEAD, a collaborative  
endeavor between the Arts Program and local universities to expose 
aspiring and emerging artists, designers, architects, inventors,  
and programmers to real-world design challenges encountered in an 
airport environment. The Arts Program has also traditionally invited  
one or more artists participating in the exhibitions program to do a 
collaborative project at a local school.

The Arts Program should continue these programs and develop  
partnerships for other opportunities for local educators to utilize 
the resources that the Arts Program has to offer. The education  
community should be consulted to determine what resources would  
be most beneficial.

The Program has done this successfully several times. Walter Hood 
worked with the broader San Diego community to collect images of  
objects incorporated into his artwork, Carry On, at the International  
Arrivals Facility. Intergalactic Dreaming artist Michael Giancristiano 
worked with the Veterans Museum of San Diego to create a day of  
community fun and art therapy. 

Digital Platforms 
Many museums are incorporating and experimenting with digital  
platforms that provide users with in-depth content, virtual and  
augmented reality experiences, and the ability to build a virtual  
collection or design and share their experience. 

For example, the Museum of Modern Art received high marks for its 
interactive exhibition catalogue for the AB EX NY Exhibition. The Cooper 
Hewitt National Design Museum allows people to download images 
from their collection and use them at creative stations in the museum 
and on their personal computers at home. The San Francisco Museum 
of Modern Art sends people images of items in its collection in response 
to text message queries. The Philadelphia Museum of Art sponsors an 
annual “hackathon” in which developers are supported in creating apps 
that help people engage with the collection; one night each year,  
museum-goers can meet the developers and test out the apps. 

Recognizing that platforms and technologies will change rapidly,  
the Arts Program should be cautious about investments in digital  
platforms, but should carefully assess innovations made by other  
arts organizations that might be of value to replicate at the airport. 
Above all, the Program should ensure that its digital content is  
optimized for mobile platforms.

STRATEGY 5 

Encourage Interaction with Arts Program Resources 
Interactive experiences help people connect with arts resources because 
they can result in experiences that users direct and are unique to them. 
Platforms that allow for people to engage in conversations with each 
other add interest because people can express their own thoughts while 
learning what other people have to say about artworks.

These are examples of approaches to encouraging interaction with the 
Arts Program:

Events  
The Arts Program has recently initiated special programming in  
The Spirit of Silence (the Reflection Room) by Norie Sato and AIRspace by 
Jason Bruges Studio. These artworks encompass entire rooms that have 
been utilized for meditation, yoga and other programming.

The Arts Program should continue to look for creative ways to  
engage passengers through programs and events. These could include 
demonstrations and interactive art-making activities.

Artist Reinterpretations 
Consider commissioning artists to reinterpret elements of the existing 
collection; for example, asking composers, dancers or writers to  
create new pieces inspired by the existing collection. The Arts Program 
Residency may be a good outlet for such a project.

Artist-led Engagement  
The Arts Program should incorporate elements of artist-led community 
engagement into specific public art commissions, exhibitions and  
performances, when appropriate to the goals of the project and the 
interests of the artist and the Program. When artists work with  
communities in this way, people have a positive connection to the  
project, the Arts Program and the airport. In addition, the artworks can 
take on an additional level of site specificity.

Telling the artist’s story or providing opportunities to hear directly from 
the artist can offer unparalleled insight into both individual works as well 
as how artists create a practice in public art.

The stories behind partners and partnerships with the community and 
with arts organizations could be further drawn upon to generate interest.

An Easily Accessible Calendar of Events 
Pushing out information about upcoming art events through social media 
and signage, rather than requiring people to look for it, could engage 
people who are not already aware of the Arts Program and increase  
the number of participants at events. This will be even more important 
with the increase in performances and other Arts Program events  
recommended in this plan. 

Educational and Informational Pieces Aimed at  
Specific Audiences 
For example, Dallas Love Field has created an activity book about their 
public art collection for young children, providing entertainment for  
both child and adult during travel. Airport employees, military personnel 
and their families, and other customer groups could also be audiences 
for which the Arts Program develops specialized information pieces that 
meet particular interests and needs.

News Reports and Critical Responses to Projects 
Content developed by news organizations and by art critics can provide 
a broader context for the Program’s offerings.

 

SAN, Youth Arts Program workshop, High Tech High Chula Vista
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
FOR ENGAGING WITH THE REGION’S 
ARTS AND CULTURE COMMUNITY

As the Program’s emphasis on exhibitions and performances grows, 
it will require increasingly robust partnerships with regional arts and 
culture organizations to sustain the breadth and quality of the work it 
presents. The Program’s relationships with the regional arts community, 
its reputation in this community and its impact on the arts ecosystem 
will continue to become increasingly important to its success. 

The Arts Program, because of its visibility, capacity and the quality of  
its work, should be recognized as a premier arts organization in the  
San Diego region. Achievement of this recognition can ultimately not 
only support the broad goal for the Airport to be a good neighbor and 
regional resource, but also the specific goal for the Arts Program to  
provide fresh and engaging experiences for customers. By building 
stronger partnerships with arts organizations, the Arts Program should 
be better able to pursue cost-effective approaches to expanding its 
offerings and providing airport customers a unique sense of what  
San Diego is all about. Through these partnerships, the Arts Program 
should also be able to leverage the creative capacity of regional arts and 
culture organizations for the benefit of airport audiences. 

The SAN Arts Program is playing an increasingly significant role in the 
regional arts and culture community, not only through major public art 
commissions but also through its innovative approaches to its  
Temporary Exhibitions Program and its Performing Arts Residency  
Program. Its role includes commissioning and presenting work in a 
range of media and, through those efforts, supporting the visibility and 
growth of a widening range of regional artists and arts and culture  
organizations. Because the exhibitions and residency programs have 
been flexible, they have been able to develop impactful partnerships.

Arts Program staff have been more proactive in building relationships 
with artists and arts organizations in recent years. Their efforts have 
ranged from informal studio visits, to participation in arts events and 
peer gatherings, to taking on regional arts leadership roles. All of these 
efforts are raising the visibility of the Program, laying the groundwork 
for effective partnerships, and demonstrating leadership in the arts and 
culture ecosystem. Although the understanding the arts community has 
of the Arts Program is still growing, there is strong interest in partnering 
with the airport.

ENGAGING WITH THE REGION’S  
ARTS AND CULTURE COMMUNITY

SAN Public Art Collection, Soar/Shift/Shelter, Eva Struble
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When engaging with the region’s arts and culture community, the Arts 
Program should develop purposeful partnerships and collaborations for 
creating and presenting work at the airport, strengthen relationships 
with peer leaders and organizations, and ensure that partnerships are 
structured equitably.
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STRATEGY 1 

Cultivate Partnerships through  
Ongoing General Outreach Approaches 
The Arts Program should continue hosting informational open houses 
related to programs and projects. The Program should also consider 
informational on-site walk-throughs of the Arts Program collection  
and exhibitions and performance spaces as a way of exploring  
co-programming possibilities. The Program should make a special effort  
to cultivate partnerships that connect with underserved audiences or 
otherwise increase the diversity of artists, arts organizations and art 
forms presented at the airport.

 
STRATEGY 2 

Pursue Specific Partnerships that Address  
Specific Project and Programming Needs 
The Airport Arts Program should consider a variety of partnerships  
to support the Public Art, Temporary Exhibition and Performing Arts 
programs. Some examples include, but are not limited to:

•  Partner with local university music composition programs to  
commission a new work of music for the airport, possibly tied to  
historic events (the Airport’s 100th anniversary, completion of  
ADP, etc.).

•  Partner with the region’s children’s museums, and science and nature 
museums on child-centered artwork, installations or play areas.

 

STRATEGY 5 

Ensure that Partnerships are Structured Equitably 
The Arts Program should structure partnerships to benefit both  
the Program and the partnering organizations. In doing so, the  
Arts Program should:

•  Develop a checklist of factors that should be considered in order  
for a partnership to be successful for both the Arts Program and  
partnering organizations.

•  Ensure that there is mission alignment between partners and that each 
organization’s goals for the partnership are clearly articulated.

•  Consider the relative capacity and core missions of the Arts Program and 
independent arts organizations when allocating responsibility for tasks.

•  Identify specific capacity building outcomes for artist commissions and 
residencies as well as ways to measure achievement of those outcomes.

•  Compensate partners fairly for the services they provide and for their 
secondary costs when entering into a partnership. 

 
STRATEGY 6 

Connect Arts Program Audiences with  
the Broader Arts and Culture Ecosystem 
The Arts Program is unusual among arts organizations in its ability to 
connect with broad public audiences who are not specifically seeking 
out an arts experience. Because of that, the Arts Program provides an 
important portal for residents of and visitors to San Diego to learn about 
the region’s arts and culture offerings. To support regional arts and 
culture organizations, the Arts Program should: 

•  Openly solicit information about regional arts and culture resources 
and provide information about them across variety of Arts Program 
platforms, such as webpage blog posts and e-newsletter mailings.

STRATEGY 3 

Cultivate Partnerships through Cultural Exchange 
The Arts Program should continue to develop cross-disciplinary  
partnerships with community organizations in pursuit of Cultural  
Exchange programs that highlight the region’s “bright spots,” and that 
are outside of the Program’s usual schedule of core-component work. 
The Switchfoot BRO-AM exhibition and performances, which amplified 
the work of several local charities supporting underserved youth 
throughout the region, is an example of such a Cultural Exchange  
program. The Arts Program should:

•  Participate in regional arts exhibitions by providing satellite exhibition 
or event space at the airport.

•  Consider co-programming or co-producing work that supports  
the mutual interests of both the Arts Program and partnership  
organizations.

•  Consider Cultural Exchange themes that educate residents and  
visitors about local organizations that are using the arts to connect  
the region’s people across cultures.

 
STRATEGY 4 

Strengthen Relationships with  
Peer Leaders and Organizations 
The success of community partnerships relies on strong relationships 
with individuals and organizations in the community. The Arts Program 
should:

•  Allocate time for staff to participate on arts and culture committees 
and panels.

•  Participate in regional cultural planning activities, for overall plans or 
special projects.

•  Serve as a convener for conferences, group strategy sessions or other 
community partner meetings.

STRATEGIES
Moving forward, the Arts Program should focus  
on the following strategies for engaging with the  
region’s arts and culture community:

1.  Cultivate Partnerships through Ongoing  
General Outreach Approaches

2.  Pursue Specific Partnerships that Address  
Specific Project and Programming Needs

3. Cultivate Partnerships through Cultural Exchange

4.  Strengthen Relationships with Peer Leaders  
and Organizations

5. Ensure that Partnerships are Structured Equitably 

6.  Connect Arts Program Audiences with the  
Broader Arts and Culture Ecosystem

Special Consideration 
Staffing resources should be evaluated as new strategies  
are implemented.

SAN, public art community workshop, Walter Hood and AjA Project
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Other examples are in-school workshops that connect students to  
airport exhibitions (such as a month-long, artist-facilitated, hands-on  
art making workshop for students from local high schools) and the  
community engagement requirement of the Performing Arts Residency 
that obliges the Resident to provide at least one performance or work-
shop outside of the airport that ties back to their work in the airport. 

The Arts Program has also supported artists who seek to engage the 
community in their work, as Walter Hood did as a means to gather i 
magery for his project to create an emotional connection between his 
work and the general public.

However, beyond the guidance of the strategic plan, the Arts Program 
should have an overall set of community engagement goals to guide  
its work. Without a clear set of goals, the Program will not have a way  
to prioritize the use of its resources, test the impact of its activities,  
or give direction to artists who are working with the Program to engage 
the community. For example, the Program requires focused 
strategies for supporting youth arts education or engaging with  
military audiences, two groups that are repeatedly identified as key 
audiences for the Program.

Connecting with the broader community is a key focus for most public 
art organizations and a growing focus for most other arts institutions, 
such as museums. While the SAN Arts Program potentially is accessible 
to more people than any other public art program or arts institution  
in the region, its approach to engaging the broader community is  
constrained because its mission is focused largely on airport customers 
and many of its projects are not accessible to the non-traveling public.

The airport’s strategic plan outlines a focused community engagement 
role for the Arts Program, identifying it as one of five initiatives that 
will help the Airport achieve its goal of “enhanc(ing) community under-
standing of SAN as an economic engine and a portal for prosperity that 
enhances our quality of life.” Specifically, the strategic plan suggests that 
the Arts Program should develop “strategic community partnerships” 
that “expand awareness of the airport as a cultural gateway” and  
refers to “engagement with youth and educational programs,” and “arts 
residencies, workshops and programming.” 

The Arts Program has created numerous initiatives that implement this 
guidance and is a leader among its peers in this regard. Its initiatives 
include a Youth Art program with school workshops, the DesignAHEAD 
initiative, the Performing Arts Residency program and Cultural Exchanges. 

ENGAGING THE BROADER COMMUNITY 
IN THE SAN DIEGO REGION

SAN, Figure of Speech exhibition programming, VetArts
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STRATEGIES
The Arts Program’s strategies for community  
engagement should include those recommended in the 
SAN Strategic Plan as well as the others listed below:

1. Expand Strategic Community Partnerships

2. Expand Engagement with the Military Community

3. Expand Engagement with Education Programs 

4.  Expand Engagement with Culturally Diverse and  
Underserved Communities

5. Continue Airport-Based Arts Residencies 

6.  Support Artists Who Wish to Engage with the  
Broader Community in the Process of Developing  
Their Projects

7.  Establish Marketing Related to  
Community Engagement

Special Consideration 
Staffing resources should be evaluated as new strategies  
are implemented.
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as well as the arts. Those who have never been to SAN can be introduced 
to it through the Arts Program’s offerings or special outreach efforts. 
Educators suggested ways in which the Arts Program can support  
curricular needs combining art and design with science, technology, 
engineering and math, for example.

Culturally diverse communities will continue to make up larger portions 
of the region’s population. The Arts Program can reflect the many cultures 
and ethnicities that make San Diego the region in which people want to 
live and visit, through relevant public art commissions, temporary exhibi-
tion themes and content, and performing arts events and residencies. 

The definition of underserved communities depends, in part, on the  
organization or entity using it. Here it refers to those who are not  
currently being served by the Airport. Some people do not have the 
means or a reason to use an airport. The Arts Program however  
provides a way for many in the county who are underserved, with 
respect to experiencing SAN, with an opportunity to access it through 
educational programs with schools, through community partnerships 
and collaborations, and tours of the Public Art Collection, for example. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR  
ENGAGING THE BROADER COMMUNITY 
IN THE SAN DIEGO REGION

The Arts Program should strengthen its engagement with the broader 
community by focusing on the strategies of intentional partnerships with 
non-arts organizations, community-engaged art projects, arts education 
outreach and Cultural Exchange projects. 

Community engagement will be a powerful tool for producing innovative 
artworks, exhibitions and performances that create a unique customer 
experience at the airport. Also, connecting with the broader community 
in the creation and presentation of work that appears at the airport will 
support the airport’s efforts to build goodwill throughout the region and 
result in strong and long-lasting connections.

In focusing its community engagement efforts, the Program should 
give special consideration to key groups, including the military arts and 
healing community, culturally diverse and underserved communities, 
school-aged youth and emerging professionals in the arts, design and 
airport fields. 

San Diego is home to the nation’s largest concentration of military 
personnel and the airport is a critical resource. All non-sea deployments 
and arrivals through San Diego use the airport and its USO Neil Ash  
Airport Center. Using the arts to meaningfully reflect this important 
aspect of San Diego’s regional culture can deepen airport customers’ 
experience and provide stronger connections to local residents and 
military service members and their families. 

In discussions with educators as part of the master planning process, 
there was strong consensus that there are many ways the Arts Program 
can connect with school-aged youth. Students who have been to SAN 
can be introduced to new ways of experiencing the airport environment 

In addition, there are artists in the region who may be overlooked for 
public art commissions because they may not receive information 
through channels that more experienced artists do and are unaware of 
opportunities that are available. Similarly, artists who are less experienced 
are often unable to compete for larger scale commissions. Lacking a 
critical access point and projects that can increase their skills and  
experience can create a barrier to entry and future opportunities.  
This can be addressed by the Arts Program’s continued efforts to inten-
tionally identify projects for which lesser-experienced yet artistically 
skilled artists can compete. A recent example of this is the Admiral  
Boland Way Mural project, which was a lower dollar contract available  
to emerging and local artists. 

Emerging professionals in the arts, design and airport fields also comprise 
an Arts Program constituency with continued potential for programs that 
engage them in career exploration. DesignAHEAD is a current example 
of such a program that serves high school and college-aged students. 

The Arts Program should focus on how community engagement can 
support the visions of both the airport and the Program. Some ways to 
accomplish this include:

• Creating awareness of the airport as a cultural gateway.

•  Creating awareness of the Arts Program as an integral part of the  
county’s cultural resources and assets.

•  Creating the perception that the Airport is a trusted and highly  
responsive regional agency.

•  Providing resources and opportunities for artists who are creating 
artworks, exhibitions and performances for the airport.

•  Promoting equity in people’s access to the Arts Program’s resources 
and opportunities.

SAN, DesignAHEAD Program, San Diego City College 
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STRATEGY 7 

Establish Marketing Related to  
Community Engagement 
The Arts Program’s community engagement activities should have the 
same level of communications and marketing as other Arts Program 
activities. The Program should:

•  Develop content and programming for off-site community engagement 
activities related to airport public art projects, temporary exhibitions 
and performances. 

•  Consider providing brochures or public information programs in  
community centers, libraries and schools about the Arts Program in 
general or specifically about a new Temporary Exhibition or Performing 
Arts Residency. 

•  Consider using multiple platforms for publicizing community engagement 
activities to reach a variety of audiences. These platforms could be 
media-related (newspapers, social or radio/television); accessible in 
Spanish as well as English; or be developed in partnership with organi-
zations in the community that the Arts Program is hopeful of reaching.

•  Add web page and social media content that articulates the story  
of the Program’s community engagement activities, highlighting or 
showcasing different constituencies throughout the year. 

STRATEGY 3 

Expand Engagement with Education Programs 
Conversations with local arts educators during the planning  
process resulted in the following methods for connecting with  
education programs:

•  Collaborate with arts educators in public and private K – 12 schools 
and independent arts education organizations to identify strategies for 
developing and using curricular materials related to the Arts Program 
and its youth arts programming. 

•  Consider the creation of learning guides, teacher packs, pop-up  
workshops and other tools that supports arts, STEAM and other  
educational areas through the Arts Program’s lens. The activity book 
developed and distributed at Dallas Love Field is an engaging way to 
inform and entertain airport customers of all ages about the Public Art 
Collection as well as temporary exhibitions or artist residencies. 

•  Consider the creation of Arts Program-sponsored artist residencies 
with educational institutions with the intention that the artists would 
facilitate co-produced projects that would be exhibited at the airport. 

 

STRATEGY 4 

Expand Engagement with Culturally Diverse and  
Underserved Communities 
The Arts Program should seek to ensure that all of its programs support 
accessibility, diversity and equity. This can be achieved by:

•  Commissioning works of art by artists who have historically experienced 
barriers to public art projects. This includes developing project  
opportunities that do not require extensive previous public art  
experience, to allow emerging artists or those unfamiliar with traditional 
solicitation processes to meet minimum eligibility requirements.

•  Ensuring that Arts Program applications, calls for submissions,  
marketing efforts, informational materials, exhibition labels and  
signage are provided, at minimum, in Spanish as well as English. 

STRATEGY 1 

Expand Strategic Community Partnerships 
The Arts Program should develop partnerships with community-based 
organizations and arts education organizations that purposefully  
advance the goals above and the directions of the airport’s strategic 
plan. These include:

•  Organizations related to diverse communities within the  
San Diego region.

•  Off-site venues, such as libraries, parks and centers for community 
programming related to Arts Program initiatives. 

 

STRATEGY 2 

Expand Engagement with the Military Community 
Conversations with members of the military community as part of  
this planning process suggested that there are several ways the Arts 
Program can engage with this community, including:

•  Enlist military arts support organizations in the production of artworks, 
performances and workshops that engage the military community  
and educate travelers about the military community in the greater  
San Diego region.

•  Enroll in national directories of military-arts and related organizations 
and play an active role as a connector of resources.

 

•  Publicizing and conducting information sessions for artist opportunities 
in a variety of locations that are accessible to those who may not 
attend sessions if they were only available at the airport. These could 
include culturally diverse neighborhoods or those with residents who 
are underserved with regards to the arts and/or arts opportunities.

•  Partnering with trusted, local, community-based organizations to 
present sessions, workshops and outreach to ensure relevancy while 
strengthening community relations with the Arts Program and airport.  

 

STRATEGY 5 

Continue Airport-Based Arts Residencies 
The Arts Program should follow the recommendations for Residencies  
in this plan.

 
STRATEGY 6 

Support Artists Who Wish to Engage with the  
Broader Community in the Process of Developing 
Their Projects 
The Arts program should encourage artists creating work for the Public 
Art, Exhibitions and Performing Arts programs to engage the broader 
community in the research for their projects. The Program should:

•  Consider building in time for community engagement into artists’  
project scope and timelines.

•  Consider making an artist’s experience and approach to community 
engagement a selection criterion for certain projects. 

• Consider community engagement when developing project budgets.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATIONS RECOMMENDATIONS: ENGAGING THE BROADER COMMUNITY IN THE SAN DIEGO REGION 

SAN, Figure of Speech  
exhibition programming,  
St. Madeleine  
Sophie’s Center SAN, Youth Arts Program workshop, High Tech High Chula Vista
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The research protocols undertaken as part of the master plan process 
provide a baseline for future evaluation research. It is recommended 
that the Arts Program contract with an outside firm to manage all aspects 
of a multi-year evaluation process that remains objective as well as uses a 
consistent methodology in order to develop a knowledge base over time. 

Evaluation will be an increasingly important tool for the Arts Program as 
it expands its programming and audience development efforts. To date, 
the Arts Program has not undertaken any evaluation of its work outside 
of the Master Plan process.

There are two general reasons for performing evaluations. One is to 
assess whether a specific project has achieved its goals, which can be 
important for sponsors and participants. The other is to inform future 
processes, programs and projects, which can be useful to improving the 
Arts Program’s impact.

The Arts Program should establish the following specific goals for  
its evaluation process:

•  Understand stakeholder perceptions of public art project  
development processes

•  Understand how airport users interact with airport arts and  
how it impacts their experience

• Understand the effectiveness of its communications

• Understand the economic impact of the Arts Program

EVALUATION

SAN, Public Art Collection, Carry On, Walter Hood

STRATEGIES
The Arts Program should use the following strategies  
to evaluate programs and processes:

1.  Conduct Process Evaluations of Arts Program 
Projects and Initiatives

2.  Evaluate Audience Engagement with the  
Public Art Collection and Temporary Exhibitions

3.  Evaluate Audience Engagement with  
Performing Arts 

4. Continue to Conduct Economic Impact Research

Special Consideration 
Staffing resources should be evaluated as new strategies  
are implemented.
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Questions to answer through evaluation protocols include:

•  Are people aware of the Arts Program in general, public artworks  
specifically and Temporary Exhibitions specifically?

• How did they hear about airport art?

• How do they experience / engage with airport art?

•  How does their engagement with airport art contribute to their  
experience of the airport and their overall impression of the airport?

•  What aspects of the airport make them feel as if they are in the  
San Diego region? Does the artwork they experienced at the airport 
contribute to that sense, and if local, does it provide a sense of pride?

•  Does their engagement with airport art in general lead them to take 
any follow-up activities (such as, post an Instagram photo or tell people 
about their experience)?

•  How does their engagement with airport art in general affect their 
overall interest in arts and culture activities? Has this resulted in  
greater participation in other arts activities, such as art-making,  
attending performances or visiting museums?

•  How does viewing public art during dwell-time impact  
concessions spending?

•  What are the demographics of airport art patrons (ethnicity, age,  
gender, zip code, occupation)?11

 

STRATEGY 1 

Conduct Process Evaluations of  
Arts Program Projects and Initiatives 
The Arts Program should evaluate the project development processes 
of its public art, exhibition, performing arts and residency projects. The 
evaluation should occur at the conclusion of the commissioning process, 
or at the conclusion of the presentation of exhibitions, performances 
and residency work. Evaluations can be accomplished using a simple 
questionnaire or exit interview with key project participants. The findings 
can provide data for future program reviews and inform goals and  
processes for future projects. 

Questions to answer through evaluation protocols include:

•  Did the project meet the stated goals that were established for the 
project at the outset?

•  What were the lessons learned from stakeholders throughout the 
project’s development?

•  Were audience and community engagement processes well-suited for 
the project? (This may not be applicable to all projects.)

 
STRATEGY 2 

Evaluate Audience Engagement with  
Public Art and Temporary Exhibitions 
The Arts Program should periodically evaluate audience engagement 
with the permanent Public Art Collection and Temporary Exhibitions. 
This can be accomplished using intercept interviews, surveys with  
passengers and comment cards made available near public art and  
exhibition displays. Research should be conducted on an annual cycle, 
but given seasonal variations in airport usage, surveying should be 
spread throughout the year.

STRATEGY 4 

Continue to Conduct Economic Impact Research 
The economic impact studies completed as part of this master planning 
process provided baseline data in several areas of analysis. In order 
to better understand the Arts Program’s measurable impacts on the 
regional economy, the airport should continue to build on this data for 
comparative purposes. 

One way to accomplish this would be to align with SAN’s periodic  
economic impact reporting activities and engage in a similar study  
focused specifically on the Arts Program’s impact. This information  
can be incorporated into the larger airport report or kept as a stand-
alone study.

The Arts Program should continue to examine various factors and  
methodologies for quantitatively measuring the Program’s impact  
beyond those already defined. Updating these studies will require  
the organized collection of data sets that have not been customarily 
gathered for this purpose. At least three areas of impact should be 
studied further:

•  The impact of direct spending by the Airport Arts Program on the 
regional economy.

• The impact of live performances on concessions revenues.

• The cumulative impact of public art installations on passenger traffic.

STRATEGY 3 

Evaluate Audience Engagement with Performing Arts 
The Arts Program should periodically evaluate audience engagement 
with performances, both through the ongoing concerts and the residency 
program. This can be accomplished with intercept interviews, surveys 
with passengers and comment cards distributed during events. Research 
should be conducted on an annual cycle, but given seasonal variations in 
airport usage, surveying should be spread throughout the year.

Questions to answer through evaluation protocols include:

• Are people aware of performances at the airport?

• How did they hear about the performance?

• How do they experience / engage with performances?

•  How does their engagement with performances contribute to their 
experience of the airport and their overall impression of the airport?

•  What aspects of the airport make them feel as if they are in the  
San Diego region? Does the artwork they experienced at the airport 
contribute to that sense, and if local, does it provide a sense of pride?

•  How is their attendance at performances related to spending  
on concessions?

•  Does their engagement with performances at the airport in general 
lead them to take any follow-up activities (such as, post an Instagram 
photo or tell people about their experience)?

•  How does their engagement with performances at the airport in  
general affect their overall interest in arts and culture activities?  
Has this resulted in greater participation in other arts activities,  
such as art-making, attending performances or visiting museums?

•  What are the demographics of airport art patrons (ethnicity, age,  
gender, zip code, occupation)? 

11 But not income. SAN, Creative Youth Development event, transcenDANCE Youth Arts Project
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FACILITIES ADDRESSED BY THIS 
SITE AND OPPORTUNITIES PLAN

The Site and Opportunities Plan identifies opportunities for  
Arts Program projects and infrastructure in the following capital  
project development areas.

New Terminal One  
The Airport Development Plan focuses on the redevelopment of  
Terminal One and associated improvements. The existing Terminal One 
will be replaced with a state of the art 30-gate facility in the area of the 
existing terminal and the existing Airport Administration Building. 

Approach and Gateways  
The redevelopment of Terminal One will result in the reconfiguration  
of airport approach roadways and create new opportunities for gateway 
features.

Administration Building  
The redevelopment of Terminal One will result in the demolition of the 
existing Airport Administration Building and the construction of a new 
administration building on the western edge of the airport, in the vicinity 
of Airport Terminal Road and McCain Road.

PURPOSE OF THE  
SITE AND OPPORTUNITIES PLAN

The Airport Development Plan (ADP) Site and Opportunities Plan guides 
new investments in public art (permanent and temporary) and arts  
infrastructure (exhibitions, performances and other programming)  
for the San Diego International Airport Terminal One Redevelopment  
Program (T1RP). It also guides Deaccessioning and relocation of artworks 
from the existing Terminal One and the Airport Administration Building 
as a result of the replacement of Terminal One and related facilities.

The Site and Opportunities Plan was developed concurrently with a  
new Arts Program Master Plan, which updates the master plan that 
was approved in 2006. It also builds on preliminary work completed in 
the Customer Experience Chapter of the Program Definition Document 
(PDD) for the ADP, which outlines how functional features, amenities, 
public art and arts programming in Terminal One will provide the  
highest-level experience for airport customers.

Together, the new Master Plan and the Site and Opportunities Plan are 
incorporated into the PDD for the ADP. 

SITE AND  
OPPORTUNITIES PLAN

SAN Public Art Collection, Autoplast I: Tail Light Swarm, Amy Landesberg
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With regard to how the ultimate project budgets will be determined, 
generally, it is assumed that the proposed budgets include artist fees, 
design, materials, fabrication and installation costs, and a conservation 
reserve. Also, it is assumed that the budgeting method for integrated 
projects will allocate base costs of design and construction to the base 
building budget and that the Arts Program would only incur incremental 
costs above that. Finally, it is assumed that costs such as site preparation 
and lighting would be additional.

Implementation 
The projects recommended in the Site and Opportunities Plan would 
be funded and implemented in accordance with Airport Policy 8.50, and 
follow the recommendations of the concurrent Arts Master Plan. The 
projects would be managed by the Arts Program staff through processes 
similar to those used for the recently-completed Rental Car Center and 
the Parking Plaza, which were also design-build projects.

SITE AND OPPORTUNITIES PLAN

Project Recommendations 
Each project recommended in the Site and Opportunities Plan includes 
basic information and is cross-referenced to the goals, outcomes and 
project types outlined in the program administration section of the  
Arts Master Plan. 

Location  
The recommendation describes the general location of each project. 
The specific determination of these locations will evolve through future 
phases of the design process.

Concept 
The recommendation describes a basic concept for the project, in terms 
of how the opportunity would relate to the overall design of the airport 
and the experience it is intended to create for airport users. 

Project Type  
The recommendation indicates a project type, in terms of the artist’s 
role. This recommendation refers to the various project types  
(Design Team Artist, Integrated, Stand-Alone Artwork, Goal-Oriented,  
Artist Residency, Temporary) outlined in the Artistic Program  
Recommendations section of the Arts Master Plan.

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals  
The recommendation identifies which of the twelve public art goals  
and opportunities, outlined in the Customer Experience Chapter of the 
Program Definition Document, the specific opportunity addresses.

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes  
The recommendation identifies which of the Arts Program goals  
and outcomes, outlined in the Master Plan, are addressed by this  
specific opportunity.

Special Considerations  
The recommendation notes any special circumstances that should be 
considered in the further planning of this project.

HOW THE SITE AND OPPORTUNITIES 
PLAN IS ORGANIZED

An Airport Journey: Four Airport Zones 
The Site and Opportunities Plan organizes the potential opportunities 
for T1RP into four main zones, based on the journey a typical traveler 
would take to and from the airport. Together, they comprise a series  
of experiences that can be orchestrated from an artistic point of view, 
just as they reflect a series of operational or functional aspects of the 
airport journey.

•  The Airport Entry Zone is a sequence of spaces that people experience 
as they are arriving at the airport or passing by it in transportation,  
or looking at it from public property on Harbor Island.

•  The Pre-Security, Ticketing Level Zone comprises the area that  
people experience after they enter the Terminal building, and before 
they enter into the security screening area. 

•  The Terminal Post-Security Zone comprises the area after the  
security checkpoint.

•  The Baggage and Arrivals Zone is the last area people experience  
before they depart the Terminal and thus serves as a transition  
between the airport experience and arrival in the city and the region.  
It is also the area where “meeter-greeters” wait to meet people who  
are arriving on flights.

•  Several projects are identified as being Flexible in terms of where they 
are commissioned.

The Site and Opportunities Plan also outlines general opportunities for 
public art in relation to the proposed Airport Administration Building.

LOWER LEVEL

UPPER LEVEL

Budget Range.  
Consideration for budget recommendations has been given to all 
projects identified in the Site and Opportunities Plan. Each proposed 
project was benchmarked against others of comparable scope and scale 
in order to estimate their costs for completion. However, because of the 
preliminary nature of the design process and because the specific  
locations, scale, materials and other aspects of the scope of the proposed 
projects are not yet known, budgets cannot be thoroughly validated at 
the time of this document’s completion. When the Airport Development 
Plan (ADP) and its accompanying project budget are approved,  
Arts Program staff should further develop and refine a preliminary 
rough order of magnitude budget for each public art project identified in 
the Site and Opportunities Plan.
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The Airport Entry zone is a sequence of spaces that people experience 
as they are arriving at the airport, passing by it in transportation or  
looking at it from public property on Harbor Island. This group of  
opportunities in particular presents the chance to set the stage or define 
the customer experience at the airport as these projects will offer the 
first introduction to SAN.

The artworks proposed here are a series of experiences that announce 
the airport, humanize the infrastructure of highways, walls and garages 
that are the face of the airport along Harbor Drive, and can create iconic 
images for the airport and the region.

The projects described here would be experienced as travelers approach 
the airport from the east. As work continues on the planning and design 
of Terminal One and the Airport Entry zone, these projects should be  
explored as collection of artworks providing a sequential experience. 
They should complement each other visually and not compete against 
each other for the viewer’s attention.

AIRPORT ENTRY ZONE

PROPOSED TERMINAL 1

ARRIVALS

DEPARTURES (ELEVATED)

POTENTIAL PARKING

(STRUCTURED AND SURFACE)

3
5

5
5

4

3

1
1

1

6

2

1

2

  Airport Roadway 
Retaining Wall 

  Airport Roadway  
Perimeter Fence  
(Airport Operations Area /  
AOA Fence)

3  Gateway Monument

4  Garage Facade

3 5

4 6

 Skyways

 Roofline / Glass Facade
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Location 

Between West Laurel Street and Airport Terminal Road, a new roadway 
is proposed just north of and parallel to Harbor Drive (Airport Roadway).

The Airport Roadway will be elevated for part of its length, with one  
option being to build the roadway on fill stabilized by retaining walls.  
The elevated portion will run approximately from the intersection of 
West Laurel Street and the Airport Support Facilities area.

Concept and Project Type 

In general, the Arts Program looks for opportunities to involve artists 
in the design of airport facilities to make them unique, welcoming and 
memorable. This particular project would involve an artist in the design 
of the concrete retaining walls that support the fill upon which the  
second-level roadway will be built. The retaining walls will be features 
that are highly visible to people coming to and from the airport, or  
just passing by on Harbor Drive. The artist would be commissioned to 
create a design that could be integrated into the retaining wall, railings 
or related components of the infrastructure.

This project would be developed as an integrated artwork, coordinated 
with the design of the retaining walls, potentially as an integral part of 
the retaining walls.

AIRPORT ROADWAY RETAINING WALL  

A  Carolyn Braaksma, The Prickly Greenway, Tuscon, AZ 
Photo: Carolyn Braaksma

B  Vicki Scuri SiteWorks, 375 Outer Loop, El Paso, TX 
Photo: Vicki Scuri SiteWorks

C  Carolyn Braaksma with Barb McKee, Drifting Beyond Control  
San Diego International Airport 
Photo: SDCRAA

A B

C

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Iconic placemaking

• Community focus

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Enhance the appearance of airport infrastructure and design elements. 

•  Arts experiences that locals and visitors can access without entering 
secure areas.

Special Considerations 
The approach to this project will be dependent on the construction 
method for the retaining wall. 

The artist should be added to the team during the design process to 
maximize the efficiency of integration.

1
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Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Iconic placemaking

• Community focus

• Dynamic / Changing

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Enhance the appearance of airport infrastructure and design elements. 

•  Arts experiences that locals and visitors can access without entering 
secure areas

Special Considerations 
The artwork should lend itself to being viewed by people who are  
passing by in a moving vehicle. 

If the artwork could not be attached to the AOA Fence, it could be  
installed in front of it, as is the artwork along Admiral Boland Way.

Location 
The Airport Operations Area (AOA) fence will run along the airfield 
boundary on the north side of the Airport Roadway, between the Airport 
Support Facilities area and the ramps that carry traffic into Terminal One, 
for a distance of approximately 2,000 feet. The fence will be highly visible 
to passing traffic as well as to people using the trail on the south side of 
Harbor Drive.

Concept and Project Type 
The AOA fence will be a highly visible feature for people coming to and 
from the airport or just passing by on Harbor Drive. This project would 
make the fence a memorable visual asset by installing a two-dimensional 
artwork or sculptural relief element, including landscape, in front of or 
on a portion of the fence. The project could follow the same approach 
as the temporary murals the Arts Program is currently installing along 
Admiral Boland Way. Or, the artwork could be a stand-alone structure in 
front of the perimeter fence.

SITE AND OPPORTUNITIES PLAN: AIRPORT ENTRY ZONE

AIRPORT ROADWAY PERIMETER FENCE  
(Airport Operations Area / AOA Fence)

A

C

B

A  Tim Bavington, Pipe Dream, Las Vegas, NV 
Photo: Tim Bavington and Mark Moore Fine Art

B  Ball Nogues, Not Whole Fence, Southwest University Park, El Paso, TX  
Photo: Marty Snortum 

C  Dan Corson, Shifting Topographies, 19th Street BART Station, Oakland, CA 
Photo: Greg Linhares  

2
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Concept and Project Type 
Since SAN’s first art master plan, the airport has been discussing the 
creation of a gateway or iconic feature through public art. This would be 
a visibly prominent feature that serves as an iconic or aspirational image 
for the airport and, perhaps, the region. It could consist of one artwork 
or a series of pieces.

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Intuitive wayfinding

• Iconic placemaking

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Enhance wayfinding through visual cues and landmarks.

•  Recognition of airport as a civic icon.

•  Arts experiences that locals and visitors can access without entering 
secure areas.

Location 
A Gateway Feature should be located in the area where vehicles approach 
the airport, either east of Terminal One or between Terminal One and 
Terminal Two. 

One option is the traffic triangle at the intersection with Laurel Street at 
the far eastern end of the airport approach, though that site is currently 
controlled by the Unified Port of San Diego. 

A second option is the space in front of the parking area for Terminal 
One, which is seen by people approaching the terminal. Another option 
is the landscaped triangle between Terminal One and Terminal Two, 
which is bounded by the segment of Airport Terminal Road that connects 
the terminals and the inbound and outbound connections to Harbor 
Drive. Currently, it is planted with palm trees. This is a highly visible 
location for traffic arriving at Terminal Two, leaving Terminal One, and 
connecting between the two.

A final option is the area between the parking areas for Terminal One 
and Terminal Two, though this location may be less visible than the 
other options.

The feature could be a single artwork or multiple or serial features  
designed by the same artist and installed in several of these locations.

GATEWAY FEATURE

B

C

A  Lawrence Argent, I See What You Mean, Denver, CO 
Photo: Arts & Venues Denver

B  Ugo Rondinone, Seven Magic Mountains, Las Vegas, NV 
Photo: Thomas 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/photommo/42870203185/in/photolist-28jhZQe-NKXkmN-Um7Q4P-Vwrtyr-VtJm-

jw-TobaNE-VtJmcY-Vwrr9g-UYrk2Q-eWZ9HA-VwrtoB-WGkLaQ-Rsg7qP-2915oEz-9JiCcm-VFSo1q-7AFvHX-8dqjJe-

8e8rtV-eWMKap-UgdZon-eWMUaa-8NaDyY-6V4cLC-4ak8fW-4QshBY-6ZDRtR-25Za1Fo-YvUUPd-Uge25P-eWMYeV-

78vhqG-71KMci-28hqBSs-78ro9e-QyF4E6-7AKgHw-fpvfJC-5UDw37-XwRyi9-agkuSc-EQ3U3j-CVGohM-Phoobb-eW-

MYR4-J4KtTV-231s3hV-4Y5wSo-71PLMC-BTy8J3

C  Fernando Ortiz Monasterio and VerdeVertical, Respira (Breathe) 
commissioned by VerdM, Mexico City, Mexico 
Photo: VerdMX

A

Special Considerations 
The Gateway Feature should be visible to people passing by in vehicles 
from as many vantages as possible, including east and west approaches 
to the airport. Visibility from Harbor Island would be desirable. 

The Gateway Feature should lend itself to easy passenger access and 
engagement, including photographic documentation. 

There may be height restrictions related to the proximity to the landing 
field and Coastal Commission review.

3
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Special Considerations 
This project is dependent on a new parking structure being built, but it  
is not clear if or when that will happen. 

Alternatively, one of the facades could be used to expand the temporary 
mural program so that the current program, which uses the east  
facing wall of the Airport Administration Building, can be continued in  
an alternate location once that building is removed.

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Iconic placemaking

• Intuitive wayfinding

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Experiences that are fresh, new, memorable and unforgettable;  
that are “takeaways”

•  Arts experiences that locals and visitors can access without entering 
secure areas 

•  Sense of important civic function and presence at the airport

•  Recognition of airport as a civic icon

•  Recognition by artists as a place where they can develop fresh,  
challenging work in a unique environment with a unique audience

Location 
This project would be undertaken if a parking garage were built at  
the site between Terminal One and Airport Terminal Road, which is  
reserved for a parking area and could be used either for a surface lot  
or a combination surface lot / parking structure. 

Concept and Project Type 
A parking structure in front of Terminal One would be a highly  
visible piece of infrastructure. For most people it will create an early  
impression of the airport, before they see what is expected to be an 
iconic terminal facade. 

All four sides of a parking structure at this location would be highly  
visible: One facade of the garage will face traffic arriving from the east 
on Airport Terminal Road and Harbor Drive; one facade will be visible 
from Harbor Island (and may obscure the terminal building itself);  
one facade will be visible from the terminal (and will be larger than 
the terminal facade); and one will face traffic arriving from the west on 
Airport Terminal Road.

This project would be developed as an integrated artwork, coordinated 
with the design of the parking structure, potentially as an integral part of 
the building facade.

GARAGE FACADE

B

A

A  Rob Ley, May-September, Eskenazi Hospital, Indianapolis, IN 
Photo: Serge Hoeltschi

B  Roberto Behar & Rosario Marquardt, Rhode Island Intermodal Station, Warwick, RI 
Photo: © R&R Studios

4
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Special Considerations 
In the three-bridge configuration, there is a shorter distance between 
each bridge. Exterior design approaches may not be as impactful for  
the second and third bridges of the sequence, as people travelling along 
the arrivals road may not have much time to see them. The primary 
bridge to work on is the eastern-most bridge.

If the focus is on the internal experience, it will be important to realize 
the transitory nature of the use of the space by customers coming and 
going from the terminal. Work that allows customers to experience it  
“on the move” will be most impactful, based on observation from current 
pedestrian bridge artwork.

Consider local, repeat travelers who may frequent the skyways as a 
rationale for implementing temporary installations at this site.

The scale and focus of this artwork will depend on the viewer’s experience 
of it, whether it is on the interior or exterior of the skyways. 

This project is related to Project 18, Curbside, and might be undertaken 
by the same artist.

Location 
Three skyways are proposed to connect the second level of the Terminal 
to the curbside drop-off for departing passengers, to the commercial  
vehicle bays for arriving and departing passengers, and to the parking 
area (surface or garage). The bridges will cross a ground-level road  
that provides for curbside pickup for arriving passengers at the baggage 
claim level. They will be connected to the parking and commercial  
vehicle bays via a vertical circulation tower.

Concept and Project Type 
The skyways offer both an external and an internal opportunity. 

From an external point of view, the skyways will be an important 
element of the visual approach to the airport. From an internal point 
of view, they provide a pedestrian connection between the terminal, 
curbside drop-off, and the parking garage. There should be further study 
during the design phases to consider whether the primary focus of this 
opportunity should the external appearance and/or structure of the 
skyways, or how the skyways are experienced by people moving through 
them internally, or both. 

This project would be developed as an integrated artwork,  
coordinated with the design of the skyways or created as an integral  
part of the skyways.

SKYWAYS

A

B

C

A  Amy Landesberg, Veneers, Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport, Atlanta, GA  
Photo: Amy Landesberg

B  Dale Chihuly, Chihuly Bridge of Glass, Tacoma, WA 
Image Courtesy City of Tacoma  
Photo: Mahesh Thapa

C  Seyed Alavi, Flying Carpet, Sacramento International Airport  
Photo: Seyed Alavi

The skyways could also be potential locations for temporary installations 
related to the Temporary Exhibitions Program.

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Intuitive wayfinding

•  Dynamic / Changing (if temporary artworks are presented)

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Enhance wayfinding through visual cues and landmarks.

•  Enhance the appearance of airport infrastructure and design elements. 

•  Enhance the experience of monotonous or generic spaces.

•  Environments / features / amenities that elevate the experience of 
travel and of public space.

•  Environments / features / amenities that are comforting and calming, 
mitigating the stress of travel.

•  Arts experiences that locals and visitors can access without entering 
secure areas.

5
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The artist working on this project should be able to work compatibly  
with the design–build team. While the artist would best be selected 
though an invited request for qualifications managed by the  
Arts Program, the design–build team should be involved in the final 
artist selection and contracting.

As an investment of the Arts Program, the Terminal Facade and  
Roofline concept would be presented by the artist to the Arts Advisory 
Committee for approval. However, as an integral part of the building,  
the Facade and Roofline would not be formally accessioned into the 
Public Art Collection. Routine maintenance and repairs would be  
expected to maintain the aesthetic integrity of the design; conservation 
would be treated as a capital maintenance item and not as a responsibility 
of the Arts Program.

Coordination with Other Terminal One Projects 
Because of the prominence of this project and the design and planning 
skill sets the artist would bring to it, the artist selected for this project 
could also be considered for Project 21, Terminal Look and Feel. 

More specifically, the facade and roofline will have a visual interplay 
with suspended artworks proposed for vertical feature areas (Project 7) 
and the remote check-in and vertical circulation features (Project 18). 
The projects should be coordinated so they are complementary, from a 
visual point of view. The artist selected for Terminal Facade and Roofline 
could be involved in the artist selection and concept review of these 
projects, as well. 

Special Considerations 
Arts Program staff should lead the effort to identify the artist for this 
opportunity by preparing a short list of qualified candidates for the 
selected Design Builder’s consideration. Arts Program staff should also 
oversee facilitation of any final interview and charrette processes in 
collaboration with the selected Design Builder. Though this solicitation 
process differs from the process that would be followed for other  
project opportunities in the ADP, Arts Program staff should ensure equity 
in the process by outreaching to a diverse roster of potential artists. 

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Intuitive wayfinding

• Iconic placemaking

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Strong overall visual identity for the airport

•  Experiences that are fresh, new, memorable and unforgettable;  
that are “takeaways” 

•  Enhanced appearance of airport infrastructure and design elements

•  Environments / features / amenities that elevate the experience of 
travel and of public space

•  Environments / features / amenities that are comforting and calming, 
mitigating the stress of travel

•  Sense of important civic function and presence at the airport

•  Recognition of airport as a civic icon

•  Recognition by artists as a place where they can develop fresh,  
challenging work in a unique environment with a unique audience

•  Arts experiences that locals and visitors can access without entering 
secure areas

Location 
This project would be located on the front (south-facing facade) of the 
new terminal building.

Concept and Project Type 
The front (south-facing facade) of the new terminal building will be one 
of the most highly-visible features of the new terminal and could be one 
of the terminal’s most iconic features as well. For the last half century, 
the boldest airport designs have been characterized by iconic rooflines 
and facades — from the TWA Terminal (JFK) to Dulles Airport; from  
Denver Airport’s tent-like roofline to the undulating roofline of  
San Francisco’s international terminal — that have generally been 
designed by architects. The newer sections of San Diego’s Terminal Two 
have an equally dramatic glass facade, canopy and roofline. 

Terminal One’s front facade should follow in this tradition.

This is an appropriate opportunity for incorporating a Design Team  
Artist at the earliest possible stage. The artist’s role would be as a full 
creative partner on the team of architects, engineers and other  
designers working on the massing, profile, roofline and materials of  
the terminal facade, and/or on artworks integrated into the design of  
the facade. The artist would play a collaborative role determining the 
sculptural form, materials and colors chosen for the structure. 

TERMINAL FACADE AND ROOFLINE

A  Jacques Herzog and Pierre de Meuron of Herzog & de Meuron, Stefan Marbach,  
Ai Weiwei, and Li Xinggang of CDAG, Beijing National Stadium Beijing, China 
Photo: Peter23 (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Beijing_national_ 
stadium.jpg) 

A

6

SITE AND OPPORTUNITIES PLAN: AIRPORT ENTRY ZONE
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Budget Range 
The allocation could be up to 15 percent of the overall art budget for the 
Terminal One project. The art budget should be used to cover the artist’s 
fee and to contribute to the construction costs of artistic enhancements.

Usually integrated artworks are budgeted such that the incremental cost 
of the artwork and its installation, above the base budget, are the  
responsibility of the Arts Program. In the case of this project, the  
expectation is that the contributions of the artists versus the architect 
and the design team to the facade design project, with the artist fully 
integrated into the design team, costs will not be easily distinguishable 
and therefore it is recommended that the Arts Program commit an  
overall lump sum, as a percentage of its Two-Percent for Art funds for 
this project, to the cost of the facade construction.

Because of the preliminary nature of the design process and because 
the outcome for this project is not yet known, a budget cannot be  
thoroughly validated at the time of this document’s completion. When 
the Airport Development Plan (ADP) and its accompanying project  
budget is approved, Arts Program staff should further develop and 
refine a preliminary rough order of magnitude for this project.

D E

B  Spencer Finch, Following Nature, Indianapolis Museum of Art, Indianapolis, IN 
Photo: Courtesy of Indianapolis Museum of Art at Newfields 

C  Amanda Levete, AL_A, MAAT Museum, Lisbon, Portugal 
Photo: StockPhotosArt, iStock 

D  Olafur Eliasson and Hennig Larsen Architects, Harpa, Reykjavik, Iceland 
Photo: Courtesy Harpa

E  Estudio Lamela & Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners, Madrid-Barajas Airport 
Terminal 4, Madrid, Spain  
Photo: FernandoAH, iStock 

B

C
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  Vertical Feature Areas 
(Center, Southeast, Southwest)  

  Ticketing Decision Area  

SITE AND OPPORTUNITIES PLAN: TERMINAL PRE-SECURITY, TICKETING LEVEL ZONE

TERMINAL  
PRE-SECURITY /  
TICKETING LEVEL ZONE
The Pre-Security, Ticketing Level zone comprises the area that people 
experience after they enter the Terminal building, and before they enter 
into the security screening area. 

In this area, passengers are finalizing the ticketing, boarding pass and 
baggage processes, and it is often a place where passengers and people 
accompanying them will say goodbye. Some arriving passengers will 
pass through this area as well, on their way from the gate and concourse 
areas to the skyways that lead to parking and pedestrian pick-up areas. 

More than any other area, this has the possibility of being an architectur-
al civic space for both airport passengers and the general public. There 
are ample precedents in the design of airports and train stations of 
spaces like this that have become quite iconic – from great train stations 
like Grand Central Terminal to Santiago Calatrava’s Guillemins TGV  

station; from Eero Saarenin’s Dulles International Airport terminal to 
Curt Fentriss’s Denver International Airport terminal. 

Artists have contributed to these types of spaces. Lawrence Argent’s 
playful sculptures are icons at the Colorado Convention Center and 
at Sacramento International Airport. Kent Bloomer’s floral sculpture 
anchors the end of Terminal B at Reagan National Airport, where 
two-dimensional artwork is integrated into the floors and second-level 
balustrades. 

This area would be just behind the iconic Terminal Facade (Project 6) 
and is likely to be a high, open airy space.

7

8

7 78 88
7 7 7
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Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Strong overall visual identity for the airport

•  Enhanced wayfinding through visual cues and landmarks

•  Environments / features / amenities that elevate the experience of 
travel and of public space

•  Environments / features / amenities that are comforting and calming, 
mitigating the stress of travel

•  Recognition of airport as a civic icon

•  Arts experiences that locals and visitors can access without entering 
secure areas

Special Considerations 
There are many materials that could be used for suspended artworks 
in this area and many ways of arranging one or more artworks in this 
space. One artist should be selected for this opportunity and should 
work with the design team to determine whether one or more pieces  
are most appropriate. The artist should be retained early enough to 
participate in design discussions and ensure that the approach to  
the artwork (location, media, scope and scale) is responsive to the  
architectural context, particularly the terminal facade.

Location 
There are several areas in the ticketing area where the ground floor is 
open to the baggage claim level below — at each corner of the building 
and between the three skywalk connections.

Concept and Project Type 
People arriving into the terminal at the ticketing level will experience a 
dramatic space, whether they are returning from the secure zone or  
entering the terminal from the outside. It will be an expansive space, 
open to the sunlight from the south, and with double height spaces that 
look down to the baggage claims level below. 

These spaces would be ideal locations for one or more three-dimensional 
works that become a focal feature. The artworks could be made in  
many media; they could be static, interactive, or responsive to the shifts 
of light and air currents in the ticketing hall.

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Iconic placemaking

• Intuitive wayfinding

• Serves meeter-greeters

VERTICAL FEATURE AREAS 
(Center, Southeast, Southwest)

B

C

A

A  Sarah Sze, An Equal and Opposite Reaction 
McCaw Hall, Seattle, WA 
Photo: Bill Mohn

B  Shimon Attie with Vale Bruck  
Spiral of Gratitude, San Francisco, CA 
Photo: Tim Griffith 

C  Aaron T. Stephan, Paths Woven 
San Diego International Airport 
Photo: SDCRAA

7
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Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Intuitive wayfinding

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Enhanced wayfinding through visual cues and landmarks

•  Environments / features / amenities that elevate the experience of 
travel and of public space

•  Environments / features / amenities that are comforting and calming, 
mitigating the stress of travel

•  Recognition by artists as a place where they can develop fresh,  
challenging work in a unique environment with a unique audience

•  Involvement of local artists and the arts community in creating new 
artwork and arts programs

•  Arts experiences that locals and visitors can access without entering 
secure areas

Special Considerations 
The investment in floor artwork should be balanced against the prospect 
of future alterations to this area. 

Location 
There are three locations in the ticketing and security area that are  
important orientation points — between ticketing and security, to the 
east of security, and to the west of ticketing. These are busy junctions, 
where people moving in different directions will cross paths. 

Concept and Project Type 
The goal is to create artworks that serve orientation and welcoming 
functions in these locations. Passengers entering the airport will be 
leaving the ticketing area and finding their way to security. Passengers 
leaving the airport will be departing the secure zone and heading  
toward curbside pick-up areas or the parking garage. The challenge 
is that this is an area that will be busy with pedestrian flows and will 
require operational flexibility. 

Artwork integrated into the flooring is one of the most likely approaches 
to this project, as long as there is a reasonable chance that the artworks 
will remain visible and that future changes will be operational, not 
requiring fundamental changes to the floor. Other approaches could 
include integrated wall treatments.

TICKETING LEVEL DECISION AREA 

B

C

A

A  Katharina Grosse, untitled, Toronto Pearson International Airport, Toronto, ON 
Photo: Courtesy Katharina Grosse

B  Elena Manferdini, Zev Yaroslavsky Family Support Center Civic Artwork, Los Angeles, CA 
Photo: Atelier Manferdini

C  Alicia LaChance, New Village, St. Louis Lambert International Airport 
Photo: Richard Sprengler

8
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 Restrooms

 West Concourse Wall

 Arts Zone

  Dwell Lounges  
(East and West)  
and Gate Lounges

  Inter-Terminal Connector  
(Terminal One / Terminal Two) 

SITE AND OPPORTUNITIES PLAN: TERMINAL POST-SECURITY ZONE

The Terminal Post-Security zone comprises the area after the security 
checkpoint. This is for passengers and employees only, and passengers 
will remain here until their flights board (or pass through this area once 
they deplane).  

 Recomposure Area

  Concession Cores  
(East and West)

TERMINAL  
POST-SECURITY ZONE
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Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Experiences that are fresh, new, memorable and unforgettable;  
that are “takeaways”

•  Environments / features / amenities that elevate the experience of 
travel and of public space

•  Environments / features / amenities that are comforting and calming, 
mitigating the stress of travel

•  Experiences that bring to life the narratives embodied in modern travel

•  Involvement of local artists and the arts community in creating new 
artwork and arts programs

Special Considerations 
Within the screening area changing security protocols and needs should 
be carefully considered when determining the placement and scope of 
this project.

SITE AND OPPORTUNITIES PLAN: TERMINAL POST-SECURITY ZONE

This area might be best suited for art forms like lighting, environmental 
graphics, music and artist-designed functional elements, such as flooring 
or seating.

The glass partitions used to demarcate the screening area from the 
post-security concourse are also an opportunity for incorporating artwork. 

This project would be developed as an integrated artwork, closely  
coordinated with the design of the recomposure area and transition to 
the main concourse.

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• New / Innovative amenities

• Improves pain point 

Location 
The recomposure area is the location just past security where passengers 
gather up their belongings and re-orient themselves before they head 
to their gates. It is estimated that this area will be 20 feet deep, between 
the screening area and the east-west concourse. 

Concept and Project Type 
The recomposure area is an important transition for passengers. They 
are leaving the sometimes stressful and highly structured experience 
of security screening and transitioning to part of the journey that they 
have more control over. They are gathering their belongings, from which 
they might have been separated in the screening process, and orienting 
themselves in regard to the location of their gate and the time they have 
before they need to board. 

When respondents to the online survey conducted as part of this  
Arts Master Plan were asked to select from a list of 12 amenities they 
would like to see at the airport, the most frequently selected option was: 
“calm area with seats to gather things after security (47%).”

Key goals for this space are to provide a calming transition and to enable 
people to re-organize their belongings. On the other hand, security  
officials do not want people to dwell in the area any longer than they 
need to. There are some functional needs in this area, such as seating 
and orientation information, such as flight information displays. 

RECOMPOSURE AREA 

B

C

A

A  Catherine Widgery, Ripples, Raleigh-Durham International Airport  
Photo: Michel Dubreuil

B  Penny Coss, Slow Drift Effect 2015, Perth International Airport Terminal 1 
Photo: Rob Frith Acorn Studios

C  Snarkitecture, Playhouse, Columbus, OH 
Photo: Hadley Fruits 9
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Special Considerations 
Artworks and infrastructure should be positioned in consideration of 
space acoustics and sound deflection from glass.

Performance Infrastructure
Each of the concession cores is an opportunity for either a built-in stage, 
a plug-and-play performance site or a mobile set-up performance site. 
These options should be reviewed during the design process.

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Revenue enhancement

• Dynamic / Changing

• Interactive / Passes dwell time

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Experiences that are fresh, new, memorable and unforgettable; that 
are “takeaways”

•  Environments / features / amenities that elevate the experience of 
travel and of public space

•  Environments / features / amenities that are comforting and calming, 
mitigating the stress of travel

•  Experiences that people recognize, seek out and enjoy

Location 
There will be two major concession cores or food halls managed by the 
airport, on the east and west side of the main concourse. They will be 
similar to Terminal Two’s Sunset Cove in form and function, though they 
will be more visibly open to the main concourse corridor. Both will have 
views to the outside through south-facing glass walls; the east core will 
overlook part of the tarmac.

Concept and Project Type 
The concession cores will be key locations for people to wait when they 
have dwell time. They should be a focal point for all components of the 
Arts Program, public art, performance and exhibition. The Airport’s hope 
is that the Arts Program will provide passengers with amenities that  
will not only make their experience of the airport more positive,  
but also support increased spending on concessions by making them  
comfortable in the space.

Public art approaches must balance the potential of creating a significant 
visual experience and/or customer amenity with the need for operational 
flexibility. Options range from an artist-designed seating area or stage, 
to a suspended artwork, to a painted light well, to a glass treatment or 
light-based work that echoes glasswork in the front facade. 

Projects in these areas would be developed as integrated artworks, 
closely coordinated with the design of the concession cores.

CONCESSION CORES 
(East and West) 

B

A
A  Val Britton, Voyage, San Francisco International Airport, San Francisco, CA  

Photo: Ethan Kaplan Photography

B  Ralph Helmick, Floating World, Iowa State University, Ames, IA  
Photo: Howcroft Photography

10
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Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Experiences that are fresh, new, memorable and unforgettable;  
that are “takeaways”

•  Experiences that people recognize, seek out and enjoy.

•  Environments / features / amenities that elevate the experience of 
travel and of public space

•  Environments / features / amenities that are comforting and calming, 
mitigating the stress of travel

•  Recognition by artists as a place where they can develop fresh,  
challenging work in a unique environment with a unique audience.

SITE AND OPPORTUNITIES PLAN: TERMINAL POST-SECURITY ZONE

Special Considerations 
The assumption should be that this overall space will be permanently 
dedicated to the Arts Program, but that the uses should evolve over 
time, in response to user needs and updated thinking about customer 
experience and amenities.

Preferably, the space should be configured so that it is open to the main 
concourse, with a wide frontage and shallow depth, rather than a small 
frontage with a deep space. 

Generally, the space should be designed to be open and flexible, and  
encourage a mix of activities adjacent to and visible to each other, 
though a film projection area might need to be enclosed for light and 
sound purposes.

•  Spaces for relaxation and working, with power, data and  
comfortable seating

The following semi-permanent features could be included in this space:

• Artist-designed family-friendly play features

The Arts Zone should encourage the engagement of customers with a 
wide range of ages, needs and interests through varied activities. It  
could address toddlers, school age children and teens, as well as adults 
traveling with or without children. 

All programing should be evaluated on an ongoing basis to  
learn what programming is most desired, useful and appreciated  
by airport passengers.

This project should be developed through a Design Team Artist approach. 
A lead artist or designer should be assigned specifically to this space so 
the mix of features feels cohesive.

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• New / Innovative amenities

• Family-friendly

•  Interactive / Passes dwell time 

Location 
Current plans for Terminal One include a space adjacent to the concourse 
— in the center of the terminal and just south of the walkway — that can 
be programmed by the Arts Program.

Concept and Project Type 
This should be considered a flexible space, balancing necessary fixed  
infrastructure with the need for programming that can evolve in  
response to changing needs and opportunities, in order to achieve the 
following goals:

•  Incorporate all aspects of the Arts Program (public art,  
temporary exhibitions, performance); consider collaborations  
with other airport departments

• Address a variety of passengers, in terms of their ages and needs

•  Facilitate the gathering of people with different interests, rather than 
separating out people with specific interests

The following built-in features should be considered for this space:

• Film screening area

• Exhibition features (including gallery space)

• Video wall

• Audio features with built-in sound reinforcement (plug-and-play)

ARTS ZONE 

A

B C

11

A  To Travel is to Live, San Francisco International Airport 
San Francisco, CA  
Photo courtesy of the San Francisco Arts Commission 
Photo: Ethan Kaplan Photography

B  Hollywood Theater, Portland International Airport 
Photo: Bill Purcell

C  Point of Entry exhibition, San Diego International Airport  
Photo: SDCRAA
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Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Enhanced wayfinding through visual cues and landmarks

•  Environments / features / amenities that elevate the experience of 
travel and of public space

•  Environments / features / amenities that are comforting and calming, 
mitigating the stress of travel

Special Considerations 
Art glass projects should balance the admission of light and views to 
the airfield with positioning that makes them an iconic or wayfinding 
element when viewed from inside the concourse. 

The gate lounges will be similarly constrained in regard to space. If there 
were any walls that are not adjacent to active queuing areas or are not 
controlled by tenants, they would be good locations for two-dimensional 
artworks, such as photo panels, light boxes, murals or posters. While the 
artworks could change (and therefore be a specialized type of temporary 
exhibition), they should all reflect the same theme and approach, and 
should not be confused with advertising or commercial signage.

Projects in these areas would be developed as integrated artworks, 
closely coordinated with the design of the dwell lounges.

Projects in the gate lounges should be developed as integrated artworks 
or as exhibition spaces.

Performance Infrastructure
The large dwell lounges at the eastern and western ends of the  
concourse are opportunities for mobile set-up performance sites.

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Intuitive wayfinding

• Revenue enhancement

• Interactive / Passes dwell time 

Location 
There are two large dwell lounges at either end of the terminal; the east 
dwell area serves six gates and the west dwell area serves three gates. 
There are also eleven gate lounges, each serving one or two gates.   

Concept and Project Type 
The two large dwell lounges, one at either end of the terminal, will be  
designed as areas that serve multiple gates at once. The space available 
for art will be limited, so the final opportunities will emerge in the  
process of the design of the areas. 

The Arts Master Plan online community survey found that waiting areas 
in general, and gate waiting areas in particular, are places where people 
would most like to see visual art.

Potential goals for these areas could be to create a visual element 
that terminates the long view down the corridor, thereby marking the 
destination of the end gates; to introduce features that provide unique 
passenger amenities; and to stimulate positive and exciting thoughts 
about the journey ahead. 

Potential approaches could be suspended pieces, if the ceilings are high 
enough, art glass in the external glass walls, artist-designed seating or 
play features, artwork in glass partitions, or artwork in terrazzo flooring.

DWELL LOUNGES (East and West) 
AND GATE LOUNGES 

A

B

C

A  Franka Diehnelt and Claudia Reisenberger, Sky 
San Francisco International Airport Proposal 
Photo: Bruce Damonte

B  Electroland, Aurora, DirecTV, El Segundo, California 
Photo: Cameron McNall

C  Karl-Heinz Traut, DragonAir Lounge, Hong Kong International Airport 
Fabrication: Derix Glasstudios Taunusstein 
Photo: Horst Goebel
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Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Intuitive wayfinding

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Enhanced wayfinding through visual cues and landmarks

•  Enhanced appearance of airport infrastructure and design elements

•  Environments / features / amenities that elevate the experience of 
travel and of public space

•  Environments / features / amenities that are comforting and calming, 
mitigating the stress of travel

Special Considerations 
Potential conflict between ambient noise levels and sound art should  
be considered.

Location 
There will be four restroom areas along the concourse: one in the center 
just to the side of the entrance through security and two each on the 
east and west sides.

Concept and Project Type 
There are opportunities for two-dimensional works on the exterior walls 
of the restrooms and on the walls that separate incoming from outgoing 
traffic. Examples of artworks in both types of locations can be found in 
Terminal Two. 

All five restrooms should be treated similarly; for example, the same 
artist should be asked to work on all five restroom entries, or the same 
media, such as tile, should be used. 

This project would be developed as a series of integrated artworks. 

Temporary Exhibitions Infrastructure 
The exterior restroom walls are a possible location for exhibition cases.

RESTROOMS 

B

A

A  Erik Carlson, ¿Dónde Está?, San Diego International Airport 
Photo: SDCRAA

B  Lori Greene, Confluence, Minneapolis-Saint Paul International Airport 
Photo: Airport Foundation MSP
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Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Enhanced experience of monotonous or generic spaces

•  Environments / features / amenities that elevate the experience of 
travel and of public space

•  Environments / features / amenities that are comforting and calming, 
mitigating the stress of travel

•  Recognition by artists as a place where they can develop fresh,  
challenging work in a unique environment with a unique audience

•  Involvement of local artists and the arts community in creating  
new artwork and arts programs

Special Considerations 
The wall may be used for windows/viewing or other purposes related to 
future development. 

The scale for the artwork will be dependent on the viewer’s experience 
of it, whether it’s on the interior or exterior of the building.

Location 
The west concourse wall is located between the west concession core 
and a set of restrooms. It is an external wall and faces south. Beyond  
the wall is a site that might one day be used for development. It is  
approximately 120 feet long. 

Concept and Project Type 
This wall would be suitable for several components of the Arts Program. 
It could be the location of a permanent public art exhibition, a location 
for temporary commissions or a temporary exhibition wall space,  
or a location for exhibition cases. This could be the location for a  
Cultural Exchange exhibition space, if no space is available pre-security.

This project, if a permanent commission, would be developed as an 
integrated project.

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Green sustainability

• Community focus

• Dynamic / Changing

WEST CONCOURSE WALL 

A
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A  Miki Iwasaki, Astralgraph, San Diego International Airport 
Photo: SDCRAA 

B  Ugo Rondinone, Clockwork for Oracles, Art Gallery of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia 
Photo: Nicole Marie Edine  
https://www.flickr.com/photos/lilomoony/3248275567/in/photolist-5X3gaa-dXfqY9-6EEAw1-7AFvEV-4aLzGP-eWZtww-J4KvVR-

29E3RvP-BMDGFM-TDiRGL-4aLEqR-dmz8TH-231s3FF-dmz9AH-E6ag3Z-BnivfT-4RT2tD-SYR5TC-7AJRWW-BVFi98-XwPYXy-WS8Lih-

Y8QLVF-WS8Ntu-XSMQC3-XSMAv5-WS8K6N-BVNu9F-oLmHRe-NhGsgA-DUMUCu-Y5L87F-fipmwp-fipkar-DEDWsu-GiFiLc-4aLEsx-

q7JiN-fiDvuS-7PsqE7-5FwJ1u-Gpw5BT-GMKt8x-FZpDuu-Fu4Ckd-RKap1W-8aWN7z-7Psqgo-dofe82-edAaMB 

C  Elena Manferdini, Zev Yaroslavsky Family Support Center Civic Artwork , Los Angeles, CA 
Photo: Atelier Manferdini

B

C
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Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Experiences that are fresh, new, memorable and unforgettable;  
that are “takeaways” 

•  Enhanced wayfinding through visual cues and landmarks

•  Enhanced appearance of airport infrastructure and design elements

•  Enhanced experience of monotonous or generic spaces

•  Environments / features / amenities that elevate the experience of 
travel and of public space

•  Environments / features / amenities that are comforting and calming, 
mitigating the stress of travel

•  Arts experiences that locals and visitors can access without entering 
secure areas

Special Considerations 
The space is a narrow corridor.

Location 
The inter-terminal connector is the pedestrian walkway that connects 
Terminal One to Terminal Two. Its configuration will be similar to that of 
a skyway.

The Terminal One / Terminal Two connection will be used by both  
passengers and airport employees. It will be in a highly visible location 
for people in vehicles leaving Terminal One curbside pickup and for  
people arriving at Terminal Two in vehicles. It is expected to be  
constructed as a permanent, not a temporary, structure, and will be 
approximately 150 feet long.

Concept and Project Type 
The most important opportunity is for the design of the overall walkway 
structure. More people will see it from the outside than the inside, and 
it will serve as a visual landmark for people arriving at and departing the 
airport in vehicles.

This project could be developed through a Design Team Artist approach.

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Intuitive wayfinding

• Iconic placemaking

INTER-TERMINAL CONNECTOR  
(Terminal One / Terminal Two Pedestrian Connection)

B

15

A   Teresita Fernandez, Black Sun, MassMOCA, North Adams, MA 
Courtesy the artist and Lehmann Maupin, New York, Hong Kong, and Seoul 
Photo: David Dashiell

B  Amy Ellingson, Untitled (Large Variation) 
San Francisco International Airport, San Francisco, CA 
Photo: John Janca 

C  Leo Villareal, Multiverse, National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC 
Photo: Amaury Laporte  
https://www.flickr.com/photos/alaporte/16902827596/in/photolist-NB3DPt-PMbsAW-PQo928-e1mPun-e1mS6R-e1soHb-C1D-

QaL-e1mTUz-e1mUkv-e1mVbV-dT9ZRP-dvwThB-e1szJG-e1mLre-9ubQ5X-E6no1i-e1syUs-DgT8sm-27fArBh-vJ7kgf-sBPBzp-uzb1bV-

uawLj3-syLi1C-ddJjSa-EeBD9n-VRDAn8-CutDz4-C1DQhj-GKGbsE-GKGaps-FMAfa4-GKG8BE-FTsg8F-LzgZCh-GKG7Xd-CpjeMd-

262UQrY-GKGaVh-rLmuZp-M1p2Hz-GKG7d7-rMPKYE-rKDpL1-NzNDRs-e1mRpF-e1sp2J-dTLwQT-dTS3n1-dTLjwD

A

C
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 Baggage Claim Area

 Outdoor Seating Areas

SITE AND OPPORTUNITIES PLAN: TERMINAL PRE-SECURITY / BAGGAGE AND ARRIVALS ZONEFig. C.2.2.4 Conceptual Depatures Curb

The baggage and arrivals area is the last area people experience  
before they depart the terminal and thus serves as a transition between 
the airport experience and sense of arrival in the city and the region. 
It is also the area where meeter-greeters wait to meet people who are 
arriving on flights.

TERMINAL PRE-SECURITY /  
BAGGAGE AND ARRIVALS 
ZONE

VERTICAL  
CIRCULATION 
TOWER

DEPARTURE CURB
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A  Walter Hood, Carry On, San Diego International Airport 
Photo: SDCRAA

B  Miki Iwasaki, Signalscape, San Diego International Airport 
Photo: SDCRAA

C  Jan Hendrix, Centro Cultural Bella Epoca, Mexico City, Mexico 
Photo: César Flores

SITE AND OPPORTUNITIES PLAN: TERMINAL PRE-SECURITY / BAGGAGE AND ARRIVALS ZONE

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Enhanced appearance of airport infrastructure and design elements

•  Environments / features / amenities that elevate the experience of 
travel and of public space

•  Environments / features / amenities that are comforting and calming, 
mitigating the stress of travel

•  Experiences that bring to life the narratives embodied in modern travel

•  Arts experiences that locals and visitors can access without entering 
secure areas

Special Considerations 
As this project would be in an area open to the general public, it is  
particularly suitable for a project that engages the public in its creation. 

The project by Walter Hood in the International Arrivals Facility is a good 
example of what can be achieved here.

Location 
The project would be located in the baggage claim area on the ground 
floor of the terminal. The specific location and opportunity would be 
determined after further evolution of the design. (This project does not 
include the vertical areas open to the ticketing area and the roof; those 
areas are described in Project 7.)

Concept and Project Type 
Artwork in the baggage claim area serves several types of airport  
stakeholders — arriving passengers, people waiting to meet those 
passengers, and airport employees. The baggage claim is important in 
terms of how it can create a first impression of San Diego for visitors, 
and important as a location where people are often experiencing a 
charged moment, meeting loved ones or friends. It is also an important 
orientation point on people’s exit path from the airport.

This is an opportunity for an integrated artwork, closely coordinated 
with the design of the baggage claim area. The Arts Program should 
collaborate with the design team to think expansively about the  
opportunities here, including floors, walls, ceilings and the baggage belt 
islands themselves.

The project should lend itself to extended dwell time and viewing, and 
could feature temporary projects or dynamic work that offers unique 
experiences with multiple viewings.

BAGGAGE CLAIM AREA

Temporary Exhibitions Infrastructure 
The baggage area is a possible location for exhibition cases. This would 
be the best location for a Cultural Exchange display as well.

Performing Arts Program Infrastructure 
The southeastern corner of the baggage area is an opportunity for a 
mobile set-up or plug-and-play performance site.

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Intuitive wayfinding

• Serves meeter-greeter

C

B

A

16
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Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Serves meeter-greeter

• Interactive / Passes dwell time

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Experiences that people recognize, seek out and enjoy

•  Arts experiences that locals and visitors can access without entering 
secure areas

Special Considerations 
The scope of this project will depend on the ultimate scope of the  
plaza areas.

Consideration should be given to accommodating large groups traveling 
together (i.e. school athletic teams, classes) as well as external community 
groups visiting the airport with sufficient seating to gather.

Artist-designed features should be distanced from designated smoking 
and pet relief areas.

Location 
Small outdoor plazas have been proposed for the southeast and  
southwest corners of the terminal building.

Concept and Project Type 
Small outdoor plaza areas are proposed at either end of the terminal, 
outside the baggage claim areas. These small plaza areas are likely to be 
used by people who would like a quiet place to sit and rest while waiting 
for a ride or waiting for a passenger to arrive. These settings should be 
comfortable and aesthetically pleasing, a respite from hectic baggage 
and curbside pick-up areas. This is a particularly strong opportunity 
because people like to be outside in the San Diego climate.

Artists here could create features that are functional and/or integrated 
into the design such as canopies, enhanced walkways, seating and 
lighting. Alternatively the design of the sitting areas could be put in the 
hands of a lead artist, working with designers for support. 

This is an opportunity for an integrated artwork at one or both areas, 
or an artist-led design of the entire plaza areas. In particular, there is an 
opportunity for an artist-designed performance space.

Performance Infrastructure 
The eastern outdoor seating area is an opportunity for a built-in stage, 
plug-and-play site or a mobile set-up.

OUTDOOR SEATING AREAS

B

A

C

17

A  Teresita Fernandez, Fata Morgana, Madison Square Park, New York, NY 
Courtesy the artist, Lehmann Maupin, New York, Hong Kong, and Seoul 
Photo: Elisabeth Bernstein; © Teresita Fernández

B  Becki Chan and Milos Begovic, Meander, Richmond, BC 
Photo: City of Richmond Public Art Program

C  Jeppe Hein, Long Modified Bench Auckland, New Zealand 
Courtesy KÖNIG GALERIE, Berlin, 303 GALLERY, New York and  
Galleri Nicolai Wallner, Copenhagen 
Photo: David St. George
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roadway. Also, because the departures drop-off area is surrounded 
by roadways, it is possible that there will need to be safety barriers to 
keep people from straying into the roadway. These could be designed 
by artists in a number of materials, such as glass or other translucent 
panels, or metalwork. 

•  Vertical Circulation Core. The exterior surface of this core could include 
artist-designed surfaces, such as tile (ceramic, porcelain enamel).

•  Remote Check-in Areas. These areas, at the entry to the skybridges, 
could be enclosed or partially enclosed structures. If they are structures, 
there are many possibilities. The exterior walls and roofline of the 
structures could be designed in concert with the terminal facade and 
roofline project. Alternatively, if the walls are glass, they can be designed 
with art glass or other methods of incorporating imagery into glass. If 
the walls are not glass, the interior or exterior could also be treated with 
artist-designed surfaces. The remote check-in structures and vertical 
elements could be designed by one artist or a group of artists.

•  Functional Features. Areas like this potentially include a number of 
functional features, such as overhead canopies, seating and wayfinding. 
Any or all of these elements could be created or enhanced by artists. 

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Intuitive wayfinding

Location 
There are several curbside drop-off and pick-up areas:

•  Arrivals Curb. There is one general-purpose bay at the arrivals adjacent 
to the terminal, with access directly to the terminal baggage area.

•  Commercial Vehicle Area. There are three commercial bays at the 
arrivals level, outboard from the general-purpose bay, with access via 
elevators and a central skybridge.

•  Departures Curb. There is one general-purpose bay at the departures 
level, with access to the terminal via three skybridges.

In addition there are remote check-in areas at the entrances to  
the three skybridges and one vertical circulation core attached to  
the central skyway.

Concept and Project Type 
The curbside areas will be busy with passengers moving back and forth 
to the terminal from parking and ground transportation, as well as up 
and down between ground level and the skybridges.

The Arts Program can anticipate several public art opportunities:

•  Safety Barriers. Because the circulation system is designed to prevent 
passengers from crossing the commercial vehicle area to the terminal 
at grade (vertical circulation is provided), it is possible that there 
will need to be safety barriers to keep people from straying into the 

CURBSIDE

B

A

C

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Enhanced appearance of airport infrastructure and design elements

•  Experiences that bring to life the narratives embodied in modern travel

•  Arts experiences that locals and visitors can access without entering 
secure areas

Special Considerations 
Passenger flow, passenger waiting areas, and potential conflicts with 
wayfinding should be considered.

Barriers may need to be blast resistant.

The existing Sublimare public artwork is an example of a project in this 
zone, at Terminal Two.

This project is related to Project 5, Skybridges.

Consideration should be given to accommodating large groups traveling 
together (i.e. school athletic teams, classes) as well as external community 
groups visiting the airport with sufficient seating to gather.

18

A  Chuck Ramirez, Suit Case Portraits, San Antonio International Airport 
San Antonio, TX 
Photo: Courtesy of the City of San Antonio’s Department of Arts & Culture

B  Jan Hendrix, Patio de las Jacarandas, Aguascalienties, Mexico 
Photo: Jaime Navarro

C  Georgia A. Greeley, Tipping the Scales, Everyday Poems for City Sidewalks 
Saint Paul, MN 
Photo: Public Art Saint Paul
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There are several projects that are driven at the outset by an idea or  
a goal, rather than a specific location. The artist could be selected  
before the actual location is determined, and the location would emerge 
through the interaction of the artist and the design team.

PROJECT 19  

Green / Sustainable Artwork

PROJECT 20  

Interactive / Family-Friendly Artwork

PROJECT 21  

Terminal Look and Feel

FLEXIBLE ZONE

SAN Public Art Collection, Sublimare, Merge Conceptual Design
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The Arts Master Plan online survey found that green features, such as a 
green wall or a garden, would be one of the most desired features that 
could improve their airport experience.

The Arts Program should explore how it can create a public presence for 
the Authority’s sustainability efforts through its projects and exhibitions. 
For public art, the approach would be to review the work of artists who 
explore environmental issues and sustainability and select an artist 
whose work would seem to be in good alignment with the airport’s 
interests. The artist would then work with the design team to develop 
a strategy for locating their work in the terminal. The project could be 
exterior or interior, pre-security or post-security.

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Green / Sustainability

Location 
The location for this project would be determined by the artist in  
collaboration with the design team.

Concept and Project Type 
One of the airport’s key organizational commitments is to sustainability. 
The five-year vision in its Strategic Plan states:

In 2022, our integrated leadership team has continued to evolve  
the Authority into a passenger-focused, business driven,  
community-centered enterprise. We have achieved our five-year 
strategic plan and are widely recognized for successfully managing 
our financial, social and environmental sustainability.12

One of the airport’s key goals in this regard is to:

Execute regional engagement and education plan to clearly  
communicate SAN’s role in economic growth (including focus on 
small/local/disadvantaged businesses), innovation, environmental 
sustainability, and quality of life for local residents.

GREEN / SUSTAINABLE ARTWORK

B

C

A

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Experiences that are fresh, new, memorable and unforgettable;  
that are “takeaways” 

•  Environments / features / amenities that elevate the experience of 
travel and of public space

•  Environments / features / amenities that are comforting and calming, 
mitigating the stress of travel

•  Experiences that people recognize, seek out and enjoy

•  Recognition by artists as a place where they can develop fresh,  
challenging work in a unique environment with a unique audience

19

A  Mike Weinmaster, Green over Grey – Living Walls & Design Inc., Project: Arty Gallery 
Edmonton International Airport 
Photo: Green over Grey, © www.greenovergrey.com 

B  Trevor Lee, WindNest, a project of the Land Art Generator Initiative 
Image: Land Generator Initiative 
Originally proposed to the LAGI 2010 design competition for Abu Dhabi and  
re-designed for an urban site in Pittsburgh, PA.

C  STUDIOKCA (Studio Klimoski Chang), Skyscraper, Bruges, Belgium 
Photo: Matthias Desmet

12 San Diego County Regional Airport Authority, Five-Year Strategic Plan, 2017 – 2022
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Special Considerations 
If a designated children’s play area is created, seating and amenities  
for caregivers should be integrated as well. This could include seating, 
cup holders, easy access to flight information display systems (FIDS), 
charging stations, etc.

Children’s play experts should be integrated into the artist’s team  
as consultants.

Consideration should be given to implementing multiple sites by the 
same artist to serve travelers throughout the terminal.

SITE AND OPPORTUNITIES PLAN: FLEXIBLE ZONE

Given the high volume and wear and tear these sites experience, this 
may be a temporary commission that is turned over every 3 to 5 years, 
engaging a different artist or partner organization with each iteration.

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• New amenity / Innovation

• Family-friendly

• Interactive / Passes dwell time

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Experiences that are fresh, new, memorable and unforgettable;  
that are “takeaways” 

•  Environments / features / amenities that elevate the experience of 
travel and of public space

•  Environments / features / amenities that are comforting and calming, 
mitigating the stress of travel

•  Experiences that people recognize, seek out and enjoy

•  Recognition by artists as a place where they can develop fresh,  
challenging work in a unique environment with a unique audience

Location 
The location for this project would be determined by the artist in  
collaboration with the design team. 

A key opportunity lies within Project 11, the Arts Zone. A secondary  
opportunity lies within Project 12, Dwell Lounges, particularly the shared 
Dwell Lounge at the east end of the terminal.

Concept and Project Type 
Children’s play spaces have become common features in airports, but 
they rarely feature artist-designed, original content. They are useful as 
areas for children to engage in active play in the downtime while they 
and their families are waiting for their flights to depart.

There could be several approaches to integrating artist-designed, family- 
friendly, interactive features at the airport. One would be to designate a 
specific area, where children could play on specially designed elements 
while caregivers watched nearby. Another would be to integrate smaller, 
playful features into the dwell lounges and gate lounges so they can 
be accessed by families that do not want to leave the gate areas. These 
approaches are not mutually exclusive.

This project could offer an opportunity for an artist-led project in  
collaboration with organizations such as the New Children’s Museum, 
Children’s Discovery Museum, San Diego Zoo, Fleet Science Center, or 
other youth, nature and science organizations. 

INTERACTIVE / FAMILY-FRIENDLY ARTWORK

C

A

B

20 A  Volkan Alkanoglu, Cloud Scape, Hollywood International Airport, Fort Lauderdale, FL 
Photo: Tabatha Mudra

B  Walter Kitundo, San Francisco Bird Encounters, San Francisco International Airport 
Photo: Bruce Damonte

C  Mark Reigelman, Sweetwater – Domino Park Playground, Brooklyn, NY 
Photo: Mark Reigelman
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Coordination with Other Terminal One Projects 
The artist selected for this project could be the same artist selected for 
Project 6, Terminal Facade and Roof. In that case, the artist would be 
expected to advise on how the vision or theme that they develop for  
the Terminal overall could be translated into the design of the facade 
and/or roofline of the building.

Special Considerations 
The integration of the artist onto the design team and coordination / 
delineation of the artist’s role will be a key factor of the success in  
this project. Staff and the artist should ensure early and consistent  
engagement with the design team to avoid misaligned expectations for 
the collaboration between artist and architect.

The artist’s role could involve a long-term engagement of several  
years, as well as a significant time commitment at certain phases of  
the design process.

SITE AND OPPORTUNITIES PLAN: FLEXIBLE ZONE

For this project, the design–build team would be asked to include an 
artist on their team who would be an equal partner to the other design 
professionals. The artist would join the team early on and be responsible 
for collaborating to develop a vision or theme for the airport that could be 
carried through different aspects of the design and would be responsible 
for collaborating with the rest of the team to ensure that the overall 
visual approach to the airport is carried through. This would include  
consideration of the location of public art projects that are commissioned 
and involvement in artist recruitment and selection processes. The artist 
would work directly with the Arts Program in implementing projects.

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
This project addresses the following Customer Experience goals,  
as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Intuitive wayfinding

• Iconic placemaking

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
This project addresses the following Arts Program outcomes as outlined 
in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Strong overall visual identity for the airport

•  Enhanced appearance of airport infrastructure and design elements

•  Recognition by artists as a place where they can develop fresh,  
challenging work in a unique environment with a unique audience

Location 
This project would create a role for an artist to participate in the  
development of an overall design vision or theme for the Terminal  
that would be used to shape the interior architecture, design,  
graphics and public art throughout the Terminal, in consultation  
with the design-builder.

Concept and Project Type 
Numerous design professions influence the look and feel of an airport 
— architects, environmental graphic designers, interior designers and 
others. Design professionals in each field can be capable of setting an 
overall thematic look and feel for their work, but often their work is  
compartmentalized and not well coordinated from a visual point of view.

Excellence in design is strongly associated with people’s satisfaction  
with SAN. In intercept surveys conducted as part of the Arts Master Plan 
process, most respondents said they were pleased with the ambiance  
at SAN, with nearly three-fourths ranking it “much better than,”  
“a little better than” or “the same as” other airports they’ve experienced.

Design excellence is also a concern of peer airports. Looking at the vision 
statements and goals of 14 domestic and non-domestic airports through 
the Arts Master Plan’s benchmarking process, most programs work to 
create a “sense of place” in the airport or transit system and to connect 
users with the city or region they are in.

TERMINAL LOOK AND FEEL

B

A

21

A  Michele Oka Doner, A Walk on the Beach, Miami International Airport, Miami, FL 
Photo: Nick Merrick

B  Kent Bloomer, Reagan Washington National Airport, Washington, DC 
Photo: Kent Bloomer
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Infrastructure 
The Arts Master Plan recommends that three types of performance 
spaces should be considered: permanent built-in stages, plug-and-play 
sites, and mobile set-up sites.

Locations 
To allow for flexibility, the Arts Program should identify a variety of 
locations for scheduled performances. These would not be programmed 
simultaneously, but would allow for performances to be presented 
indoors or outdoors, pre-security or post-security. The Arts Program 
should work with the design-build team as the T1RP progresses to 
identify the exact locations for performances and the best approaches 
to creating the spaces. 

The locations for performances presented through the performing 
arts residencies are situational and developed through collaboration 
between resident artists and the Arts Program staff.

The following locations are recommended in the previously described 
project zones.

The T1RP will allow the Performing Arts Program to expand its offerings 
into Terminal One, where it has not had a significant presence in the 
past because of space constraints. 

Criteria 
•  Flexibility is key. With a variety of sites, and a variety of infrastructure, 

the Arts Program will be able to experiment and produce a schedule of 
performances that best meets customer needs.

•  Visibility is positive. Performance spaces should be positioned in high 
visibility locations to maximize their benefit to customers. Performance 
spaces should be in visual connection to concession areas and seating 
areas, to the extent possible. 

•  Acoustic impact is an important consideration. Performance spaces 
should be designed and positioned to minimize interference with  
public announcements and operations of nearby concessions and  
similar activities, and to limit sound deflection into areas where low 
volume may be preferred.

•  Space is at a premium. Consider how performance spaces may be 
repurposed for other uses when not actively used for performance and 
in collaboration with the Arts Program.

PERFORMING ARTS PROGRAMPERFORMING ARTS AND  
TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS  
INFRASTRUCTURE

SAN Performing Arts Residency, Astaeus Dance Theatre
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Arts Zone 
The Arts Program anticipates programming performances in conjunction 
with other activities in the Arts Zone. The space should have the  
infrastructure to accommodate performance, including plug-and-play.

Zone: Pre-Security, Baggage and Arrivals 
The Arts Program should develop two performing arts spaces in this 
zone, one inside the building and one outside the building. The indoor 
site should be near the bottom of the east elevator bay, in the location 
with the two-level atrium. This will allow for the music to also drift up to 
Level Two and create a welcoming ambiance for customers arriving to 
the airport. The outdoor location should be on the proposed patio space 
at the southeast corner of the terminal on ground level. In each location, 
collaboration with the design team should be undertaken to realize 
built-in and/or plug-and-play sites.

Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
Performing Arts infrastructure addresses the following Customer  
Experience goals, as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Community focus

• Revenue enhancement

• Dynamic / Changing

• Serves meeter-greeters

• Interactive / Passes dwell time

Zone: Airport Entry 
There are no appropriate locations for performing arts spaces in the 
Airport Entry Zone because this zone only serves vehicular traffic.

Zone: Pre-Security, Ticketing 
There are no appropriate locations for performing arts spaces in the 
Pre-Security Ticketing Zone because of potential conflicts with passenger 
flows and queuing.

Zone: Post-Security  
Performing arts spaces should be considered in the following locations:

Concession Cores 
The two concession cores, where people will sit and dine, will be  
conducive to the enjoyment of performances. The Arts Program  
should investigate with the design team the potential for at least  
one performance space in each concession core, either a permanent 
built-in stage or a Plug-and-Play site. 

East and West Dwell Areas 
The east and west ends of the concourse have large dwell areas that 
serve multiple gates. Performances in these locations can entertain 
large numbers of passengers who are waiting for their flights as well as 
welcome passengers arriving. The Arts Program should investigate with 
the design team the potential for at least one performance space in each 
concession area, possibly a mobile set-up site.

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
Performing Arts infrastructure addresses the following Arts Program 
outcomes as outlined in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Experiences that are fresh, new, memorable and unforgettable;  
that are “takeaways” 

•  Environments / features / amenities that elevate the experience of 
travel and of public space

•  Environments / features / amenities that are comforting and calming, 
mitigating the stress of travel

•  Experiences that people recognize, seek out and enjoy

•  Arts experiences that locals and visitors can access without entering 
secure areas

•  Experiences that bring to life the narratives embodied in modern travel

•  Involvement of local artists and the arts community in creating new 
artwork and arts programs

•  Recognition by artists as a place where they can develop fresh,  
challenging work in a unique environment with a unique audience

SAN Performing Arts Concert Series, Voices of Our City Choir
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Wall Cases 
Casework, usually built into wall spaces or placed in front of walls, that 
has flexibility to exhibit both two-dimensional and three-dimensional  
objects in a protected location. Casework should meet museum  
standards for UV-filtering, lighting, security, non-off-gassing materials 
and humidity control.

Stand-Alone Cases 
Casework with a pedestal bottom and a clear acrylic vitrine top for  
the display of objects in a protected location. Casework should meet 
museum standards for UV-filtering, lighting, security, non-off-gassing 
materials and humidity control.

Dedicated Wall Space 
Wall spaces that the Arts Program may utilize to install two-dimensional 
work as part of the exhibitions program. 

Light Boxes 
Backlit, wall-mounted display infrastructure for printed,  
two-dimensional artwork. 

Video Monitors 
Large-scale monitors that allow for the display of video. 

The T1RP will allow the Temporary Exhibitions Program to expand its 
offerings into Terminal One, where it has not had a significant presence 
in the past because of space constraints. 

Criteria for Siting Temporary Exhibition Infrastructure 
The Arts Master Plan recommends that siting for Temporary Exhibition 
Program infrastructure consider the following criteria:

•  Exhibitions should be located in a variety of sites, both pre- and 
post-security, in order to reach both travelers and the non-traveling 
public, including meeter-greeters.

•  Exhibition spaces should accommodate a mix of two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional work at a variety of scales.

•  Exhibitions should be sited in areas where airport customers  
have significant dwell time, or where there is an opportunity for the  
exhibitions to have a strong, immediate visual impact.

Types of Exhibitions Infrastructure  
The Arts Master Plan recommends the following types of Temporary 
Exhibition Program infrastructure. 

All types of infrastructure could be accommodated in Terminal One 
except a gallery. The Arts Program should monitor the design  
development of Terminal One to determine whether an opportunity  
for a gallery arises in the future.

TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS PROGRAM

SAN Point of Entry Exhibition, Ron Miriello
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Consistency with Customer Experience Goals 
Exhibition infrastructure addresses the following Customer Experience 
goals, as identified in the ADP Program Definition Document:

• Community focus

• Dynamic / Changing

• Serves meeter-greeters

• Interactive / Passes dwell time

Consistency with Arts Program Goals and Outcomes 
Performing Arts infrastructure addresses the following Arts Program 
outcomes as outlined in the Arts Master Plan:

•  Experiences that are fresh, new, memorable and unforgettable;  
that are “takeaways” 

• Experiences that people recognize, seek out and enjoy

•  Arts experiences that locals and visitors can access without entering 
secure areas

• Experiences that bring to life the narratives embodied in modern travel

•  Involvement of local artists and the arts community in creating new 
artwork and arts programs

•  Recognition by artists as a place where they can develop fresh,  
challenging work in a unique environment with a unique audience

Zone: Pre-Security, Baggage and Arrivals 
Baggage Claim 
The main pre-security location for exhibitions should be on Level One, 
in the vicinity of the baggage claim carousels. The site would need to be 
highly visible, but not block movement. This would be an appropriate 
location for casework as described above. In the first phase of Terminal 
One development, a site should be identified that is either to the north 
of the horizontally oriented baggage carousel, against the wall, or to the 
south of the carousel, freestanding but not obstructing traffic. A second 
case could be oriented similarly in the second phase of development.

This would also be the best location for a Cultural Exchange space,  
because of its accessibility to the general public.

Flexible Sites 
In addition to the locations for exhibition infrastructure defined above, 
the Arts Program should continue to periodically use other spaces for 
temporary exhibitions, including walls, ceilings and freestanding objects. 
The Arts Program currently employs this technique of siting work,  
especially installations that are part of exhibitions in Terminal Two, 
allowing for visually interesting components of the exhibitions and  
unexpected experiences for customers.

The exhibition spaces could include wall cases if there is enough depth 
in the walls, or stand-alone cases if there is enough breadth in the 
concourse. If there is not enough room for cases, then dedicated wall 
spaces, light boxes or video monitors could be considered.  

Exhibition spaces should only be located on one side of the restroom. 
The side would be determined by which wall had the most unobstructed 
space available and the least amount of competing signage. Alternatively, 
if the Arts Program preferred a mix of cases and wall sites, two of the 
walls could have cases and two could be wall sites.

Arts Zone 
The Arts Zone could include space for all types of exhibition infrastructure, 
depending on how it is designed. The Arts Zone provides the best  
opportunity to create a dedicated Film Screening Area, utilizing  
approximately 500 – 750 square feet of floor space. The Arts Program 
should work with the design team to develop design specifications as 
they progress with the next phase of design.

West Wall 
There is a long wall on the west end of the south side of the concourse 
in an area where future development might occur. As with the restroom 
walls above, this could be a location for wall cases, stand-alone cases, 
light boxes or video monitors. It could also be a location for a temporary 
installation. 

This would also be a secondary location for a Cultural Exchange space, 
because of its scale and its unique location.

Gallery 
A room-like space dedicated to exhibitions. 

Film Screening Area 
A room-like space dedicated to screening films. 

Locations 
The Arts Program should aim for a minimum of five and up to eight sites 
in Terminal One for temporary exhibitions. The following sites respond 
to the above criteria and would potentially be available to accommodate 
an exhibition location. As the design process for Terminal One proceeds, 
the Arts Program should work with the design-build team to refine the 
exact locations, dimensions and approach to cases.

Zone: Airport Entry 
No opportunities.

Zone: Pre-Security, Ticketing 
Though floor-based work would not be feasible, opportunities for  
wall-built cases or suspended work may be explored.

Zone: Post-Security  
Restroom Walls 
The outer, concourse-facing walls of the four restroom areas are  
potential exhibition spaces. This would include two sites in Phase One 
and two sites in Phase Two of the T1RP.
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Main lobby 
If there is a high ceiling, consider suspended artwork. If there is a feature 
wall, consider relocation of artwork from existing Airport Administration 
Building or Terminal One, a large-scale graphic design or integrated two- 
dimensional artwork.

Elevator lobbies 
Consider relocation of artwork from existing Airport Administration 
Building or Terminal One. Also consider a large-scale graphic design 
and/or the acquisition of two-dimensional artworks.

Administrative office waiting area 
Consider integrated floor artwork. Consider green artwork.

Board room 
Consider commissioning an original two-dimensional work.

Conference rooms 
Consider acquisition of two-dimensional artworks.

The redevelopment of Terminal One will result in the demolition of the 
existing Airport Administration Building and the construction of a new 
administration building on the western edge of the airport, in the vicinity 
of Airport Terminal Road and McCain Road.

The design for the new Airport Administration Building is not known at 
this time. As the design develops, the Arts Program should evaluate the 
building for the following potential public art locations and possibilities.

Exterior feature walls, if highly visible to the public 
Consider continuation of mural series on current  
Administration Building.

Exterior facade treatments/architectural elements 
Consider features such as a sun screen, a brise soleil or a canopy.

Exterior outdoor seating area 
Consider artist-designed feature element, functional element or green 
element integrated into the design.

AIRPORT ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

SAN Public Art Collection, Time Interwoven, Christie Beniston
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Administration Building

Terminal One

1  Steve Bartlett 
Guillermo 
Sidewalk, Ground Level 
(pre-security)

4  Mike Mandel 
In Flight 
Southwest Rotunda, 
Upper Level  
(post-security)

7   Charles R. Faust 
Sandcast 
Entrance, Ground Level 
(pre-security)

10  Rin Colabucci 
Wind, Trees, and Birds 
Ground Level  
(pre-security)

2  Brett O’Connell and 
Kyra Sheker 
The Traveler 
Gate 1A, Ground Level 
(post-security)

5  Ben Darby 
Puff 
Ground Level 
(pre-security)

8   Anne Mudge 
Pacific Flyway 
Curbside, Ground Level 
(pre-security)

11  Carolyn Braaksma 
Drifting Beyond Control 
Pedestrian Sidewalk, 
Ground Level  
(pre-security)

3  Tracy Sabin 
A Day at the Beach 
Gates 1 & 2  
Ground Level  
(post-security)

6  Miki Iwasaki 
Signalscape 
Baggage Claim, 
Ground Level 
(pre-security)

9  Miki Iwasaki 
Astralgraph 
Food Court, Ground 
Level (pre-security)

12  Paul T. Granlund 
Charles A. Lindbergh: 
The Boy and the Man 
currently in storage

RELOCATION AND DEACCESSION SAN DIEGO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ARTS MASTER PLAN

RELOCATION AND DEACCESSION

11

10

9

8

7
6

5

4

3

2

1

1  Christine Beniston 
Time Interwoven 
Elevator Lobby,  
Ground Level  
(pre-security)

2  Javi ‘WERC’ Alvarez 
SAN 
Building Exterior 
(pre-security)

Existing Public Art Collection, Terminal One
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Kira Schecker and Brett O’Connell, The Traveler, 2009. 
Photography and digital graphics printed on mixed media. Terminal One, 
Gates 1 & 2. Replacement value: $45,000.

Background: There is no record of this work being in the  
permanent collection.

Recommendation: This display would require a long, linear display area. 
There is not a suitable location for this work in the new Terminal One. 
The cost for removing, storing and re-installing the work could exceed 
the replacement value. Remove and do not replace.

 
Ben Darby, Puff, 2010. 
Mosaic. Terminal One, Ground Level (pre-security).

Recommendation: Translated into mosaic from a painting that is 
hanging in the Administration Building, Puff was fabricated to specifically 
fit the dimensions of the restroom/fountain areas. This work could be 
re-installed in one of the restroom areas, but would likely need to be 
modified to fit the dimensions of a new site. These costs should be  
evaluated before making a final decision.

 
Rin Colabucci, Wind, Trees and Birds, 2010. 
Mosaic. Terminal One, Ground Level (pre-security).

Recommendation: Translated into mosaic from a painting that is  
hanging in the administration building, Wind, Trees and Birds was  
fabricated to specifically fit the dimensions of the restroom / fountain 
areas. This work could be re-installed in one of the restroom areas,  
but would likely need to be modified to fit the dimensions of a new site. 
These costs should be evaluated before making a final decision.

RELOCATION AND DEACCESSION 

Terminal One

Miki Iwasaki, Astralgraph, 2015. 
Walnut hardwood, local artisan ceramic. 60' long, 9' high, 6" deep.  
Terminal One Food Court, Ground Level (pre-security).

Recommendation: Astralgraph could be very successful at a similar  
site (serving as a screen or way of delineating spaces in a food court  
or elsewhere) in the new Terminal One, but would need to be  
reconfigured / re-built by the artist to fit its new location. This artwork 
is not listed in the appraisal that was commissioned of the Public Art 
Collection. Costs should be evaluated before making a final decision.

 
Miki Iwasaki, Signalscape, 2011. 
Wood boxes and motion sensors. 64' long. Terminal One Baggage Claim, 
Ground Level (pre-security). Replacement value: $100,000.

Recommendation: Signalscape could be very successful at a similar site 
(on the fascia in baggage claim, ticketing or another busy location) in the 
new Terminal One, but would need to be reconfigured/re-built by the 
artist to fit its new location. Costs should be evaluated before making a 
final decision.

 
Steve Bartlett, Guillermo, 1997. 
Stainless Steel. 11.4' x 11.4' x 6'. Located at east end of outdoors.  
Replacement value: $165,000.

Recommendation: Guillermo is not integrated and could therefore be 
easily located to a new interior or exterior site in the new Terminal One, 
or at another public location. (It is also a very popular work in the  
collection and should not be Deaccessioned).

Materials, dimensions and costs, where given, are based on  
the Replacement Value Appraisal Report, commissioned by the  
Arts Program in 2014.

 
Administration Building

Jari “Werc” Alvarez, SAN, 2014. 
Digital wall mural on vinyl. 35' x 60'. Value: $25,000. Located on exterior, 
east facing wall. This is the first of three digital murals commissioned 
from Werc. The second and third murals were intended to be printed at 
a later date and installed as a series.

Recommendation: The mural that was installed was intended to be a 
temporary mural and was not formally accessioned into the Airport’s 
collection. It should be decommissioned when it reaches the end of its 
useful life, or when the building is removed, whichever is earlier.  
The installation of the other murals in the series will depend on the  
configuration of the new building and the ability to place a similarly- 
sized frame on a similarly-visible wall.

 
Christie Beniston, Time Interwoven, 2009. 
Light box with extruded plastic strips. Value $80,750. Located in lobby.

Recommendation: Relocate to new Administration Building or  
new Terminal One.

Carolyn Braaksma, Drifting Beyond Control, 2001. 
Precast Concrete. Eight 9' x 14' panels. Outdoor pedestrian corridor  
linking Terminals One and Two. Replacement value: $90,000.

Recommendation: Drifting Beyond Control may not be able to be moved 
without destroying it, and there may not be a good location for it to  
be re-created. The Program should investigate relocation further  
while considering possible sites, such as the airport entrance roadway. 
Otherwise, Deaccession.

 
Anne Mudge, Pacific Flyways, 2010. 
Lithocrete, shells, glass disks, imbedded aggregate, colored reflected 
glass. 17.5" to 29.5" diameter. Seats 18.5" high. Terminal One Exterior 
Plaza. Replacement value $166,000.

Recommendation: Pacific Flyways cannot be moved without destroying 
it. The piece has also had issues with surface soiling, gum adhesion, 
fading and various glass disks being dislodged. Deaccession.

 
Tracy Sabin, A Day at the Beach, 2005. 
Mosaic. 6.5' x 38'. Terminal One, Gates 1 & 2. Replacement value: 
$70,000. Relocation cost: $55,000.

Recommendation: Because A Day at the Beach is a very long work, there 
may not be a suitable location in the renovated Terminal One to re- 
install it. If the work cannot be relocated, it should be Deaccessioned 
and offered to the artist, who has a right of first refusal on taking the 
work if it is Deaccessioned. If the artist does not want the work,  
it could be donated to a community partner that has a suitable location 
for the work (and if it is possible for SAN to donate the work). The cost 
for removing, storing and re-installing the work could possibly exceed 
the replacement value. These costs should be evaluated before making 
a final decision.
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Paul T. Granlund, Charles A. Lindbergh, the Boy and the Man, 1967. 
Bronze. Currently in storage during construction in Terminal Two.

Recommendation: This work commemorates Charles Lindbergh, who 
began his historic trans-Atlantic flight from Dutch Flats, the location of 
the airport. The airport was named for him (Lindbergh Field) until 2003, 
when it was officially re-designated San Diego International Airport. In 
1987, the statue was donated by Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical to the  
Port of San Diego (which operated the airport at the time), and it is not 
known if there are any conditions that accompanied the donation. A 
determination about this artwork should be made based on further  
discussion with the AAC and careful consideration of issues of iconography 
and equity, as well as current best practices in addressing artworks that 
memorialize individuals.

Mike Mandel, In Flight, 2009. 
Mosaic. Terminal One Southwest Rotunda, Upper Level (post-security).

Recommendation: A work in multiple parts, there may not be a suitable 
location in the renovated Terminal One to re-install In Flight as it is  
currently configured. The artist would need to be re-engaged to  
reconfigure the work for a new site (possibly adding or subtracting 
elements). The cost for removing, storing, artist re-design, fabrication 
modifications and re-installing the work could possibly exceed the  
replacement value. These costs should be evaluated before making a 
final decision.

 
Charles R. Faust, Sandcast, 1966. 
Terminal One Entrance, Ground Level (pre-security).

Recommendation: This work suffered damage when previously  
relocated and there were issues with how it was re-installed. The  
work should be evaluated for the costs to re-locate and if it could be 
re-located without sustaining further damage. Would need to find a 
suitable location.
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1. Airport Roadway Retaining Wall

2.  Airport Drive Perimeter Security Wall  
(Airport Operations Area / AOA Fence)

3. Gateway Feature

4. Garage Facade

5. Skyways

6. Roofline / Glass Facade

7. Vertical Feature Area

8. Ticketing Decision Points

9. Recomposure Area

10. Concession Cores (East, West)

11. Arts Zone

SITE AND OPPORTUNITIES  
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE CONSIDERATIONS
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12. Dwell Lounges (East, West)

13. Restrooms

14. West Concourse Wall

15.  Inter-Terminal Connector 
(Terminal One / Terminal Two)

16. Baggage Claim Area

17. Outdoor Seating Areasx 

18. Curbside

19. Green / Sustainable Artwork

20. Interactive / Family-Friendly Artwork

21. Terminal Look and Feel
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Airport Entry Zone

Terminal Pre-Security / Ticketing Level Zone

Terminal Post-Security Zone

Terminal Pre-Security / Baggage and Arrivals Zone

Flexible Zone

This table summarizes how each of the projects recommended in the Site and Opportunities Plan addresses the Customer Experience goals that  
are identified in the ADP Program Definition Document.
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3. Adopt a Range of Methods for Recruiting Artists

  In addition to the current open call method for recruiting artists,  
adopt a broader range of approaches including an invitational  
selection process and the use of an artist roster (pre-qualified list) 
when appropriate.

4. Create an Artist Mentorship Program

  Develop a mentorship program that provides emerging artists in  
the region with the opportunity to work with experienced artists on 
large-scale public art commissions. 

  Invite local artists to apply to a Mentorship Roster through an open 
Request for Qualifications issued on a periodic basis.

5. Create a Visual Art Residency

  Reinstate SAN’s previously discontinued Visual Art Residency program 
for annual implementation.

6.  Develop Processes for Incorporating Public Art into  
Public-Private Partnership Projects

  Create a set of principles for establishing Two-Percent for Art  
requirements for public-private partnerships.

  

Herein lies a summary of all recommended strategies identified in  
the Arts Master Plan, organized by program focus areas. Arts Program  
resources should be carefully evaluated as staffing levels at the  
time of this document’s completion will not support the successful  
implementation of all recommended strategies. 

PUBLIC ART PROGRAM STRATEGIES

1.  Adopt Criteria for Evaluating Potential  
Public Art Opportunities

  Develop criteria for evaluating public art opportunities that supports 
alignment with Airport and Arts Program mission, vision and goals 
and includes provisions for artistic quality, location and feasibility.

2.  Continue to Use a Variety of Approaches to  
Public Art

  Continue to use the following approaches to working with artists:  
Design Team Artist; Integrated; Stand-Alone Artwork; Goal-Oriented; 
Artist Residency; and Temporary. 

APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF MASTER PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS

APPENDICES

SAN Public Art Collection, Relativator, Living Lenses
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3.  Strengthen Partnerships with Artists and  
Cultural Organizations 

  Create and implement a means for articulating both Arts Program 
and resident goals and needs at the beginning of the residency.

  Build the capacity of resident organizations to develop realistic 
project budgets by requiring budget proposals from residents that 
include all residency costs including administration, marketing and 
documentation.

  Create and implement a means for capturing future benefits regard-
ing recognition and audience development.

TEMPORARY EXHIBITIONS STRATEGIES

1. Maintain Flexibility in Curatorial Approaches

  Continue to work flexibly, experimenting with different approaches  
to curating as well as to working with artists and collections.

  Consider different curatorial approaches in each terminal once  
Terminal One is completed.

  Build in the ability to support the creation of new work as part of 
exhibitions programming.

2.  Adopt Guidelines for Exhibitions Siting  
and Infrastructure

  Develop Siting Criteria for exhibitions.

  Develop a General Facility Report.

  Complete an assessment of existing casework.

  New casework should meet museum standards.

  Deaccession or replace cases not in good condition.

  Purchase a portable dance floor for use with dance /  
theatre performances.

4. Develop New Collaborations

  Proactively seek partnerships with local arts and culture organiza-
tions to assist with achieving recruitment goals.

5. Explore New Funding Resources for Performances

  Explore the options for reducing costs through badged musicians  
(lower overhead) and partnerships (cost-sharing).

  Explore co-created programs and leverage resources with local arts 
and culture organizations that want to increase access to the arts for 
non-traditional audiences or in non-traditional settings.

  Explore the possibility of performing arts sponsorships  
with concessionaires. 

PERFORMING ARTS  
RESIDENCY STRATEGIES

1.  Keep the Creative Output of the Program Fresh  
and Innovative

  Keep the selection process open to ensure a wide range of genres.

2. Strengthen Awareness of the Program 

  Develop additional documentation for each residency (e.g. resident 
background, creative process and presentation of the work) for  
display in terminals or online.

  Continue promoting the program through digital media as well as in 
the terminals and in the Cultural Exchange Space with documentation 
from past and current residencies.

PERFORMING ARTS  
PROGRAM STRATEGIES

1. Broaden the Range of Performances

  Continue to actively recruit a broad range of talent to ensure a  
deep and diverse bench of qualified performers and performing arts 
genres that reflect the region’s cultural resources.

  Develop a recruitment process that includes working with community 
partners and a procedure for artists to submit materials annually.

  Establish and post the criteria for evaluating talent.

2. Increase the Frequency of Performances

  In the near-term present three to four performances weekly in  
Terminal Two.

  When Terminal One is completed target a baseline of four  
performances weekly, two in each terminal.

  Long-term grow the performance schedule to six to eight per week, 
resources permitting.

  Badge a small number of musicians for regular sets. 

  Explore partnerships with performing arts organizations.

  Feature special performances related to festivals and events present-
ed elsewhere. Allow flexibility for adjusting to external schedules. 

3.  Broaden the Types of Locations in which  
Performances Can Be Experienced

  Develop several areas for mobile set-ups and/or plug-and-play.

  Incorporate at least one mobile/plug-and-play into an existing  
location in Terminal Two.

  Consider mobile/plug and play, and permanent set-up(s) in the  
new Terminal One.

7.  Create Mechanisms for Accepting  
Financial Donations

  Establish guidelines for receiving and utilizing financial donations  
for public art.

8.  Utilize Two-Percent for Art Funds for  
Collections Management

  Set aside up to 15 percent of the Two-Percent for Art allocation  
per project for collections management. These funds should be  
used to supplement, not to replace, the operating funds available  
for conservation.

  Pool funds into a Collections Management Fund to be used  
for conservation and collections management needs for the  
entire collection.

  Develop a work plan that anticipates conservation and maintenance 
needs both in the near term and over the next 10 years (based on the 
Collections Management Plan and anticipated new commissions).

  Allocate monies from the Collections Management Fund based upon 
needs identified in the Collections Management Plan. 

9.  Create Clear Goals and Criteria for Receiving  
Gifts of Artwork

  Include criteria for reviewing gifts that ties the acceptance of gifts to 
the Arts Program’s goals and policies.

  Include language that states that the donor is responsible for all costs 
associated with a gift such as, installation, ongoing maintenance, and 
security etc. and include clearer language around the procedures for 
review of gifts. 
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ENGAGING WITH THE REGION’S  
ARTS AND CULTURE COMMUNITY 
STRATEGIES

1.  Cultivate Partnerships through Ongoing General 
Outreach Approaches

  Continue informational open houses related to programs and projects.

  Consider informational on-site walk-throughs of the collection,  
exhibitions and performance spaces to explore co-programming.

  Cultivate partnerships that connect with underserved audiences  
or otherwise increase the diversity of artists, arts organizations and 
art forms presented at the airport. 

2.  Pursue Specific Partnerships that Address Specific 
Project and Programming Needs

  Partner with university music composition programs to commission 
new work for the airport.

  Partner with local children’s museums on child-centered artwork, 
installations and/or play areas.

3. Cultivate Partnerships through Cultural Exchange

  Participate in regional art exhibitions by providing a satellite location 
at the airport.

  Consider co-programming/co-producing with arts and  
culture partners.

  Consider Cultural Exchange themes that educate residents and  
visitors about local organizations that are using the arts to connect 
the region’s people across cultures.

  Ensure that the Airport Art Collection, Temporary Exhibition and  
Performance locations and schedules are included in airport  
wayfinding and customer navigation assistance.

  Provide information about the Arts Program to the Ambassadors in 
accessible formats.

4.  Expand and Enhance the Types of Information that 
are Provided about the Arts Program

  Provide a wider range of content about Arts Program projects,  
partnerships and partnerships.

  Create an easily accessible calendar of events.

  Develop and disseminate educational and informational materials 
aimed at specific audiences.

  Make news reports and critical responses to projects available to  
the public.

5.  Encourage Interaction with Arts Program Resources

  Explore and develop activities to encourage interaction with the  
collection such as demonstrations or interactive art-making.

  Commission artists (visual and performing) to reinterpret elements  
of the collection. 

  Incorporate elements of artist-led community engagement into  
specific public art commissions, exhibitions and performances.

  Explore the development and use of interactive apps to expand  
customer experiences with the collection and exhibits.

  Continue to develop programs for and partnerships with educators 
that use the Arts Programs resources, e.g. DesignAHEAD.

COMMUNICATIONS AND  
ENGAGEMENT STRATEGIES

1. Develop a Strong and Consistent Program Identity

  Focus on standards for artistic excellence and the desire to redefine 
the airport experience through the Arts Program. 

  Expand communications efforts related to social media platforms.

2.  Develop a Communications Plan for Each  
New Project and Initiative 

  Work with the Marketing and Public Relations departments to 
develop a communications strategy for each new public art project, 
exhibition, performance series, residency or other initiative. 

3.  Expand and Enhance Platforms for Communicating 
with Audiences

  Use multiple platforms, print, Internet and social media to reach 
different audiences. 

  Create multilingual informational content for increased access.

  Continue to budget for collateral materials related to programs, 
installations and exhibitions.

  Continue to invest in informational signage for visual and performing 
arts programs.

  Continue to work with the Marketing and Public Relations  
departments to cultivate local and regional media stories about the 
Program’s activities.

  Consider producing short videos for all new major public art  
installations, exhibitions and residencies.

  Develop periodic campaigns to encourage people to engage with the 
collection, temporary exhibitions and performing arts programs. 

3. Develop Approaches for Future Exhibition Spaces

  Identify a minimum of five and up to eight sites for use with  
two-dimensional works in Terminal One.

  Purchase one additional large-scale, mobile monitor for  
video exhibitions.

  Seek an area in the new Terminal One or Terminal Two for a new 
gallery space that is built out to basic museum standards.

  Set aside a Cultural Exchange Space in the new Terminal One and/or 
Terminal Two.

4. Prototype a Film Program

  Create the infrastructure needed to prototype a film program  
including the purchase of monitors and other equipment.

  Develop and implement a program that features locally-produced 
short films, videos and/or documentaries in partnership with a local 
curator or genre-specific organizations.

  Designate an area in the new Terminal One as a Film Screening Area.

5.  Create Mechanisms for Accepting  
Financial Donations

  Establish guidelines for the receipt and use of monetary contributions.

6. Increase Program Resources 

  Establish the current $500 loan fee as a minimum; have higher fees 
for larger spaces or newly-created work.

  Expand on-call art handling services contract. 
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  Consider providing brochures or public information programs in 
community centers, libraries and schools, about the Arts Program  
in general, or specifically about a new Temporary Exhibition or  
Performing Arts Residency.

  Consider using multiple platforms for publicizing community  
engagement activities to reach a variety of audiences.

  Add web page and social media content that articulates the story  
of the Arts Program’s community engagement activities, highlighting 
or showcasing different constituencies throughout the year. 

EVALUATION STRATEGIES

1.  Conduct Process Evaluations of Arts Program  
Projects and Initiatives 

  Design and implement a questionnaire or exit interview to gauge 
project stakeholders’ perceptions of the project development process 
for public art, exhibition, performing arts and residency projects

2.  Evaluate Audience Engagement with Public Art  
and Temporary Exhibitions

  Design and implement a survey (in-person, online etc.) and comment 
cards that gather information about people’s knowledge of and  
experience and interaction with the permanent Public Art Collection 
and Temporary Exhibitions.

  Conduct research annually and throughout the year to align with 
peak and non-peak travel.

4.  Expand Engagement with Culturally Diverse and 
Underserved Communities

  Commission works of art by artists who have historically experienced 
barriers to public art projects. 

  Ensure that Arts Program applications, calls for submission,  
marketing efforts, informational materials, exhibitions labels and 
signage are provided, at minimum, in Spanish as well as English.

  Publicize and conduct information sessions for artist opportunities in 
a variety of locations that are accessible to those who may not attend 
sessions if they are only available at the airport.

  Partner with trusted local community-based organizations to  
present sessions, workshops and outreach to ensure relevancy  
while strengthening community relations with the Arts Program  
and the airport. 

5.  Continue Airport-Based Arts Residencies 

  Follow recommendations for Arts Residencies in this plan. 

6.  Support Artists Who Wish to Engage with the 
Broader Community in the Process of Developing 
Their Projects 

  Consider building in time for community engagement into artists’ 
project scope and timelines.

  Consider making an artist’s experience and approach to community 
engagement a selection criterion for certain projects. 

  Consider community engagement when developing project budgets.

7.  Establish Marketing Related to  
Community Engagement

  Develop content and programming for off-site community  
engagement activities related to Arts Program activities. 

ENGAGING THE BROADER COMMUNITY  
IN THE SAN DIEGO REGION STRATEGIES

1.  Expand Strategic Community Partnerships

  Develop partnerships with community-based and arts education 
organizations.

  Develop partnerships with off-site venues such as libraries for related 
community programming.

2.  Expand Engagement with the Military Community

  Enlist military support organizations in the production of relevant 
artworks, performances and workshops that engage the military 
community and educate travelers about the military community in 
the greater San Diego region.  

  Enroll in national directories of military arts and related organizations 
and play an active role as a connector of resources.

3.  Expand Engagement with Education Programs 

  Collaborate with arts educators to identify strategies for development 
and implementation of curricular materials.

  Create educational materials such as learning guides, teacher packs 
and pop-up workshops that support arts, STEAM and educational 
areas through the Arts Program’s lens.

  Explore the creation of Arts Program-sponsored community- 
based artist residencies to develop co-produced projects for  
airport exhibition.

4.  Strengthen Relationships with Peer Leaders  
and Organizations

  Allocate time for staff to participate in arts and culture committees 
and panels.

  Participate in regional cultural planning activities.

  Serve as a convener for conferences, group strategy sessions or other 
community partner meetings.

5.  Ensure that Partnerships are Structured Equitably

  Develop a checklist of factors to consider for successful partnerships.

  Ensure there is mission alignment between partners.

  Clearly articulate each partner organization’s goals for  
the partnership. 

  Consider the relative capacity and core missions of the  
Arts Program and independent arts organizations when allocating 
responsibility for tasks. 

  Identify specific capacity building outcomes for artist  
commission and residencies as well as ways to measure  
achievement of those outcomes. 

  Compensate partners fairly for their services as well as  
secondary costs.

6.  Connect Arts Program Audiences with the  
Broader Arts and Culture Ecosystem

  Solicit information about arts and culture resources and provide 
information about them across variety of platforms, such as blog 
postings, newsletter and web page.
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6.  Adopt the recommended revisions to Arts Policy Section 2  
regarding the duties of Art Advisory Committee, Artist Selection  
and Review Panels, Authority Board, President/CEO, and  
Arts Program Management. 

7.  Adopt the recommended revisions to the Arts Policy Section 4  
regarding the Duties of the Authority Board.

8.  Adopt the recommended revisions to the Arts Policy Section 5  
regarding the Duties of the President/CEO.

9.  Remove Arts Program Policy Section 6 regarding Arts Program  
Management.

ALL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR  
REVISIONS TO ARTS POLICY 8.50 IN 
APPENDIX B
1.  Adopt the recommended revisions to the Arts Policy’s Purpose,  

Goals and Definitions.

2.  Adopt the recommended revisions to the Arts Policy’s Funding  
language regarding the addition of language to set aside funds 
allocated for an eligible project, funds for conservation, Arts Program 
staff’s participation in initial planning for Capital Project funding,  
references to Temporary Installations Program, the use of funds  
allocated for an eligible project for P3 projects, and the inclusion of 
guidelines for accepting Financial Contributions.

3.  Adopt the recommended revisions to Ownership language in  
Arts Policy Section 1(c)(ii) that removes language that requires  
blanket use of artwork for commercial purposes.

4.  Adopt the recommended revisions to Arts Policy Section 1(e) related 
to annual updates of the Conservation and Maintenance Plan and the 
Arts Program’s practice of using a Collections Management Plan.

5.  Adopt the recommended revisions to Arts Policy Section 1(g)  
regarding Gifts and Loans of Artwork that guides the review and 
acceptance process of donated works of art including language that 
ties the acceptance of a gift of artwork to the Arts Programs Goals 
and Policies, outlines donor responsibility for all costs associated 
with the gift, expands the provisions for accepting Memorials to gifts 
of artwork, review and acceptance of gifts shall be standardized and 
independent, allows additional time for considering acceptance of a 
donation of artwork and that clarifies that objects that do not meet 
the Policy’s definition of Art work are not reviewed.

PLANNING PROCESSES

1.   Pursue Several Types of Planning at Times  
that Meet the Needs and Circumstances of the  
Arts Program.

  Develop an annual Artistic Plan with a three-year look ahead.

  Conduct a Program Review. 

  Periodically develop Site and Opportunities Plans related to major 
capital projects.

  Establish a baseline Collections Management Plan.

  Annually recommend a conservation program and funding levels 
based on the Collections Management Plan. 

3.  Evaluate Audience Engagement with  
Performing Arts 

  Design and implement a survey (in-person, online etc.) and comment 
cards that gather information about people’s knowledge of and  
experience and interaction with performances, both through the 
ongoing concerts and the residency program.

  Conduct research annually and throughout the year to align with 
peak and non-peak travel.

4.  Continue to Conduct Economic Impact Research 

  Build on the data gathered as part of the 2017 studies for comparison 
in future years; include data on the impact of direct spending on the 
local economy.

  Continue to examine various factors and methodologies for  
quantitatively measuring the Arts Program’s impact beyond those 
already defined.
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Goals 
The Goals statement should be eliminated.

Definitions 
Many of the definitions in the Policy set out direction for the Arts Program, 
especially around planning. Recommended changes to how the  
Arts Program plans require some modifications to these definitions.

• Ensure all definitions are listed in alphabetical order.

• Remove definitions for:

Airport Art Master Plan  
This is replaced with new definitions for Artistic Plan and Program 
Review (below).

Conservation and Maintenance Plan  
This is being replaced with a definition for Collections Management 
Plan (below).

Temporary Installations  
The Arts Program does not make a programmatic distinction  
between temporary and permanent public art. This has been  
combined with “Changing Exhibitions” in what is now called  
“Temporary Exhibitions.”

The following compiles the recommendations above related to making 
edits to Policy 8.50, the Policy for the Airport Authority Arts Program. 
These recommendations are being made at this time to coincide  
with an executive staff review of all Airport policies and to allow for  
implementation of the recommendations of this plan. 

Purpose 
The Policy refers to the governance of the Acquisition, retention, display,  
gifts and loans, and Deaccession of Artwork. It should be updated  
to refer also to the overall administration of the Arts Program, including  
the Arts Advisory Committee. The Purpose section should absorb  
content from the Goals section. 

Purpose 
To establish policy governing Acquisition, retention, display,  
gifts and loans, and Deaccession of Artwork at all public-use facilities 
and airports under the jurisdiction of the San Diego County Regional 
Airport Authority (“Authority”), as well as overall administration of 
the Airport Arts Program and Arts Advisory Committee; and to  
integrate the Airport Arts Program into the day-to-day administration 
of the Airport Authority, afford new and innovative opportunities  
for the presentation of arts and culture, and to further the mission 
of the Authority.

APPENDIX B

SUMMARY OF POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

•  Revise definitions for:

Art Advisory Committee  
Change name to Arts Advisory Committee.

Airport Art Site and Opportunities Plan  
Change to make its focus specifically on planning for major  
capital projects. 

Airport Art Site and Opportunities Plan  
A comprehensive plan created for the Airport Arts Program related 
to major capital projects. The Airport Art Site and Opportunities Plan 
should include recommendations for public art projects and arts  
infrastructure and include recommended budget allocations for  
each project or infrastructure investment. The Airport Art Site and 
Opportunities Plan is reviewed and recommended by the AAC to the 
President/CEO and subsequently approved by the Board.

Airport Art Program  
Remove reference to Temporary Installation Program and  
change to Airport Arts Program. Remove specific reference to  
Arts Program vision.

Airport Arts Program 
A program of the Authority consisting of the (1) Public Art Program,  
(2) Temporary Exhibitions Program and (3) Performing Arts Program. 
The Arts Program enriches the travel experience and airport  
environment for customers through innovative and memorable arts 
programming and exemplified the airport’s role as a respected  
community partner and regional resource. 

Eligible Project  
Change to:

Eligible Project 
A Capital Project that includes construction of or renovations to terminals, 
curbsides, roadways, connecting green spaces and other related l 
andside improvements that directly impact the customer experience by 
nature of being physically accessible and/or visually prominent.

•  Create definitions for: 

Conservation  
The preservation, protection and restoration of artwork and cultural 
property through activities that prolong its existence and minimize 
chemical and physical deterioration and damage, and that prevent 
loss of informational content. 

Capital Project  
Construction projects within the Authority’s Capital Program which 
is defined by Authority Policy 4.30.

Program Review  
A periodic review of the Arts Program that considers the overall  
vision and goals for the Program, its internal processes, and  
external partnerships. The Program Review is reviewed and  
recommended by the Arts Advisory Committee and approved by  
the President/CEO, with special consideration given to current  
staffing resources.

Collections Management Plan  
A plan maintained by the Arts Program staff that documents the 
Airport’s Public Art Collection, records previous conservation, and 
documents and prioritizes conservation needs.

Financial Contributions  
Funds contributed to support any element of the Arts Program.  
This may include cash contributions and sponsorships.
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Arts Program staff should manage the integration of art using  
the public art commissioning process outlined in the Policy, in  
particularwith regard to the roles of Artist Selection Panels and  
the Arts Advisory Committee. 

Even if the P3 is responsible for operating and maintaining the 
future facility, as in a lease situation, the public art asset should be 
owned by the Airport and maintained and conserved as part of the 
Airport’s Public Art Collection. 

•  Either in the funding section or another section of the Policy, a set of 
guidelines should be outlined that address the acceptance of Financial 
Contributions, including sponsorships.

Financial Contributions should be held in a fund that allocates the 
funding for the purpose that it was contributed.

Donors making financial contributions agree that their funds will  
be used to support projects and programs developed by the  
Arts Program in accordance with the Policy, and may not direct the 
selection of particular artists, performers or contractors, and may 
not influence artistic decisions or direct the selection of particular 
artists, performers or contractors.

Ownership 
Section 1(c)(ii), remove “all commercial and.” It is not a best practice for 
contracts to require blanket use for commercial purposes. Commercial 
uses would need to be handled in a separate agreement with an artist.

Conservation and Maintenance 
Section 1(e), remove “and exhibited in accordance with an annual 
conservation and maintenance plan.” The practice of the Arts Program 
is to maintain a Collections Management Plan, but that plan would not 
necessarily be updated annually.

Funding 
Arts Program funding is outlined in the Policy Statement, Section 1(b). 
There should be minor edits for clarification, plus additional  
language that states that Two-Percent for Art funds can be set aside in  
a conservation fund.

•  Revise Section 1(b)(i) to clarify that the allocation for Board approval is 
2% of eligible construction costs from eligible Airport capital projects. 
Add language regarding the President/CEO’s ability to request that  
the Board reduce the two percent (2%) allocation on a per-Eligible 
Project basis under extraordinary circumstances such as a large-scale 
Eligible Project or a period of poor economic climate.

•  Revise Section 1(b)(i)(c) to indicate that the Arts Program staff,  
in collaboration with the Airport Design and Construction  
Department, shall participate in the initial planning phase for  
the Capital Project funding.

•  In Section 1(b)ii, remove reference to Temporary Installations Program. 
Remove reference to conservation and maintenance.

•  In Section 1(b) add language that allows the Airport Arts Program to 
set aside up to 15 percent of the funds allocated for an eligible project 
funds allocated per project in a separate fund for conservation,  
costs associated with relocation and Deaccession, and other costs  
related to collections management. The amount would be at the  
recommendation of Arts Program staff.

•  Either in the funding section or another section of the Policy, a set of 
principles should be outlined that guide how the Two-Percent for Art 
requirement should be handled for P3 projects.

P3 projects should be subject to the same Two-Percent for Art  
obligation as capital projects managed by the Airport.

The Arts Program should take the lead on identifying and defining 
the public art opportunities for P3 projects in conjunction with  
the overall planning for the capital project, including developing  
a Site and Opportunities Plan for large-scale capital projects.

•  Add language that states that consideration of gifts may be held for 
up to 12 months to be considered in relation to other donations. This 
allows Arts Program staff and the Arts Advisory Committee to review 
proposals annually and in a systematic manner.

•  Add language that states that objects that do not meet the Policy’s 
definition of Artwork are not reviewed under this Policy.

Memorials 
Section 1(i)ii, revise the language to state that the donor of the Memorial 
shall be required to pay all costs associated with the donation including 
but not limited to design, fabrication, transportation, installation, security, 
permits, on-going maintenance, lighting, and removal.

Arts Advisory Committee 
Section 2 of the Policy outlines the composition, appointment process, 
terms of membership, governance, role and conflict of interest policies 
of the Arts Advisory Committee. The following recommends edits  
that address composition, governance and roles of the Arts Advisory 
Committee.

•  In Section 2(a)i, should state that the composition of the AAC should 
include one voting member that serves as the Board Representative, 
rather than a member that serves on the Board.

•  In the description of the composition of the Arts Advisory Committee in 
Section 2 (a), add language about striving especially to ensure inclusive 
representation, including but not limited to age, cultural background, 
and gender.

•  At least one of the six shall be active in building design, architecture,  
or operational engineering.

Gifts and Loans of Artwork 
Section 1(g) addresses gifts and loans of Artwork. Several edits are  
recommended to guide the review and acceptance process.

•  The “special and unique circumstances” under which the President/CEO 
would consider an artwork under (Section 1 (g)(i)) should additionally 
include language that ties the acceptance of the gift to the goals and 
Policies of the Arts Program:

The proposed gift of artwork supports the vision and goals of  
the Arts Program and meets criteria for artistic excellence and  
innovation as outlined in the Artistic Plan, 

There is an available location for the siting of the gift, 

The gift adds to the diversity of the Public Art Collection, and

The gift is an Artwork and is created by an Artist, as defined in the Policy.

•  Add language that states that the donor of the proposed gift shall be 
required to pay all costs associated with the donation including but 
not limited to design, fabrication, transportation, installation, security, 
permits, on-going maintenance, lighting, and removal. This language 
is currently in Section 1(h)(ii) under the review and acceptance of 
memorials. As with memorials, the Airport should not have to bear the 
responsibility for the costs associated with gifts of artwork.

•  Add language that states that all gifts are subject to all applicable 
provisions regarding review, Acquisition, exhibition, ownership and 
Deaccession governing the Airport Arts Program as described herein. 
This is language that is currently in the review of Memorials section of 
the Policy and should be the same for gifts.

•  Add language that states that review and acceptance of gifts shall be 
made by deliberate, standardized procedures, independent of political 
pressures and public opinion. This replicates the language found in the 
section on Deaccession (Section 1(i)).
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Recommends Deaccession to the President/CEO for approval.

Recommends Gifts and Loans to the President/CEO for approval.

Recommends Memorials to the President/CEO for approval.

Participates in advocacy, community outreach and strategic  
planning in support of the Arts Program mission.

Artist Selection and Review Panels 
Section 3 describes the Artist Selection and Review Panels. A few minor 
edits should be made to clarify that these Panels can be called for one 
or more designated projects and under what circumstances they should 
not be utilized.

•  In the introduction to Section 3, change “specific” to “designated.”  
Not all projects and programs use Panels.

•  In Section 3(d), change “particular” to “designated” and “process” to 
“projects.” Some Panels may be called for more than one project.

•  In Section 3(e), clarify the circumstances when the Arts Advisory  
Committee would serve as the Artist Selection and Review Panel:

3(e): The AAC, at staff’s request and at the Committee’s discretion, 
reserves the right to be called upon to serve as the Artist Selection 
and Review Panel. 

•  Section 2(b)i on Appointment Process should be edited to reflect  
the appointment of a Board Representative and should note that  
the Board Representative may be a past or current member of  
the Board.

•  Section 2(c) on Terms of Membership should reflect that voting  
members of the AAC are recommended by the President/CEO and 
appointed by the Board. This section should also state that if a  
member serves a partial term equal to or exceeding one-and-a-half 
years, it shall count as a full term.

•  Section 2(d)(i) on Governance should remove “and Vice Chair” from  
the residential requirement. This limitation may prevent the position 
from being filled.

•  Section 2(e) outlines the role of the Arts Advisory Committee. Some  
of these roles, especially regarding the entity to which it is making  
recommendations, need clarification. Amend the roles to reflect that 
the Arts Advisory Committee:

Recommends Arts Program policies to the President/CEO for review 
and recommendation to the Board for approval. 

Recommends Arts Program guidelines and procedures to the  
President/CEO for approval.

Recommends the Site and Opportunities Plan to the President/CEO 
for review and recommendation to the Board for approval. 

Approves selection process and Artist Selection and Review Panel 
composition for public art commissions.

Approves selection panel for Performing Arts Residency and  
Temporary Exhibition programs.

Recommends approval of artist selection for public art projects to 
President/CEO for review and confirmation. 

Recommends approval of artist concept design for public art  
projects to President/CEO for review and confirmation.

Review the Airport Art Site and Opportunities Plan and forward it  
to the Board for its approval;

Allocate eligible construction costs from eligible Airport capital  
projects for the Public Art Program;

Review and confirm the AAC’s recommended artist selection for 
public art projects;

Review and confirm the AAC’s recommended concept design for 
public art projects;

Approve Deaccession and relocation of public art;

Approve Gifts and Loans; 

Approve Memorials;

Serve as a liaison between the Authority and the public on Airport 
Arts Program- related matters, including coordinating outreach and 
communications efforts; and

Pursue collaborations and partnerships that further the goals of the 
Authority and the Airport Arts Program.

Duties of Arts Program Management 
Section 6, which currently outlines the duties of the Arts Program  
Management, should be removed, with select duties transferred to  
Section 5 or Duties of the President/CEO. 

Duties of the Authority Board 
The duties of the Authority Board are outlined in Section 4. These duties 
should be updated to reflect some of the changes in the way the  
Arts Program develops plans and should also clarify that the Board does 
not approve all contracts with artists, but only contracts that are within 
its contracting authority. 

•  Revise the duties of the Board to reflect the following:

Approve the Site and Opportunities Plan.

Approve Arts Program Policies.

Approve the allocated 2% of the amount of eligible construction 
costs from eligible Airport capital projects for the Public Art Fund.

Through its Chair, appoint one Board Representative annually to 
serve as a voting member of the AAC who may be a past or present  
Board member.

Approve appointments to the AAC, other than the  
Board Representative who is selected by the Chair.

Approve Airport Arts Program public works contracts per  
Policy 5.02.

Duties of the President/CEO 
The duties of the President/CEO are outlined in Section 5. These  
duties should be updated to reflect some of the changes in the way the  
Arts Program develops plans. 

•  Revise the duties of the President/CEO to reflect the following:

Negotiate and execute contracts with Artists to commission the 
design, fabrication, and installation of Artwork for the Airport;

Ensure that artists shall be involved at the earliest stages of design 
for Eligible Projects to maximize the successful integration of the 
Artwork and the Site;

Review and approve the Program Review; 
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Cultural Exchange 
Activities of the SAN Arts Program that are designed with the specific 
intent of partnering with a community or arts organization to develop 
mutually beneficial programming. 

Customer Experience Chapter 
a section of the Airport Development Plan (ADP) Program Definition 
Document (PDD) that considers the entire experience airport customers 
have from purchasing a ticket to departing the airport and recommends 
strategies for improving customer experience at the airport.

DesignAHEAD 
A collaborative endeavor between the Arts Program and local high 
schools, colleges and universities to expose aspiring and emerging 
artists, designers, architects, inventors, and programmers to real-world 
design challenges encountered in an airport environment.

Gifts of Artwork 
The donation of Artwork, or the funds to acquire or commission Artwork, 
to the Authority for placement in the Airport.

Goal-Oriented Art Project 
A public art project in which an artist is selected to create work in  
response to a specific goal, outcome or idea identified by the  
Arts Program, without a specific site having been identified prior to 
engaging the artist.

Airport Development Plan (ADP) 
A master plan for San Diego International Airport that identifies  
improvements that will enable the Airport to meet demand through 
2035, including the redevelopment of Terminal One and related facilities 
and transportation improvements. 

Artist Residency 
A method of engaging an artist in which an artist is embedded in the 
airport for a fixed period of time with the expectation that the artist will 
create new permanent, temporary or time-based work from research 
and exploration conducted during the period.

Artist Roster 
A pre-qualified pool of artists from which the Arts Program can choose 
artists for an invitational selection process. 

Arts Advisory Committee (AAC) 
A standing committee that serves to advise the President/CEO and 
Board on matters regarding the SAN Arts Program.

Conservation 
The preservation, protection and restoration of artwork and cultural 
property through activities that prolong its existence and minimize 
chemical and physical deterioration and damage, and that prevent loss 
of informational content.

APPENDIX C

DEFINITIONS

Performing Arts Program 
The presentation of live performances of music, dance, theater or other 
performative art forms at SAN.

Performing Arts Residency 
A component of the Performing Arts Program that provides opportunities 
for artists and/or arts organizations to develop and perform original 
site-specific work at SAN over an extended period of time that is inspired 
by the airport environment.

Plug-and-Play Space 
A delineated performance space that has built-in audio, and  
sometimes monitors or screens to present visual content, but  
not necessarily a built-in stage or performance space infrastructure. 

Program Definition Document (PDD) 
An element of the Airport Development Plan (ADP) that will be used  
by the selected Design Builder to plan and design the new Terminal One 
and related facilities. 

Public Art 
An original, site-specific work of art created by an artist that is visually 
accessible to the traveling public.

Public Art Collection 
The group of permanent artworks acquired by the Authority.

Public-Private Partnership (P3) 
A contract between a public sector entity and a private sector entity that 
outlines the provision of assets and the delivery of services. 

Selection Panel (also called Artist Selection and Review Panel) 
An ad-hoc panel appointed by the Arts Advisory Committee to  
review and recommend artists for designated project and program 
opportunities within the Arts Program. 

Integrated Artwork 
An artwork that is planned for and executed in conjunction with the 
overall design of a larger capital project. The work can be integrated into 
architecture, landscape design, streetscape or infrastructure projects. 

Invitational Selection Process 
A method of recruiting artists for a project by which the Arts Program 
invites a short list of artists to submit qualifications to be considered for 
the project. 

Maintenance 
The routine care and repair of works of public art that does not require 
specialized expertise.

Memorial 
An item, object, or monument designed or adapted to commemorate  
or honor the memory of a person, place, idea, or event that occurred in 
the past.

Mobile Set-Up 
A location that has been visually delineated for performances and  
has electricity and seating but does not have a full stage or permanent 
sound system.

Open Call 
A method of recruiting artists for a project by which any artist may  
submit qualifications, subject to any requirements established by the 
Arts Program.
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Stand-Alone Artwork 
An artwork commissioned independently of any capital project,  
or independently of the design and construction schedule of a  
capital project. 

Temporary Public Art 
An artwork that is commissioned to be presented for a fixed amount of 
time, from a one-time event to a period of a few years.

Temporary Exhibitions Program 
The temporary presentation at SAN of items on loan from local and 
regional museums, cultural institutions, arts organizations, collectors 
and artists.

Two-Percent for Art 
A funding mechanism for public art at SAN whereby the President/CEO 
shall take appropriate action to allocate for Board approval 2%  
of eligible construction costs from eligible airport capital projects for  
the purpose of commissioning site-specific public art throughout  
the airport campus, as well as maintenance and conservation of the 
Public Art Collection. In certain extraordinary circumstances, including 
but not limited to a large-scale Eligible Project or a period of poor 
economic climate, the President/CEO, in his/her discretion, may request 
that the Board reduce the two percent (2%) allocation on a per-Eligible 
Project basis. If less than two percent (2%) of eligible construction costs 
from an Eligible Project is allocated to fund the Public Art Program,  
all such instances shall be documented on an annual basis, accounting 
for the actual percentage that was allocated per Eligible Project to fund 
the Public Art Program. The accounting report shall be provided to the 
Arts Advisory Committee and the Board.




